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~heatri=al lu alteration of - a *long play &ch m a  Iiaiimt 
* - - - - - - 

- t - - - - - - 
conrtitutes a aystqm of interpretation that, bacaburc it oatiofieo 

4 \ . - - 
r t 

- - - 
public expectation, reflects the pgpular view: the Hanletth&_ 

= - 
- . .  

audiences were familiar with during the laterevonteenth and &' 

- - , -- < -. 

throughout the eighteenth century was far-rekoved from the Hamlet; - - 

Shakespeare had written. " 
* 

1 n  the period bstwmn 1676 and 1804, the swarhbuckling - ~ a m L t  1 

of,the act6rca paralleled echolarly views 02'the play; in the last 

quarter of the eighteenth century, however, criticism began to 

t a k e  a different turn, analyzing ~atl_et"s-mind. The 
- 

hypersensitive and procrs8tinating Harlot that then began to 
L . -  

>appear in-print did not find *n ana~&ue in the itage. From sir - 
William Davehant's relati vely rough ~ a k t  'of the Reetoration; 

thrpugh Robert ~ilks' gentlemanly prince of the early eighteenth 

century:.through David Garrick's athhtic Hamlet of the riddle and 
- - - - -  - - - -- - - -- - - -- - 

I ' -  

late eighteenth - century-: to, finally, John Philip Kemble'r- slower 
- 

but no 108s virile hero at the start of the next c&nkury, there is . . v 

no indication of weaknesd on the part of Hamlet. Delay, when 

admitted, ie attributed either to Shakeapeare'r clumsineao -in 

asai-milating the various elements of his source or to Hamlet's 

moral hcruplba aad princeiy rengitivity--not, a; in scholarly 

criticim from 1774 on, to emotional conf licte vif hin='f be 

- character himself. 

Thfa &ttby e m a t k m  theL refatimehi$-between t h e  Irtqer+,and 
. a 

. 1 

tho page--the one represented by fkve act-ing'ver6ionu 
I 

of Hamlet, - 



. 
&nd th.0 othmr. by tho litmrary iatmrprrtation~ of a nudbrr of . . 
eighkrnth-mntury critieo--in particular, T h o a m  Ham--and--,-; -7-r- 

- . - 
> -  

Willian ~fchardron. On the-barir of changer mad* to tho play. thm ' - - -  - - -  -,--- - 

theatrical pmrcept$on of Hamlet ir amen to bm conrirtmntly 

neoclaraical in itr prrniaer, while echolarly criticirm 
2 4 .. 

the end of thm eightwnth century begin. to movm in a i$$ffnGA+ 
A 

dirgction, becoming prychological and, eventually.. Romantic. In 
-1 

the theatre, it i r  the impulsive, Ictive-hero who capturer_-&hr 

populgr imagination and, for a timq, forestalla the image of 

Hamlet the brooding procrastinator. 



.  or Gabriel, 
Who never doubted 



maki of me! thy a thing you 
You -would play upon me: you would rmmm to know my rtopr; 
you 'would pluck; out the hmart d my-myrtery; you vould - 

aound re from my lowest note  toathe top of my corpru; 
and there ir much mueic, excellrnt voice, in thir little 
organ, yet cannot you make it speak. 
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report me and my cauro &right 
s (Ba~lmtbV.ii.> 

a 

The hiatory of th&rical text. of ~hake;p~&o'r play.--that 
k 

ia, of text6 aeuociated with performance and often printod to be ', 

, ' read by the public--ha6 alwayr bean a curiourly under-;xplore'd 
I 

. area ofdShakerpearo studies., While a great deal of attention ha. 
.. 

b e q  paid the .cholarly .di-tibnr, thiakrical have been ' - " 

traditionally ignorid ab somehow beneath critical notice. After 

a11 XBO the argument-goes), actor-managmrr -, have a%wayrt h e n  in 
d 

business primarily tu make h profit--and what can a middle-clarr 
# 

audience, with its notoriously short att-ention rpan, its love of 

spectacle and violence, know of philorophical roliloquimr and 

poetry? To those who denounced them, the exirtmnce of promptbookr 

and actors' editionm, becauae they-pander to publ4c tart-~,~-rorr_~hha_w~ 

sullied the pure, rarefied utmorphere which urually rurroundr the 

Shakespearean canon. Th alteratfonr in acting veriionr of a ~hak;m~o~re'a playa had ndoubtedly, they felt, been motivated by 

the thinking of such pragratirtr as the Hachinirt and Promptor in 

~ieldiAg's Tumble-Down Dick (17441, who here argue with Furtian, 

HACH. . . . But, nr. Prompter, I muat inrirt that . 

yet% a t  ~ t k  t QZ-k &a2 of €&hell, d.& 
Pantomime ir ro perform'd with it, or tho 
audisncm will be pall'd before tho 



_ , <  . 
BACK. Sic, &h.t;a hot enough.' 1'11 hare the . 

iirrt cut out too. 
. - 2 - 

= 

FUST. 'math and the devil! Can I bear thir? 
Shall Shak&po&re be ranglrh <to introd& 5 

thfa .trump&ry? 
/ - . - - 

PROIIP. Sir, this'gentleman bringr more money to 
the hou-H, than all the poets put together. 

P A W .  Pugh, pugk, ~haker~enre! 1 
1 

? , 
With r o ~ s  ;urtif'ication, therefore, an early stage hirtoifad 

such ar John Genert refere to printed rtage rrnditionr ar "that 

sinR of corruption" and imagine* Shakerpeare'r complaint to have 

been that "St. Lewrence never suffered more on his hidiron, than 

I have suffered from the Prompt-Book."2 A more recent critic, 
* .  

R.W. Babcock, in the introduction to hie Geneair of Shuker~eare 

f-' 
Idofatrv, informs the rcradar-that ucrlticirm of actora* verrionn - -- 

-\ 

of t* plays" will not appear in that hook. It, he proclaimr, 

"has no concern with such mutilated stage versionr of - 
Shakespmare."3 

On the other end of the scale, we might contend that 
8 

theatrical texts yield valuable information about the 
* 

public's--not the rolitary "closet" critico'--conception of C 

Shakoapeare's charact-rr. Precirmly beerus6 each playrcript, 

according to thir viru, mirrorr the combined aesthetic and populaq 

tartes of its age, whatever appeala to an audiencm appealr because 

it has tapped a nerve, becauae it reflects back to the satirfied 

opsctatorr a shared system of critical valves. Of course, to some 



-- -- - - - - - - - & -.. - - 
7 .  

The sucCsaefu1 actor- oiaultenecully rafl&cta an audiknce'e 
- % - - - . !  

pre&nceptfono-3f a particular character and oubtly modifiea and 
1 

d cfiallepger th e exi6ting viewm, It ia'thercrfore intermrting, in 

trying &o determine the popular view of Hamlet at any time, to ram 
' & ' I  

. uhethdr theatrical and rcholarly approachor to Shakerpeare ever 
- - . . - - -- 

coincided--or+ , = ther, inrtead, they ever separated, and why. 'In 
\ 

other uo=ds, we might hsk what oort of relationehip mxirtr bmtwmmn a . 
an actor'r conception of a role and cont-porary rchoiarly~'- 

A - 
~ormentary~on that ram9 character. Xore rpmcifically, ir thorm a 

noticeable changr in actorr8 intrrpretationr that ~aralleir thm by 

nou wall-known shift in Hamlek~criticirlr towardr the and oi thm 

3 

, 

W 



a * 
r 4 

0 

- ----- - - -- - -- -- - 

eighteenth' century? Critics ouch an Paul S. Conklin have traced 
3- 

-- 
and analyzed the hiatorical evolution of r criticism fr6m the 

cB e 

Elizabethan period through to the Roman the present etudy, 

however, attemptr to go one step further'by analyzing especially 

the relationship between the theatre and .the atudy, primarily e8 

1 - 
it is to be- found in actors' mditionr and in other theatrical 

, 
texts. 

-- 

Furthermorr, within the.genera1 category of dramatic 

criticiem, nome differentiation is necessary between theatrical 
* 

criticism on the one hand--which deriver, ar- it liplie&; from 

performance--and acholyly critlclem on the other--which may or 

may not he areociated wi.th stage interpretations and in.fact 
I * 

departed i in the,nineteenth century, from the earlier. 

arsunption were written to be' performed as well aa 

read. theatrical criticism of the seventeenth 
:: 

--- 

conrirtr of little more than a few 

T'. deecriptions or allurionr and a numher of eniries in the diary of 

the Samuel Pepyr; that of the eightrenth century, 

different problem. While eight 
~ h - c e n t u r y  

criticiom i lacks a unified philoaophy, criticior 
/ 

# 

pertaining to hhe theatre ie sometimes very astute--ae evidenced 

in the Tatler and Prompter; rometimea pedertrian--&a witness the 

common& of Francis Gentleman; and sometiaes no more than a tool 

of the "puff" system by which fans and paid hacks glorified one " - 

actor while they automatically vilified hir rival. The trick is 

in recognizing to which category any pertinent eye-witnese account ' 

belongs: On khe other hand, the woret of tho rcholarly criticiem 



often goer to the oppooitm wtrmme, concmntrating primarily on 
-- - - 

idear but analyzing tho play8 in an unthe8trical vrcuum and with 

little or no concern for the "actabi1ity"'of certain ct'itical 

/ 
Philoao~hical ~ n a l  Joie sxemplif i& jurt ruch an approach. 

There ie in addition elways the worry $n a otudy ruch ar this 

that one io reading too much into data that ia fragmentary and 

often skewed. In thm care. of the thratke f&ta kh.mrrlver, the 
-1 

excisions are straightforward but the motivation behind than 

remains, for the most part, open to debate. (David Garrfck'a 1772 

Hamlet is, aa we shall,eee, the happy exception.> certainly many 

cuts were made purely in the interests of shortening the longest 

p l  in the Shakeapearean canon. In the "~ntroduction" to his k 
# 17 4 theatre edition of the play, Francie Gentleman complains that 

"Am originally wrfttan, it mukt take up four houra in action; an 
- 

intolerable time": and actors such as John Bannister, Jr., and 

John Philip Kemble were praised and criticized, respectively, for 
w 

, 
the length of time an audience was made to sit. (Of the 

2,750-line version that took him four. houra to complete, Ed'win C 

Booth later noted that "Peopl~ gaped, rlept and left before the 

final act--in equ~ds.">~ Furthmr~ore. certain cuts quickly became 

standardized over decades, and it is often difficult, and 

ao~etites iiporsible, to ascertain when an excision ia made simply 

hucaw it WM always rade un atage, aad ' d e n  it ie mude becau&e 
. . 

. of a chavged attitude on the part oftthe audience and, in turn, 

the actor. In this study, cuta ie Hurlet that are repeated t i m e  

and again are considered moat significant in the first of the 
C 



textr to ahow ruch an excision; on the other ha K d, a new 
'omirrion--or the restoration of lines traditionally cut on 

rtage--provider further cluea as to the aubtle alteration that 

muit have occurred in the meantime. 

Tho fact that excisions were often made in response to 
I f 

theatrical exigencies doe8 not entirely invalidate their primary 

place of importance here. The intentiona'behind these cuts ere 

not ar rignificant as their effbcta, for while an excision right 
L 

have bmon determined eolely on ths baaie of expediency, even 

expmdieacy requ4rer choosing what fa roet expendable--and that, in 

turn involves va'luc ~udgementa concerning different moments in the 

play, Conrequently; while it helps to know whether an excision is 

interpretive or rimply pragmatic, the knowledge does not-alter the 

fact that the final result is in ,both cases a new reading, either 

welcomed by the audience or immediately quarhed becauee it refuaee 
- 

to conform to khe ac+eptablo limits of Hamlet interpretation. 
'. 

Finally, while alteration and adaptation are'9ften used 

synonymeumly to deAcribe any revired Shakespearean play, the two 

term*, a8 J+smm Lynch ha8 pointed out, indicate subtle differencee 
- 

in authorial a t t i t ~ d e . ~  An nltrration was generally conoidered by 

the revioer to ba an "improvement," thereby reflecting hie 

diaratiafactfon with the original. Cut8 ware made not sirply to 

ahortan- the - playing tima but rather to conaciou~ly modify p l d t ,  
charaetat, and t m .  Garrick's 1772 Hatlet, with its coltpfetely 

novel ending, subverts even the moot baric level of meaning in 
=. 

S t s k u s p a r e ' *  pfag end thu8 constitute8 an elteratioit. (William 

Hopkina' 1777 promptbook and Teta Wilkinson'e version also fall 





"vaudevillinn" pncbth and Cereprehensiblm"  caml let.^ Similarly, 

although few had ever seen and none had read Garrick's 1772 

.alteration of Hamlet, hi& temerity alone provoked enbarrarrment 

among his 'bdmir&a. James Boaden, Garrick'. biographer, thought 
4 

, the revirion "mean and traehy," and dieniered it as "an uctor'o 

mutilation of all parts but his own.'" Percy Fitzgerald declared 
p. 

it a "famous and Gothic mutilation,? the "one act od folly in hie 

life to which Carrick might look back with compunction."g 

But ruch denunciations really get us nowhere, and 

fortunatdy, more recent and temperate critics have tried'to 

dirtinguiah between the revioer and his model. Alfred Harbage, 

for example, find8 fault not with Davenant but with hie 
- - 

detractors, for confuoing~and then comparing adaptatione and their 

For anyone preoccupied with Shakespeare to be 
offended by the Reatoration rtage versionr is 
natural, but quite illogical. There verriom,are 
not the province of Shakerpearean echolarehip at 
all. . . . The Rertoration adapter in uminqthe . 
original playa did not pnnihilmte them, and 
certainly ruch men ar Davenant and Dryden would not 
have done so had it been porrible. So far ar these . . . are significant at all, they, are eignificant 
to the rtudent of the entire rweep of litergry 
history or, among rpecialirtr, to him who would take 
the pulse and tmmperature of the Rmrtoration 
itaelf--not, cartsinly, to the apecialist in 
Shakespeare. They ahould be examined with interest, 
not indignation, as ifluotrative of the undulations 
of human p r o g r ~ r r . ~ ~  

He then concedes that, yes, "theor adaptatione are bak. They 

could not be otherwise": but concludes that that is no 

"3uetification for the succeesion of essays in which critics have 
-, 



.-. 
. . 

vi ndicated thrir good taate b y  rrdiscovering end l l  l ~ % t r a t i % i ~ w l t h ~ ~ ~ ~  

m l s b a r a b  anslysea 3-t haw bad they arm," Chris t - -  SpmnmffCC 
P 

in hi. introduction t~ Five  metor oration bdeDtation; ef 

' S- agreer, re-stating the case even more iuccinctly. 

Thm revisiono, hb raye, "are now dead ae Shakee~mare and . . . to 
be-labour the* as bad Shskmrpeare ir like kicking q carcaar. . . . 

f 4 L 

It i* not worth our whiie to berate the adaptera or their verrions 
" 

of the plays, but it in worth an effort to try to underrtand 

them." He conc&udms ~ 4 t h  a dmrirm that such'workr be read ar new * 
glayr, and then rtater why: 

First, the best of the adgpt&iona are ~ ~ o y a b l e  in 
themaelver if they are read for themrelvrr, roma of 
the en~oyrent coming originally from Shakerpasre and- 

. 

some from the adapter. Smcond, tho adaptationa read 
as new playa will add to our underrtanding of the 
age that produced them. And third, we may broaden 
and d.hpqn our underrtanding of Shakeap+aro--not by 
prairing him ,at the actapterr'-mxpenqe, but by 

- corprehendfng ~ A I ~ E  irirfon of thr ~hkkuprarean . - 

materiel with which thmy were working.12 
==, 

This, then, is an effort to comprehend the altered and 

adapted verrionr of'Hamfet that audiences both expected mnd- 

welconed for over a century. Part I briefly outliner the general 

attitude8 towards ~hakbepeare'r playa as seen in the dramatic 

crlticirs of the .eventeenth and eighteenth canturiea. a i. 

a datailed textual comparison of five stage version8 of Hemlet, 
2 

with f u r t h e  inferration on the p r f a r m a ~ r  coltimg from e R W ~ Q T  

of theatrical criticr. And Part I11 compares the .adaptera'- . 
d i f i c a t i o n s  to ehsngltng seholatfy interpretation& of th* play, 

hare repreaentmd by Thomar Hanmer C1736) and William Richardron 
i 



6 . -- 
'vmrri&&--and the.~~ compar-lng there to the ocholarly~criticirm--I 

4 

'I ' ,  R t  L f 

hope-to c u a + C  > I  mrt of pali~prert through which a century and a 
-? 

half of Jiaalek interpretation8 may be revealed. 
, s 

-x, ./ 
? I  . 



PART I e 

The hero in tragrdy ia'ekthrr 8 whiz&&'$~~ cringing 
fool, that'r alwaya stabbifig hinemlf, or a ranting, 
hectoring bully, that'r for killing everybody elre. 

(Farquhar, Love g Bottle 116983 ) 
s 

THE LATE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

In his "Preface to Rapin" (1674),.Thomar Ryner inforlrr the 
< 

reader that, before the reatoration of the monarchy, England had . 
% 

been "as free f r o m  Crftfcka as it fs from Wolves," akd he than 

defmnds hie new profession, claiming "Poetr would grow negligent, 

if the Critickr had not a etfict eym over their mi~carria~dr.~l 

These firrt stirring8 of critical reneibifity were not to become 
- 

fully developed until the eighteenth century--the great age of 

Addieon and Johnson and Uorgann; however, the seventeenth century 

did produce Dryden and a coneiderable number of dranatirt-critica - 

eager to'enter the f?ay. As Bonamy Dobree has pointed out, the 
. 

ljterary battleground after the Restoration had ahiftea from the 

field of poetry to that ob plays. A a  a result, instead of T b '  
-7 

Arte & Poesie or A_ pafeneo of R i m e ,  we get An Fesav Pf Dramatick 
C 

P o e & y  and 3_ Short Pircourae o_f the Ennlich gtacfe.2 English 

criticism being in general more empirical and pragmatic than that 

of France (Dryden even admits hie debt to Hobbes),.the form and 

-- 

the function of the drama were both, for the firrt time, reriourly 

discussed. Sone of these critical attitudes--especially an they 

reflect rotivatione behind the adaptera' excieiona in Harlot and 



provide a background to our later discuseion of Thomas Hen~er--are - -  

worth briefly summarizing sere. 

~ w n d i c a t i o n  of the new trend towarda a roFe 

-self-conacioue, mor'e historically aware, critical attitude is to 

be found in. the growing concern, from the late seventeenth century7 

on; -over the' merits of the British "~ntien'ts,'.' especially 

Shakespeare, in relation to French standards of perfection.3 -1n 

the seventeenth century, Dryden is almost the sole champion of the 

r .  English native tradition against the dry formalism of the 
~eoclaooical unities,* y& even Dryden periodically feels obliged 

4 
t O - ~ ~ l o g i z e  for ShakespeareDe crude genius. Firet, there is the 

4 

- problem of his ignorance of  the dramatic unities of tine, place, 

and action; second, his use of over-elaborate conceit8 and 

imagery; and third, his lack of concern for what Thomas Rymer was 

to call, in 1678, "Poetical1 Justice." A s  a result, while 

Shakespeare wae, in the 1660'8, too great a dramatist to ignore, 

it was obvioue to all in those smugly-enlightened timee that he 

needed polishing, that he lacked refinement. For the next one 

O 

hundred and Zifty years, Shakespeare was to be improved up6n.with 

a vengeance. 
A: 

;p. 
That the act of improvement was considered a respec,ta 'b le P 

undertaking, designed to - highlight the greatest telents of both 

< 

parties involved, is perhaps moet evident in the century's liberal 

views on t-ranrlation'=.and on what Rymer termed "New-modelling," or 

a d n p t a ~ i ~ n . ~  DrydenCs concept of "initatiop," ScaligerCs of 

"echoing," and Du Bellay's of "borrowing" all ruggest one thing: 

adgptation in the seventeenth century was a legitimate artiatic 

/' 



endeavour which bertowed a nodern h w n  thm deceased-arkisk - 

5 - x  

and inrtant fare on the writer who had the skill to resurrect hin. 

~ h u s  Thonar Sprat eulogizes Cowley, in 1668, for-hir "wonderfully 

happy . . '. way of leaving Verbal Translations, and chiefly 
regarding the Sense and Geniue of the Author CPindarl"; and the 

anonymoue commentator on Bonduca (1696) states that "the whole 

Brotherhood of the Quill have for many Years,been blamed for 

\ 
letting so Ingenioue a Relick of the Last Age . . . lie dormant, 

\ 

when so inconsiderable an Additional Touch of the Pen was wanting, 

to make it fit for an Honourable Reception . . . ."6 In his 

"Preface to Troilue g~& Creeeida, containing the Ground. of 

criticism in Tragedy" <1679), Dryden even offere a classical 

precedent for the honour of collaborating with Shakespeare: 

The poet Aeschylus w a s  held in the sane yeneration 
by the Athenians of after ages as Shakespeare i's by . 
us; and .Longinus has judged, in favor of him, that 
he had a noble boldness of expreeaion, and that hir 
imaginations were lofty and heroic; but, on the 
other side, Quintillan affirns that he was daring to 
extravagance. 'Tie certain that he affected pompous 
words, and that his sense too often was obscured by 

' figures. Notwithstanding these imperfections, the 
value of his writings after his decease war such 
that hie countrymen ordained an equal reward 
thoee poets who could alter his   lays t o  b e  acted on 
the theatre, with those whose p-uctione were 
wholly new, and of their own.' 

Adaptation wua nut cuneidered stealing--although, as the 

' "borrowing" became increasingly blatant and conrrercial, the end of 

the seventeenth century aaw the plagiarist8 ecornetd as rather Q 

deeperate hacks. In Davenent's time, the adapter wae still 



considered a public benefactor, unearthing for his readers' 
9 

-- 

edification long-lost or hopeleoely outmoded literary foseila. 

Yet'despite this attitude, the reaction to Shakespeare was 

nixed: there seemed in his case auch a lot of work to be done. We 

find Richard Flecknoe praising and grumbling in one breath ("'twas 

a fine Garden, but it wanted weeding"), and Couley, enploying the 

same setaphor,'says'uith shears in hand: 

CP3art of Shakespeare's P o e m  I should take the 
boldness to prune and lop away, if the care of 
replanting them in print did belong to me; neither 
would I make any scruple to cut off from some the 

i 
-unnecessary yong Suckare, and from others the old 
withered Branches; for a great Wdt is no more tyed 
to live in a Vast Volume, then in a Gigantic Body; 
on the'contrary, it is'commonly mare vigor?ue, the 
less space it a n i ~ u t e s . ~  

Cowley's last words, reflecting the "Less is More" school of 

-- 

criticism, lead directly to e related issue for discussion: 

/ 
/- namely, that of seventeenth-century abridgement. For unlike 

alteration, which gradually became little more than an outlet for 

cspricioue flights' of fancy, abridgement was most often the result 

of necessary conformance to the practical exigencies of the 

theatre. It has been hypothesized, for example, that the 

so-called "bad quartoa" of Shakespeare's Henry f& Parta I1 and 
a f 

111, Romeo and Juliet, Henry V, The Merry Wivee of Windoor, and' 

Hamlet are all "Playera' Quartos," texts abridged for performance - . 
by smaller companies of' actors. Alfred Hart, examining sixteen 

acting versions of Elizabethan plays, concludes that "abridgement 

of play8 was customary, not occasional" at the tiae, and William 



Van Lennep, examining Thomae Killigrew'e playecripto, findo the 
- -  -- - -  

situation- still unchanged during the Restoration.lo 

Yet cut8 were a180 made in the intereats of what Hobbas 

called "Perspicuity and the Facility of Conatru~tion."~~ Thus in 

"An Eseay Upon Poetry" <1682), John Sheffield, the Earl of 

Hulgrave, advises playwright8 that "Soliloquies had need be few, / 

Extreamly ahort, and spoke in passion too," and Flecknoe complains - 

that "The chief faults of our Cplayd are our huddling too muck 
/ 

matter together and ~aking then too long and intricate,"12 

~eli~ioua-and political censorehip' resulted in further excislone 

or, at the very least, modifications within the old playa, and the ' 

-32 

1606 "Acte to reetraine Abuses of Players" seems to have been 
%. 

diligently applied by the ceneor, Henry Herbert, Maater of the 

Revels from 1623 to 1673.13 Similarly. the King's joint grant to 
t 

Davenant and Killigrew on 21 August 1660 was in part an attenpt,to 
- - 

control the profanity and obdcenity that evidentlyLattended the 

re-opening of the theatres. The two men were charged "to peruse * 

,all playea that have been for~erly written, and to expunge all 

Prophanesse and Scurrility from the same, before they be 

represented or Acted." l4  By the end of that.first year, Davenant, 

anxj oue to keep up with Killigrewc e more inpreeaive repertoire, 

proposed "reformeing eome of the most ancient Playas tha.t'iwere 

plbyed at the Blackfriera and of makeing then, fitt, for the 

Company of Actors nppoinked under his dirwtion-and conaRd."15 Of + 

the ten plays by Shakespeare to which Davenant'wae granted 

exclusive rights, five were staged in an adapted form; of these, x 

- 



--- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - 

as we shakl see, one was to bapublished aar the 1676 theatre e 
- - 

edition of ~ a m 1 e t . l ~  

Popular as ~ a m 1 e t ~ h . a ~  always been on the atage, however, it 
F, 

I 

has also always presented critical problems. , In the late 

sevente~nth century, being a tragedy, it ehould have conforkd to 

the neoclassical rules that accompanied the court of Charles 11 on 

its return to England from France. The comic Gravediggems, Os'ric 

and Polonius, the indecorous behavi~ur on the part of Hamlet and 

- the King, and the ambiguournesn of the play'r moral reama&e nust 

have diacomffted Rymer, Collier, and Dennis; plays suebas Hamlet 

dzd not comfortably fit the definition of tragedy aa moral 

illuetration. By 1678, Rymer, for example, ir grumbling, "What ie 

there of the Keroe, of Man, or of S t u r e  in theem Kings of our 

Poets framing?" and even questions, in his usual dogged way, 

"whether in Poetry a King can be an accessary to a crime." He 
- - 

concludee his Traqediea of the Lart Aae with a significant 

crfticial of the hero in Fletcher's U s T r a q e d v .  "This 
a 

character of Anintor is inconeistent," he says, "and is 

contradiction all over": 

He ia a man of Honour, yet ha break. hir 
hie Histreass, besro the greateat of affron 
him Wife . . . and dissembles it. . . . 
honest, and of unmhaken loyalty, yet soaetimek has 
such devilish throws ae*would affright any true 
liege people^from sitting, at a Coffee-houre near 
him. And all the pasaiono in h-$n work so aukwardly, . . 
as if he had suck'& g Sow. . . . did ever man huff 
with such a parentheoia?17 



a 
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> 

/- 
Although,Rymer ir not here rafarring to ~&at, the gmnsral tenor' 

Z 0 ,/ - - - --- 

of his aSgument concerning Amintoo's irdonrirtmncy, hir languagr, 

and his duplicitoua'behaviour in, aa we rhall roe, reflected in - 
the ~eatorntion'actin~ veraion of Shakespeare's 

y- , 
Finally, all of the above critical virwr combine with the 

century'e theories on adaptation in Nahum Tate's epistlr, "To my 
-- 

esteemed Friend George Raynaford, Eoq.," which ir esrentially a 

brief explanation by Tate of his methodr and motives in adapting 

Richard a. The document ir fascinating for what it reveals of . 
,- 

the Reafttoration concern with decorum antfie erpecially applicable 
E 

to Davenant in his aktitude towards the alteration of Shakrrpearo. 

Tate begino b$ saying of the play that he was "harlr'd'with 
4 "9 

. the many Boautier I diecover'd in it, which'1 kne3 &'d become 
3 < 

the Stage," but then goea on to question the characters' lack of 

moral stature: "CShakeepearel took care to shew 'em no worde Men 
- - - - - - - - - - - 

than They were, but represents them never a jot brtt r."19 Tats 
/' 2 

prides himself on what he coneiderr the "palliating" of Richard'r 

"#iscarriagee,:: and indeed, his tranrlation of Richard's apomchea 

risulta in language ecarcely recognizable ar Shakeqpeare'r. He @ 

rewrites, for example, Richard's 

And thou a Lunatick Lyn-witted-fool, &c. 
Now by my Seat's right Royal lfa~osty, 
Weo't Thou not Brother to grmat Edward's Son, 
?The Tongue that rune thuo roundly in thy Hoed 
Shou'd run thy Head from thy unrmverent Shoulderr; 

(p. 269) 

hanaforning it into 



Gentle Unkle; 
Excu6e the Sally's of ay Youthfull Blood. 

(p .  269) 

Having refined the language, Tate goes on to stat=, "Nor 

could it suffice me to aake him speak like a King (who, as Mr. 
-t 

Rymer eaya in his Tragedieo of the last Age considered, are always 

in Poetry preeum'd Heroes) but to Act so too, viz. with Resolution 

and Justice. " Thue, Tate deliberately rearranger-.L''f or the honour 

of m y  Heroe"--the plot, explaining that 

0-. 

My design was to engage the pitty of the Audience 
for him in his Distresses, which I cou'd never have ' 

compass'd had I not before ahewn him a Wise, Act+ve 
and Just Prince. Detracting Language (if any where) 
had been excusable in the Mouths cf the ~ons~iratoGe . . . but I wou'd not allow even Traytors and 
Conepirators thue to bespatter the Person whom I - 
design'd to place in the Love and Conpassion of the 
Audience. Ev'n this very Scene (as I have aanag'd 
it) though it shew the Confederates to be Villains, 
yet it flings no Aaperaione on my Prince. .Take ev'a 
the Richard of Shakeapeare and Hietory, you will 
find him Dissolute, Careless and Unadvisable: peruae 
my Picture of him and you will aay; A a  Aeneas did of 
Hector, . . . Quantum nutatue & illo! 

(p. 270) , 

As we shall see, the theatrical texts of Hamlet too show evidence 

of excising anything that threakened to "bespatter the Person whom 

Ctheyl design'd to"p1 e in the Love and Compassion of the 
., 2 

Audience." 



THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
P 

In the seventeenth century, the unique situation following - 
the restoration of Charles I1 led to t daiion of an unusually 

Inbred coterie of playwright-critics who examined their ideam 

about the drama and then attempted to write accordingly. In,the 

following century, however, the two worlds of critic and draratirt 

grow apart. Scholarly criticism from 1770 on increaeingly ignorer 

the theatrical context in which shakeopeare's playa had been 

written and becomes noticeably divorced from the theatrical 

critic am of the magazines, formed from actors' lnterpretationo of i" 
their roles. The eighteenth-century is an espcially rich source, 

theref ore, for enal$zing the relationehip between apholarly 

criticism on the one hand, and contemporary etag productions of C 
Hamlet on the other. 
* 

r 

The first etirringa of an extensive scholarly Interest in * 
Shakeapeare do not appdar until the early 1700's. "The hoof of 

thp critical elephantw--to quote Oxberry in his 1818 edition of 

Kean's Hamlet--was then only beginning to be felt; indeed, the 

scarcity of critical coqmentary, before Steele and the Tatler 

, <1709>, and staeementa ruch as that of Francis Atterbury, Bishop , 
. 

of Racheater, indicate that the plays cried out to be interpreted , 

' for a curious but puzzled eigfiteenth-century public. ~rlting to 
4 

Pope in 1721, Atterbury proteate that "in a hundred place& I 
1 

- 
cannot conetrue him: I do not understand him": 

* 
* 

The hardest part of Chaucer is more intelligible to 
re than some of those ecenes, not merely through the 

2 



faults of the edition, but the obrcurity of the 
writer, for obrcure ha ir, and a little (not a 
littla) inclined now and then to bombast, whatever 

, apology you may have contrived on that head for him. 
There are allu~ions in him to an hundred things, of 
which I know nothing and can gueoa nothing. . . . I 
protest Aerchylur doeto not want a comment to me more 
than he does.20 

In response t~ such bewilderment, playing at being a critic 

rapidly became a,ppular pastime. In a column entitled "Critice 

and Coffee-houee Papere," for example, ADDlebee'o ~risinaf Weekly 
P 

Journal of September 1718 recommends Charles Gildon'a Compleat Art 

of poetry for the simple reason that "To be wholly ignorant of 

critieiam is to be unfit for polite conversation, and a beeu,that 

can't talk of pamphlets,is like a lady that can't use her fan." 

By 1765, the - eituation had become euch U a t  a correspondent to the 

Gentleman'& Hasazinq asks for permission to throw one more 

critieal "mite into the treasurym--for, as be says, "almoot every 
4 

body ia laking amandationlr, annotations, or illJtrations, of oome 

part or other of Shakespeare." And in the theatres, the rage for 

cemsentary shoved itself in spectator8 who overnight became 

self-appointed cunnoiseeurs: 

Dick ie a l w a y s  the first night at a n e w  play in the 
pit; and though he never read Arietotle, or 
understands a-syllable af Horace, he is ane of the 
greatest critics of the age. He has learnt a few 
set-phrases at the Bedford: these he utters 
'proniacuously' upon all such occa~ions, and he blender 
them in so curious a nanner that they will do for 
any-performance of e'very degree of aerit. He, 
nevertheleaa, baa frequently a crowd a b u t  h i s  at 
the coffee-house; and hi8 decisions, indecisive a8 
they be, are conoidered as the opinion of the 
town .21 



i 

Such criti cal self -aoaurance could only *have come about es. a 

result of the public's obsessive interest in what daily occurred , 

on stage, and oome of the credit for the new awareness of 
Z 

Shakespeare's characters must therefore go to the actors, whose 
\ - 

;-* += 
more naturalietic acting atylea an&%utctly - changing 

interpretation8 forced audiences to re-evaluate their own 
;I 

- * 
conceptions of the charactero.22 1 

2 

For, in keeping with Sir Richard Baker's belief in the 
.~. 

previous century that a play r&td "hath not half the pleasure of a 

play acted,"23 the average early eighteenth-century "fan" of 

Shakespeare looked to the stage as often as to that growing number 

, of published but contradictory annotations for interpretive clues. 

For example, a letter to David Garrick in 1744, only two years 
c 

after his debut as Hamlet at Goodman's Fields, pointedly requests 
- -- 

his advice aa an actor: 

Sir, A s  you seem to me to be a, very good judge of 
Shakerpeare, and have often given us his true sense 
and meaning where his learned editors could give ue 
neither; I shall submit to your ~udgment s line in 6 

Hamlet, which, in my opinion, i 8  wrong placed in all f 

- 24 the editions that I have seen . . . . 

Repeatedly, Garrick is singled out.snd commended for hie having 

"done our poet' nore justice by hie manner of playing his principal 
- 

chnrncters, than any editor has yet done by a publication."25 

Even an anonymous bit of doggerel in the Scota fiasazine of 1759 
r 

3 notes he tension between the separate proponenta of the etage and 

the page: 

a 



To relish Shakerpeare read him o'er and o'er, 
See Garrick play him, and he'll charm you more,26 

This conflict between Shekeapeare studied in the scholarly 

editions and Shakespeare prerented in the theatre becoae~ 
,- 
7 

i n t r e a s 1 ~ ~ 1 ~  obvious ih the ef-ghteentG century as cheaper, smaller, 

edition6 of thh plays created a larger and more educated reading 

public. In hie "Preface to T h e  Conscious Lovers" (17221, Sir -9 
C 

Richard Steele feelr compelled to make a distinction between the 

cloeet and the stage, and comes down firmly in favour of attending 

the theatre: 
r 

it ruat be rerember'd, a Play ie to be seen, and is- 
made to be ~e~resented with the Advantage of Action, 
nor can appear but with* half. the Spirit, without it; 
for the greateat Effect of a Play in-reading is to 
excite the Reader to go see it; and when he.does so, 
it is then a Play has the Effect of Example and 
~rece~t.27 . -. .. 

Similarly, while Theobald writea that "there is acarce a poet 

. . . who is nore the subject of the Ladies' reading," John Hill 

reainds those same readers that 

we must hear, not read the passages . . . and the 
great, the excedlent performer gives them that 
eminence upon the rtage, which we should never have 
found in then in the closet.28 

The popular theatrical conceptioa of Hamlet will become 

evident in the different etage versions of the play; however, the 

climate of scholarly opinion at the time of the various 



- - ., - -- 

production~ alao deserver mention. In the view of theneevanteenth - -. 
- -- 

century, and measured against the standards of the 
-- 

"Beauties-Fault~" school, Shakespeare had inevitably faiaed; 
1 

consequently, the eighteenth century felt that a di'fferent . . .-? tke 

perrpective on his gen-iua was needed. While Rymer'e generation 

had "chiefly consider'd the Fable or Plo%, . . . to be the.Sou1 of 
a Tragedy," later critics admitted Shakespeare's etructure was 

faulty and quickly looked elsewhere for something to praism.29 , 
4 

Gradually, adherence to the "Rulea" uao judged to be secondary in 

t 
importance, and a new, patriotically defensive tone begins 

naticeably to appear in scholarly writing from ~ e w i s  Theobald - 
onward. Thomas, Whately, in his-Remarks on some of m e ,  Characters 

of Shakespeare, eummarizes this radical shift in critical thinking . 

most clearly; "The writers upon dramatic conposition," he says, 

I 

have, for the most part, confined their obeervations 
to the fable: and the maxime received amongrt them, - 
for the conduct of it, are therefore emphatically - 

. +  called, The Rulee of thQ Drama. -It has been found 
easy to give and to apply them-; they are obvioue, 
they-are certain, they are general: and poets 
without genius have, by obeerving them, pretended to 
fame: while critics without discernment have assumed 
importance from knowing them. But theCregular.ity 
thoreby established, though highly proper, ie by no 
neana tho first requisite in a dramatic composition. 
Evsn waiving all consideration of those finer > 

fealinga which a poet's imagination or aehsibility 
impartr, there is, within the colder provinces of 
judgment and of knowledge, a subject far crlticiam 
more worthy of attention than the common topice of 
diacuaeion: I mean the distinction and preservation 

30 of character , , , , 

, 
A s  a result, Shakespeare came to be seen-as less the wayward 

genius arid more, as Johnson put*it, the conscious "poet of nature; 



the poet that holdr,up to his readere a faithful mirrour of 
I 

mannera and of lifm."31 : . . 
-. - - 

Thir'interest in Shakespeare's charactera ao exemplifying 
r 

truth to "Nature" ro pervades eighteenth-century criticirr that 

7 

the two terra, character .and nature, become cliched and virtually 
-~ 

meaningleas. However, the univebrsalizing of Shakeapeare's 

charactera that ue find Is Johnson and many minor critics is far 

removed from the later character uketchea .of'~illiam Richardaon, 

Horgann, and others of the pre-Romantic schoo1.32 In 

with Johnson's bel'ief that "In the uritinga of other poet8 

a character is too often an individual; in those of Shakespeare it 
3 

- is commonly a species," Hamlet before 1770 had been regarded a i d  

Shakespaerean "Everyman." Indeed, William Guthrie'r rtate~ent in 

1747 that "In this character there is nothing but what is common 

with the rest of mankind" aeema in it6 baeic assunptions light 

yeara behind Thoaaa Robertson's praise, almost half a century- 

1 later, of  amle let for being quite the opposite--that ;a, .. 
"sinqularlv and nnrvellously made up."? 

There is also no doubt that the eighteenth century's critical 
i # rift of, focus to Shakespeare's 'haracters au u p p o u r 3  to h l ~  plots 

1-ed, ultiaately, to the increasingly philosophical criticism that 

tended to use the plays as material for the study of human nature. 
I 

.In other korda, the new empirical interest in a character's 

m~kivation, r a w  than merely hir behaviour, prompted men mch as 

Horgann and Richardson to "cut the character out of the canvas" 

Cto.ura D O V ~ I E  Wilson's phrase) even when it aeant subvs b g  the 



literal mraning of hi. word.. By 1795, the Monthly ~evieu - clmrrly 
- --- 

ahowa the influence of ruch an approach when it aayn that 

there ir a parsion of the mind,--the strength of 
which is uaually corrmensurabl~~with the progreats ofA 
our knowledge of human nature,--which delights to 
obeerve the manners; to investigate the oynptom8 of 
character: to infer. from the occaoional actiono of. 
an individual, the predioposing bent or stake of hir 
mind, br from a preconceived idea o f - h i a  turn and 

, dirpoaition to infer his probable conduct in given 
circustancea, and to compare w.1th there inferenceo 
the actual result;--a philooo]mic passion, which 
night be named the ethic curiosity.34 

Without the earlier analyses of Richardeon, Horgann, and Whately 

behind him, the anonymous writer might never have thought to 

"obaerve," "investigate," and, roet~irportantly, "infer" la 

fictional character's inner life so t h o r ~ u g h l y . ~ ~  

In short, the attitude to Shakespeare underwent & radical 
- - 

tranrforration in the eighteenth century. That is, the judicial 

approach inherited frorhmen like Thomas Rymer in the previous 

century-;a mathemat$cal bubtraction of "blemishes" from "virtuee," 

to determine'the total value of a work--war strongly challenged by 

the treatment of imaginary charactere ae though they were real. 

A s  we ahall see, Hamlet too undergoes changer in interpretation; 
I 

and aa he represents "the most i~po'rtmt general character study 
> - 

of the pqriod," we'night want to look for thbse changes in the 

Hanlets of the theatrej36 eer&ainly, we can say that Humlet--in 

the study--grows in complexity from being the "Princeof great 

Aeeeiplishrentr" ef Hunter to being virtually the'eyibul of a 

complex, enigmatic, and paradoxical mind in conflict with 

- 
- 

4 



i t ~ e l f . 3 . ~  Ultimately, whether or not the' theatrical. Hamlet 
.- - 

I 

changes in the same way can only be determined by a close 

examination of the adapted texte. 



The 

look where my abridgement cornea . . . . 

A. DESCRIPTION OF TEXTS , 

DAVENANT 1676 

1676 theatre edition of Hamlet is a re-working by Sir 

=b 

William ~avenant of a 1637 quarto, and it lists Thomas Betterton 

(who played the part until 1709, when he was more than eeventy 
, 

years old) as the prince. Although not published until 1676, it 

is this version of the play that was first presented at Lisle's 

Tennis Court on 24 August 1661. A e  a result, while it will be 

rof&red to hereafter aq Davenant 1676, the interpretation it 

- --- - 

presents was-actually introduced and applauded $ifteen years 

earlier -1 

- 
a With Betterton in the lead, thia version of the play was 

extreaely popular in the seventeenth century, being reprinted in 

1683, 1695, and 1703. It also seera to have been the model for, 

> the Smock Alley promptbook composed eonetim between 1676 and 
I 

J \ 1679, and it (and its 1683 reprint) was nos certainly used by 

John Ward as the basis for his touring production throughout t h e  

provinces, circa 1745.2 From t h e  s t a r t ,  therefore, t h e r e  is . 
evidence that ~avenant's adeptation net with great success. John 

Downes records that "No succeeding Tragedy for-several Years g o t  



- more Reputation, or Honey to the Corpany than thia," and addathat - 

\ 
b 

it brought Betterton, "by hie exact Performance of it,. . -. , 
Esteem and Reputation, Superlative to all other Playr," Pep~s, 

-=%- 

attended the premiere in 1661 and duly noted that it-waa "done 

with acenes'very well" (he was always "mightily pleased with it"); 

and' only John Evelyn--who nfight have b e ~ n  reacting to a different 

production, done not with the new noving "acenes" but on the old 

platform-style stage--gave a diasenting opinion later in the sane . 
year. On "November 26," Evelyn wri\es, "I saw Hamlet Pr: of 

Denmark pla.yed: but now the old playe began to disgust this 

refined age; since his Rajestie being so long abroadgW3 

Davenant anticipates this dealre of the Restoration to begin 
-<- " 
anew, as, from the start, his Hamlet pays tribute to, yet remains 

C 

diatinct from, the original "old playe." Like the 1751 theatre 

editibn of Hastlet to come, Davenant 1676 opens with a note "To the 

Reader" that 

This Play being too long to be conveniently Acted, 
such places as might be least pre-judicial to the 
Plot or Sense, are left out upon the Stage: but that 
we may no way wrong the incomparable Author, are 
here inserted according to the Original Copy with 
this Hark *- 4 

Somewhat surprisingly, the critics have in general agreed 

with Davenaht that his excisione were not "pre~udicial to the Plot 
I 

or Sense." Hazelton Sp , for example, says that Davenant's 

version "was not struct y altered, except for being ruthlessly 

cut" (he does not expla w he distinguishes between the two); 

and, after enumerating t any deletions, Spencer still concludes - - / 
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- - 

that "lhese are far from fatal changes." Gunnar Soreltue - 
dismisses Davenant 1676 as "a cut and polished version, . . . w i t h  

no structural changes"; hnd C.D. Ode11 even approvee of the 
I 

excisions, saying that "Altogether, this version ir not a bad 

ncting edition . . . the story is conpresoed tb good 
Yet, a8 lfongi ~addadi has established, Davenant cuts 

850 of Shakespeare's 3,730 lines--almost one quarter 

original text.6 This is a substantial reduction and 
'? % 

rk 

as influencing our interpretation of the play,. 
.1, 

effect. "5 

approximately 
- - 

of the 

nuat be seen . 

Furthermore, Davenant 1676 is not a mere theatrical 

abridgement. As the first in a long line of actor-nanagere 

concerned with both official and audience approval, Davenent cuts 

in a very conscious and thematically sele&ive way, thereby 

hinting at a radically different conception (when compared to 

Shakespeare's) of Hamlet as a play for publ-Xc'performance. -" - 

Specifically, he oaits all sexual innuendo and dukffully obeys the 

1606 statute forbidding profanation on stage (e.g., "God" is 

alwaye "Heaven" or "Nature"). More importantly, however, Dayenant 

flatten6 the language until it is dishearteningly modern and 

unpoetic. Thus "Adieu, adieu, adieu" is translated into a tered 

"Farewell"; "I do not,set my life at-a pin's fee" becomes, lamely, 
C 

"I value not my life"; and Hamlet tell8 Lpertee that his skill at 
- 

,fencing shall merely "A~~ear"--rather than, as in Shakespeare, 

"Stick fiery off indeed."' Of course, these are minor quibbles 

when compared to the larger question of how Davenant alters our 

perception of the characters theraelvas. 



WILKS 1751 

The 1751 theatre edition of Hamlet has been described by > 
Charles H. Shattuck as being the "acting version . . . standard 
for the ei'ghteenth ~entury."~ It is listed by Henry N. Paul as 

one of the nineteen reprints of the 1718 Hughs-Wilks duodeciro--80 

called bocauae John Hughe, co~pafing Davenant 1676 to Rowe's 

collected edition of 1709, reinstated a significant amount of the 

First Folio while Robert Wilka, the Hamlet of the 1718 version, 

dictated theatrical Together, Hughs and Wilka departed 
-- 

from Davenant's version of the play by cutting the Dumb Show and 

all mention of portinbras but also restored two passagea that were 

to become initiatory tests for Bny new actor in the eighteenth 

century: Hamlet's ,words upon first meeting the Ghost ("Angels and 

\ 
ministers of grace defend us!") and his advice to the Players, the 

latter of which received w~itten acclain in the year of its 
- 

restoration: 

What excellent Instructions haa Shakeepear given us 
(in his Hamlet) to make a Player, which has for this 

A 

many years beep omitted,in the performance,' 'till 
1 

very lately; I need not tell you how agreeably I was 
surpriz'd, when I last saw that admirable Play, to 
hear Wr. Wilks <who's the fittest Person in the , 
World to give those Inatructione) speak those Lines, 
that ought never to'have been omitted.10 

< 

Even John Ward's two promptbooks of the 1740's show evidence of 

this pervasive Hugha-Wilke influence, as, following their 

suggested cuts, Ward modernizes Davenant 1676, making it more 

compatible with the eighteenth century. 
m. L 



> 

NO doubt copyhg Qavenant's text, Wilks 1751 also aarke ite 
L 

- - 

exciaions for performance -with inverted cornmar-throughout; - 
> *  - -  - 5 

however, unlike the former, the compositor of the 1751 veraion io 

not so meticulous, hither forgetting to indicate the'end of a cut 

or suggeeting a cut where it contextually makes .no sense.11 -- - 

Despike the confusion engendered by such'errors, however, Wilks ; 

1751 should not be underestimated. Its importance lies in the 

fact that i %flecte tho acting version atandard.for the first 

half of the eighteenthbcentury: it thus affords a valuable glimpse 
. , 

of what the average actor prior to Garrick had to work with. 
=a 

Popular a8"it was for a time, only Garrick's dnnovatio~ns finally 

made it seem out of style. A 

Garrick 1763 

The 1774 Bell's Theatre Edition of Hamlet is a reprint of the 
- 

text that George Colman of Drury Lane allowed to be printed in 

-1763 while a disillusioned and momentarily unpopular David Garrick 
$ 

was living in Francer12 It was this version that Garrick acted . 

from his debut on 12 Auguet 1742 until his more radical alteration 
C 

of the play in 1772. It' lists the &ta of performances at Drury 

Lane, with Garrick ae Hamlet (18, 21, and 23 December 1772) and at 
-- 4 

Covent Garden, with Willkan Smith in the lead ( 4  January and 19 
- 

Hay 1773).13 The lines that were cut in performance are not 
._ /- .. 

printed (and therefore not marked for omission), thus making for a 
9' 

very short text. The edition does boast, however, "An 

Introduction, and Notes Critical and Illustrative" by the author 
. . 
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David Gerrick'a 1772 &ting version of Hamlet im the final 

product of his vow to "reocue thqt, noble'play fron all the rubbish 
C 

of the Fifth Act" by remodelling it to suit especially Voltaire8e 

neoclaoaical stnndards,15 Available until recently only as a 
i - 

rough, unpublished ecrdpt, the changes Garrick rakee throughout 
. - 

thia version of Hamlet are significant enough to warrant 
? 

cohpardeon with the three editions ,already diocuased. 
f 

- 
Garrick ueed as his &a& a 1747 duodecino reprint of the 

% I' 
. r .  

k 

Hughs-Wilks text, an almost exact dupkicate of t h  Hughe-Wilks . , 
> ,  

. . 
editiozT-published again four years 1a.ter and described above as " a - 
Wilks 1751.16 Not only do we-have. therefore,. the evidence of 

Garrick'. i-adi;ai departure from the mainatream of Ha.1.t . 
performances, we aleo have examples of that rainstread 

pp - 

itself--namely, the particular acting verkiona that Garrick 
> 

, 
conecipusly opposed. We have a repr.?nt ( ~ i l k e  1751) of the 

?!  

1 & 

, . : 
Hughs-Wilks Hamlet that da&ick was farilia; wgth but chose not to 

follow. We have anothe; reprint (~arrick 1763) depicting hia 
L 

ueual production of the play, which -was different from that 

etagad by Wilke. And finally, we have the startling alteration . * 
(Garrick 1772) that .departed from both the Hugha-Wilka Hamlet (it. 

base3 and fron Garrick 1763, the text Garrick had himself adapted 

and used for thirty years. In all three casee, David Garrick is. 

. the common denominator. 

The version Garrick preoented to the public on*.&& December 

1772 was radLcdally different from the numerous productions of 



Hamlet--including his own--that audience* had grown accustomed to. 

Writing to Hadame Wecker the day before she was to see hie ' * 

performance, Garrick warned her that "the copy you have got from 

the bookeeller will delead you without some direction frow me." 

The "direction" he gave her went as followo: 

the first act which fa very lang'in the original is 
- by m e  divided into t w o  ecta--the third act, as I act 

it, is the second in the original--the third in the 
origiqal is the fourth in mine, and enda with the 
famous scene between Harlet and his mother--and the 
fifth act in my alteration consists of the fourth 
and fifth of the erigAnaf uf th  soie small 
alterations, and the omiaeion of some scenes, 
purticulurly the Gravediggers.17 

Reaction to this altered conclusion was awift and at first 

highly commendatory. In hie. notes f.or 18 December 1792, William 

Hopkins, Garrick's prompter, recorda that "The Tragedy of Hamlet 
-- - 

having been greatly Alter'd by D.G. wae performed for the 1st time 

Hr Garrick playd divinely & merited the great Applauae he receivd. 

It is slterd much for the better in regard to the part of Hamlet & 

I think the alterations very fine and proper."18 That this nek ' 

Harlet was on the whole extremely popular is atterteU to by - 
theatre recorde and by gloving revtews in the preae. The London 

Chronicle is, pleased to report, the day after the play'e 

inception, that Mr. Garrick "played . . . with uncommon spirit" to 
r 

a "crouded house," and that "the play makes a,very respectable 

figure in ite present etate, and . . . seelrEe3 to have been 
praduced by the hand of a maater." A similar response is that 



found in the Weatrineter - Heqazine for January 1773, which femlr - - 

that, as altered, 

The tedioue interruptione of this beautiful tala no 
longer disgrace Lt; its absurd digreosionr are no 
longer disgusting. There . . . inaccuracies are 
obviated by the simple effects of transposing, 
expunging, and the addition of a few 
1inqs.--Heceoeary innovations? when introduced by 
the acquisition of ouch oplendid Advantages. We 
have now to boast, that thig brilliant Crmation of 
the Poet's Fancy is purged from the Vapours and 
Clouds which obscured it; and like his own 
Firmament, it appear8 to be finely fretted with 
Golden Stars.19 ' 

3 Only gradually did a fe mblea come to be heard above the 

.gushing notes of praise--diseentLng voices that especially cried 

out for the reinetatenent of the gravediggers. That they were 

missed is inadvertently r e v a l e d  & the aonewhat defensive 

eonmanta of George Steevens (Garrick's advisor concerning the 
* 

alteration), who sarcastically expressed a'maze&t at,the fact 
0 

that; "notwithe the u vareql applauae which dirtinguiahed % 
the alteration $n t h ~ e e  several representations, . . . a 
nunbar of ~udicious critics are determined on the next exhibition 

to testify their discontent, andqn particular to call for the 

Grave-diggers' ecene, about which oo much has bgen said in the 

news-papsrs,"20 Georg Lichtsnberq, who had pr.6viously been such / 
an admirer of Garrick, was one of those who now felt he had gone 

a 

too far. In the actor's omis ion of the gravediggers, Lichtenberg- P 9 

wrote, ' Voltairo has . . : hined one victory at Drury Lane," and 

:noting that the "Clowns" w e r e  still to be.aeen at Covent Garden, 

he concluded, "Garrick should not have done this."21 Finally, in 



his parody of Hamlet'a firat meeting with fie G h q a t i n  Act I, 

Arthur Murphy also took exception to the removal of the 

gravediggera, his Ghost of Shakespeare agreeing with Lichtenberg 

that "so the ear of Europe / Is by the forged process of a 

Frenchman / Rankly abua'd": 

. . . on my scenea, by ages sanctified, 
In evil hour thy reetleos spirit stole, 
With juice of cursed nonsense in an inkhorn, 
And o'er my fair applauded-page did pour 
A Hanagerrs distilaent . . . . - 
r r r r r r r r r r r r - r . . + r r . . . . . . .  

Thus was I, ev'n by thy unhallow'd hand, 
Of both qrave-diqqera at once dispatch'd 

i 

Cut off in the luxuriance of'ay wit, 
Unetudied, undigested, and bemawl'd: e; .- 

~ ~ ' c r i t i c  ask'd,--but brought upon the stage +e 

With all your imperfections on my head! 

Garrick. 0, horrible! 0, horrible, most 
-. 

horrible!22 

r 
In fact, Garrick himself worried that the change 

succeed ("It wae the *oat imprudent thing I ever did in m y  lifem> 

and later seemed genuinely surprised at the acclaim: "The, 

alteration waa received with general approbation, beyond my m o s t  

warn e x p e c t n t i ~ n s . " ~ ~  ~lthough never produded at Covent Garden, 

the 1772 Hamlet held the stage at Drury Lane unti-1 John Bannister, 

Jr. returned to Garrick's first version on 21 April 1780. In the 

period between 1772 and 1780, the alteratign wae performed . 

thirty-eeven tiaea, eleven mare than was Garrick's ueual Haalet in 

the preceding eight yenrs.24 



Tho last a c p n g  text here studied is a personally marked 
4 

ecript of Hamlet that John Philip Kemble used for rehearsal. 
4 

' Bused on his own 1804 edition of the play (one of the seven 
3 

Kemble's notntione fenve the text almost unchnnged.25 

-. Burdened with chronic asthma, which he described 'as "drawing 

on Eone'al own cheat and finding the cheque dishonoured," Kemble 

took longer in Hamlet than any other actor begore or since 

-. -CRCte?ard Sheridan once suggested they play music between his 

pauses). This affliction and i cconpanying lack of energy for 

the role night explain hia gree cutting at the end, for it 

alnost seers as if Kenbla hurri owards a conclusion. The nost 

detailed in terns of listing costumes, properties, lighting cuea, . 
and act-tiainge (a total of three hours and eighteen minutes), t h e  T 

1804 text reveals that Kemble was also the first to 

conacien'kiausly restore much of Shakespeare's language. When his 

friend John Taylor suggested further changea be made for a new 

production of Hanlet, Kerble ie said to have told him, "Now, 
b 

Taylor, I have copied the part of Hamlet forty tiaea, and you have 
L 

obliged re to consider and copy itsonce more." A 8  his biographer, 

Jaaeo Boaden, put it: "To be critically exact wae the g ~ e a t  

ambition of his life."26 Thus Hamlet i n  1804 again we&= an "inky 

cloak" rather khan the "mourning 'suit" suggested in Davenant 1676; 

$Z0 his firet words after meeting the Ghost are "whirlin 

longer just "windy":,anc$ "flighta" of angels--not "choiram--sing 



him to  hi^ rest. Such restoratkone, however, were often the 

subject of great debate aaong a public that had helped preserve 

the Hamlet tradition in stone. The Public Advertiser (7 October 

4783) combained thdt Kerble'e reetoration of "dearest" for 

"direst foeu--though "~uatified by the best copie="--we done."on 

principle8 too remote for a public audience"; and-an anonyaoue' 

author in 1789 wrote that Keable'a focus on Horetio in the pointed 
, . 

"Did you not speak to it?" "h,ath occasioned as great diapute in 

the dramatic, as Mr. Fox's India Bill . . . hath in the political 
world. "2' 

Despite the controversial "new readings," Kemble's version of 
I . . 

Hamlet gradually became the model for all others &ti1 the'tine of 

Irving, as Ednund Kean, William Hacready, and Charlee Kean 

followed him alroat word for word. A bridge between the two - 
centuries represented by David Garrick on the one hand and Edmund 

- Kean an the other, Kembfe nevertheless reaenbfed neither, 

preferring to ignore their volatile, athletic interpretation8 in 
C. 

favour of a restrained and claeaical sort of Hamlet. 



- B. COLLATION OF TEXTS 

ACT ONE 7 

Our first sight of Hamlet is significant, for, in marked 

contrast to the stubbornly inconsolable prince of the original 
, 

play, Hamlet on stage in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

is not introduced as being grief-stricken. On the 8Lbject of his 

mourning, a11 of the texto prior to Kenble's omit Hamlet's four 

lines on "cuetomary suits . . . . / . . . . haviour of-the viaage" 
<I.ii. 78-811,28 and not even Kemble 1804, which restores but 

strangely reverses the order of two of thoee lines <to read "Nor 

the dejected haviour of the vimage, / No, nor the f,ruitful+river 

in the eye") restores them all. In his long reiteration of- , 
, 

Hamlet's "dejected haviour," Shakespeare had subtly streased 

Hamlet's outward despair even as Hamlet himself urged a deeper 

understanding. The many stage versions sinplify this by denying 
- 

Hamlet the- outward appearance of grief--partly, perhaps, because 

such "wind% suspiration" would have been considered "unmanly," as 

Claudius says <I.Ii.94), and partly because this Hamlet must in no 

way seem paralyzed by a sense of loas. Later, but in conjunction 

with thia view of a ~amiet who must not appear depressed, Davenant . 
1676 and Wilks 1751 contain a single revealing cut: namely, 

- 
Hamlet's sdmiebion to ~osencrantz and Guildenetern that he suffers 

frus a "heav5yf diepoeftion" (II.ii.30Sb-306a); and still later, 

Smock Alley, Wilka 1751, and Garrlck 1763 cut C.laudiu8' conjecture 
- r* 



that "There's something in his soul / O'er which his melancholy 

sits on brood" (III.i.167b-168). 

Also noteworthy in this scene is the fact-that all of the 
- 

text8 cut I.ii.96-l06a, in which Claudius harahly berates Hamlet 

for refusing to accept the natural inevitability of a father's 

death. Perhape a society that admired Hamlet precisely for thia . 

devotion beyond the grave did not feel he deserved condemnation' 

from a character such as Claudius. The adapters then further 
P .  , . 

atrip Claudius of seven lines towards the end of this epee~h, 
< 

thereby eliminating his profess-bQn of love for Hamlet and hie 

request "that the latter not'go to Wittenberg (I,.ii.llO-116). In 

every version, only the Queen aske.Hsmlet to remain at court. 

Hamlet's first soliloquy is identical in all of the 

theatrical versions in one rgapect at least: they agree on the 
\ 

necessity for cutting Haslet's criticism of Gertrude $"a beast 

that want6 discourse of rpason / Would have mourned longer") and 

for cutting his four lines on the unseealy speed with which his 

nother-had slipped between "inceetuoue sheets" (I.ii.153b-157). On 

the other hand, they differ from one another in their variations ' 

on Shakeepeare'a language, with many taking their cue from 

Davenant, whose pendant was alwaye for.8 eimpler and more m-rn 
I 

word order. Indeed, this pasaage allows one to see evidence of 

Kemble's reputation for restoring the readings of especially the 

First Folio. The reference to "self-murder," for example, found 

in Wilke 1751 and Garrick 1763, is dropped in exchange for the 

original "aelf-elaughter"; Davenant'a "he permitted not t h e  winds 

.of heavenw--which was epoken on stage for over a hundred years--is 
'i 



restored to "he might not beteen"; and the oaths "0 God! Gbd!" and 

the more innocuous "Heaven and earth, / 

reappear in fKenble's 'pr'oduction.29 ' 

be next see Hamlet in Act I, scene 
. 

has always been fraught with.teneion as 

with Hamlet for the Ghoat to reappear. 

pp . - -- 

Must I remenbear?" bravely 

f ,' 
Q 

iv, the beginning of which 

audiences in effeet wait 

According to Lichtenberg, 

eighteenth-century epectatora were,no exception.. Here he 

describe8 the charged atmosphere that prevailed as Garrick opened 

the &ene in 1775: 

. Hamlet has folded hie arms under hie cloak and 
pulled his hat down over his eyes:_it is a cold 
night end just twelve o'clock; the theatre is 
darkened, and the whole audience of Borne thousands 
are as quiet, and their faces as notionleas, an 

, though they were painted on the walls 05 the 
theatre; . . . one could hear a'pin drop. 

& 

- 
How different this tensely quiet, pent up prince is from that of 

Kenble, who, following the stage direction in hia text, ~ e r v o u ~ l y  

"paces backwards 6 forwards" (Kemble 1804, p. lb)! The novelty of 

Garrick'a covering his face and re~aining perfectly still goes 

almost unnoticed until one discovers that most actors played the 

scene as Kemble does. Frederick Pilon, in his Easay on Hanlet as 
l.. 

Performed by &. Henderson (1777), describes the nervoue pacing of 
that actor, and the Monthly Mirror in 1795 chide8 Cooper, the new 

- 

Hamlet at Covent Garden, for "peepCing3 about, as if appalls'd'at 

his own ahadow." The writer in the Mirror goes on to say ghat "It 

has been usual with perforstera in this scene to walk t o  and fro" 



because "everybody knows, that the etrongeet aymptom of a nan'a 

being agitated, is LOCO HOT ION."^^ 

Yet the tension felt by Hamlet and the audience is 

short-lived. HarleWi lengthy speech on drunkenness and "the 

stamp of one defect" CI.iv.,17-381, which had neatlyserv,ed in the 

original to prolong the expectation of the audience, is cut in all 

of the texts, thus bringing the Ghost on prematurely. Perhaps in 

imitation of F1 (where Harold Jenkins says it was "cut as being 

'undramatic"'), the passage consistently lost twenty-two of its 

twenty-six lines when staged according to the dictates of the 

Moat interesting of all, however, is the cut in Davenant 1676 

of I.iv.40-51a ("Angela and ministers of grace defend us!"), in 

which Hamlet first greets the Ghost. While probably.motivated by 

worry that a dutiful son such as Hanlet could even consider his 

father's representative a "goblin darned," bringing-with him 

"blasts fro;;hell," Davenant's extieion also rssulted 'in the lose 
i 

of what was to become a key-note for future Hamlets: that is, the 

degree of awe, fear, and filial respect with which the line "I'll 

call thee Hanlet, / King, father, royal Dane" was uttered. 

Strangely enough, this is one time (the omission of the Dumb Show 

is another) when Smock Alley declares its independence of Davenant 

1676, despite the proximity of their production datea. It retains 

the entire addreaa to the Ghost, thus anticipating the Hugha-Wilka 

text (which is today still commonly considered the first to I 

restore those lines) by almost half a decade. 



And the renaining theatre text& unahinously 

because it provided their Hamlets an opportunity 

keep the paanage: 

for showing off. 

Of Betterton, for example, we know that he 
- 
\ 

\ 

t 

open'd with a Pause of k ute Amazement! then rieing 
slowly, to a solemn, tiembling Voice, he made the 
Ghoet equally terribfe to the Spectator, as to 
himself? . . . the boldness of his Expostulation was 
still govern'd by Decency, manly, but not braving: 
hie voice never riring into the seeming Outrage, or 
wild Defiance of what he naturally rever'd. 

f 

Wplks, on the other hand, is criticized by the same writer, Colley 
'9" 
Cibbe'r, for reactingC"with a straining Vociferation requisite to 

express Rage and Fury"; and still later, Kemble, true to form, 
-% 

struck an "elegant attitude" that allowed him to reserve his 

breath for:the long. speeches However, Gncrick'e.delivery - . 

of these lines was probably moat remembered and diacuseed. 

According to Lichtenberg, he would first "stagger back two or 

three paces with his knees giving way under him"; his hat would 

then conveniently fall to the ground, disordering his hair so that 

it seemed to stand on end; and finally--"at the end of a breath, 

with a trembling voiceu--he would begin. While most spectators 

agreed with Lichtenberg that it use "one of the greatest and most 

terrible Lsceneal . . . ever played on any atage," a few, along 

with Dr. Johnaon, were not impressed. The Theatrical Examiner 3 

1 

(1757) felt that "The start at the ghost . . . may be picturesque, 
but it i s  groaaly absurd to see a man fling himself into so exact 

an attitude,. which-is impoaaible for him to remain'steady in, 
4 - 

without two supportera"; and in 1772, George Steevens' complaint 



was still: "why will ndt the Actor speak Anaels a& Ministerat kc. . 
7,. 

4 

upon tlie immediate Entrance of \he ~ h o ~ t ? " 3 3  

Garrick 1763 is the only text to omit the first mention of 

revenge in  aml let--specific&lly, at the start of A& 1,peene iv, t 

, 
4 when the Ghoat%and H a ~ l e t  are fin.elly alone. Perhaps because it - 

might have reminded an audience of Hamlet's slownkss in later 

fulfilling the Ghost's command, the following has been prudently 

altered: 

GHOST. Pity re not, but lend thy serioua hearing 
To whgt I shall unfold. 

HAMLET..Speak. I am bound to hear. 
L 

GHOST. So art-thou to revenge, when thou shalt 
hear. c--.,~ , - 

HAMLET. What? > 

(I.v.5-8) 

In Garrick 1763, the exchange is curiously flat in comparison: 

GHOST. Pity re not, but lend thy serious hearing 
To what I shall unfold. 

n * 

HAM. What? 
(Garrick 1763, p. 20) 

Similarly, all of the promptbooks and theatre editions - 
except Garrick 1772 cut the Ghost's danning statement to Hamlet 

that - 

duller shouldat thou be than the fat weed 
- .  That root8 itself in ease on Lethe-wharf, 



* 
a 

Wouldst -thou not stir in this. 
- 

Aa a result, Hanlet'a suitability for the 

questioned.%   he texts unanimously choose 

deed is stressed, not 

to omit the 

-A 
- -. k 

incriminating three lines and are left wi+ only: 

..< .. 
HAMLET. . Haeta - me to know't, that I, with wings as 

swift 
As meditation or the thoughts of love, 
May sweep t o  my revenge. 

9 

GHOST. I find thee apt, 
Now, Hamlet, hear. \ 

(1.v-31b-34) * %-I- 

From Davenant in 1676 until Charles Kean in 1859, the Ghoat aimply 

finds Henlet "apt." Only Garrick 17.72, which had taken great 

pains to show that Hamlet would - - "stir in this," departs from what - - -  

had become the tradition. .?~he reference to "dullness"--which 

t 

herdly describes Gsrrick's fierce avenger--is considered no -ri.ak 

in 1772, and is retained. 

Garrick 1772 is again unique in allowing in its entirety 
C 

I.v.42-91, the Ghost's fifty-line description to Hamlet of how he 

was murdered. Perhapa becauae what remained was always "spoken 
I 

without action, very low and solemn,"34 and thus threatened to 

bore an audience, the other texts routinely cut the lines on - . 
Claudius' "wicked wit and gifts," the five lines on virtue, lust, . 

- 
and garbage (E.v.53-57>, and, to varying degrees, the lines 

describing the senior Hamlet's reaction to the poieon (I.v.69-73). 

In addition, all productions before Garrick's in 1763 (v. Garrick 



1763) cut the  ghost'^ line beginqing, "0 horrible!" From Garr.ick - 
*. - Y 

1763 on, it is not only retained but given to Hamlet--a combined - 
result, .no doubt, of Garrfck's influence on stage. tradition, and' 

Jahneon'a an kubaequent criticr. The latter hed agreed that "this 

\ 
line a9ene to belong to Hamlet, iri whose mouth it is a proper and' 

natural exclamation; and who, according to the practice of the 

stage, nay be supposed to interrupt so long n ~peech."~s' 

-Following the Ghost's exit, all of the theatre texta move 

quickly towards the conclusion of Act I. They unaniwouelyrcut 
4 

Hamlet'a sudden apd seemingly disrespectful doubt: "O.all you host 

of heavent 0 earth! What eiae? / And shall I couple hell? 0 - 
fie!" Sirnildrly, there l a  Lichtenberg'a complaint that Garrick, 

ln h i a  1772 production, read "one acy smile, and anile, and Be a 

villain" as if he were that villain--that is, "with an expression 

and tone of petty mockery." The Ge'raan traveller was "gratified 
9 

and charmed," however, to find that Garrick at a later date 

revised this, "declaimCing3 the same words in a manner entirely in . 
0 

, 
accord with my ow? sentiaenta, namely, in the purposeful tone of 

one bent on immediate action."36 Finally, the eight lines 

(I.v.105-1121 in which Hamlet become= .allsost too cqrried away with 

his newfound re8olve are-cut from Kemble 1804 on. Well into the - 
nineteenth century, Hamlet does n6t scribble or curse or in other 

ways lose control. - 
Of Hamlet's request that the men swear upon his aword, and of 

the audible proof of the Ghost's ability to "work i* th' earth so 

fast," the two earliest texts, Davenant 1676 and Wilks 1751;. 
6 

Q retain the noet. All of the' others, including ~irrick 1772 (which 



- -- 

4 

here'departe from its 1747 base-text), reduce the Ghoet's.threa 
- 

commands that Horatio and #arcellus swear to only one, and also 

fourteen ldnea in which Hamlet irreverently refers4 20 the 
1 

Ghost a8 "old truepenny," "this fellow in the cellarage," an "old 
L - i 

mole," and "A worthy pioner" (I.v.150-163). For alrost half a 

century, the scene is conaiatent4y stripped, on stag&, of those 

elements that made it seem noet'disturbing--naAefy, the threefold 

repetition of the oath. the subterranean ewearinq,'aid the 

conjurational quality of the L tin "Q et Ubique." Ae.a reeult, " P 
he ratio'.^ exclhmation that "this ia wondrous atrange" atrikea one 

as almost an over-rea ion in these abbreviated vereiona. 'So far 
l 

et least, the Ghort&aahardly reeled di-abolical, and Hamlet come. 

across as a win more inpatient than semi-hyeterical. 

ACT TUO 

Although it is designated the beginning of Act 111 in hie 

alteration (hia Act I1 had begun at I.iii.), Garri'ck 1772 ia the 

only one to retain, without a single cut, all of Act 11, scene i. 

All of the other atage productiona'fror 1676 to 1804 cu 

Poloniua-Reynaldo exchange in it8 entirety, with Smock 

Ward and B most explicit in their marginal remindera, at 

II.i.74. that "Act 2d. Begins / Here" (Smock ~lleg, p. 7372. 
1 

Theee same texts then shorten and rewrite the end of the scene, 

wherein Ophelia recounts to her father the'-etate in which Hamlet 

came to see her. In Davenant 1676, Wilke 1751, and Gerrick 1763 

and 1772, Ophelia describes herself as having been-reading--not 



1 

sewing--in her closet when Hamlet arrived (the Smock Alley Ophelia 

nerely " s i t ~ b 3 " ) ; ~ ~  and, according to her, Hamlet's stockings had . . 

not been "fouled: but were only "loose." Her description of 

iiarlet'e appearance may be aeen in the frontirpiece to Rowe's 1709 

edition, which showe Betterton with hie right stocking fallen to 

hie calf; however, this syabolic slovenlinere quickly became 

cliched, as eyldenced in the complaint in 1754 that the actors 

were "afraid we should lose sight of Hamlet'a pretended nadnes8, 

if the black stocking, discovering the white one underneath, was 

not rolled half-way down the leg."3a By 1804, Kemble w e 6  above 

using such tricks but did allow hiss powdered hair to "flow: 

dishevelled in front and over the ahoulde~e in theae.acenee of 

feigned d i s t r a ~ t i o n . " ~ ~  He also again pernitted Ophelia her 

sewing and Hamlet his befouled stockings--the latter of which 

Edmund Kean quickly pmitted a short time later. Garrick 1763 and 

Kerble 1804 then cut the description of Hamlet's "look 80 piteous 

in purport, / A e  if he had been loosed out of hell / To speak of 

horrors" CII.i.82-84a)--a cut entirely in keeping with the 

exciaion in the sane texts of those lines associating the Ghost 

with the devil in 1:v.. Having eliminated the vulgar and the 

filially disrespectful elements of the ecene, the theatre editions 

leave Ophelia with only an "exceeding pretty" description of 

Haslat's bchaviour (Garrick 1763; p. 26). 

Act If, ecene ii opens with the King's requeet that 

Roaencrantz and Guildenstern discover the cause of Hamlet's 

"transforrtation," and it is perhaps significant that virtually all 

of the t e x t 6  cut the definition of what.Claudius meant by that 



term: "Sith nor th' exterior nor the inward man /4Remrrbleo that 

it was" (II.ii.6-7a). Inde~d, two of there eame stage 

vereions--Wil)is 1751 and Garrick 1763--go eo far as to eliminate 

the King's suggestion that Hamlet is removed "So much from th' 

understanding of himselfm--a cut that ties in with the adapterr' 

3 

view that Hamlet's madneee is merely aasumed (II.ii.9). 

In addition, all of the theatre textdexcept that of Garrick 
C 

1772 coneciously widen the moral gap that Shakeepsare draws, in. - 
this opening speech, between such men as - the-two aycophantr and 

Hamlet. A e  a result, perhaps partly a8 a mdanr of diseociating 
I 

Hamlet from theirsunscrupuloua behaviour, and partly ar  a reanr by 

which their death at the end of the play w.ill not reflect badly on 
\ 

him <he therefore does npt conepire to kg11 lifelong friende), the 

lines that-deacribe Roeencrantz end Gulldenetarn as "being of so 

young days brought up with him, / And 81th so neighboured to him 
- - 

youth and haviour" (If.li.11-12) are omitted. (Davenant 1676 

retains the first line, marking the second). Later, it will 

become evident that Garrick 1772 did not need to worry about there 

linea: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern do not suffer.the sane fate in 

that text ea they do in ~hakea~ddre'e. 

.ALP of the stage versione of Hamlet omit precisely the mame 
C 

linea from' the middle of Act 11, scene if:, namely, Romencrantz and 

Guildenstern'e contention that thby a h  "~ortunh't6 privatar" (11. 

230-239a1; Hamlet's belief that "Denmark'p a priaon," and that .Y . . 
I *  

therefore he has "bad:.dreaas" and is "dreadfully attended" 

. . 
(11.243-2761; and the paosage concerning the boy actors (11. 

345-3301. In addition, as mentioned briefly in the description.of 
, 

n 



Act I above, Davenant 1676 and Wilka 1751 mark for o m i s e i ~ n  

Hamlet's statement that "it goes . . . heavily with my P 

dispdsition" (11. ii ,305-306) . This, hawe er, is restored n all 'A. e 
aubsequent versions, with an eighteenth-century hand in Smock 

1 

Alley even correcting the Third Folio's incongruous "heavenly," 

reproduced in its text (Smock Alley, p. 740) .  Apparently Kemble 

ao worried audiences with his c a l ~  demean in this first meeting 

with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that, aa one observer wrote, one 

"could not help feeling some degree of fear lest those gentle~en 

ahoul discover the madnesa of their young Prince to be merely .$ I) 

Shortly after Poloniua' second entrance, Hamlet la greeted by 

4 4 

the newly-arrived actors. Not-surprisingly, the moat sanguinary 
-, 

lines (11.465-474) inHanletRe cue tqtho Player are unanimously 

\ 

cut in the theatre texts, and the Player's recitation of lines 

486-492 (on Pyrrhus' temporary pause before killing Prian), lines 

504b-508 (the apostrophe to "All you gods"), and lines 523-529 (on' 

i 

Hecuba's "clamor") are missing as well. The adapters seem to hava 

agree# with Dryden that the language of the'five-line passage 

beginning "Out, out, thou strumpet p or tune" "smellled1 B little 

too strongly of the buskln."41 Yet Gentlenan's comment in Garrick 

1763 hints that the many critics who condemned the language aa 

bombastic might have been reacting to the way in, which the 

retained passages on Pyrrhua were delivered on stage. Gentleman 

first praisea the "great force in this description" and then goes 

on to say that "though the play exhibited by these itinerante, is, 

certainly a mock tragedy, wercannot think the above speech any way 



burlesque, though bad speakers often make it such, by vile 
. - -  

utterance" (Garrick 1763, p. 3 5 ) .  - * . , 

k Onesof the nost startling changes to hakespeare's choice of . 

words occur3 in.the first line of Hamlet's second soliloquy , 
I 

'1 
(II.ii.56~. Instead of "0 what a rogue and peasant slave an I!" 

all of t e eighteenth-cenrury editions significantly read "wretch" d 
for *'TO&," and Wilke 1751 in addition subatitutea "pieaesntm* for 

"peasant." ,The final result in the latter ie the very different 

"0 what a wretch and pleasant alave am I." A motive for the fdrat 
). 

subetitution may perhaps be hinted at in Johnson'e definition of 

the word in his notes to ~thelio. Commenting on the line, / .  
"Excellent wretch? Perdition catch thy ao;l / But 1 - d o  love 

0 - 
thee," he writee: "The meaning of the word wretch is not generally 

understood. It-ia now, in eome parts of Enqland, a term of the 

softest and fondeat tenderness. It expreseee the utmost degree of 

amiableness, loined with an idea which perhaps all tenderness 

includes, of feebleness, softness, and want of p'rotection. . .- . 
It may be expressed, Dear, harmless, helpless E ~ c e l l e n c e . " ~ ~  

Earller, the Queen had announced Hamlet'e entrance by eaying, "But 
C 

iook where sadly the poor wretch cones reading" (II.ii.168); aid 

I 

towards the end of the play, the drowned Ophelia is described as a 
. . 

"poor wretch' [Pulled3 . . . / To muddy death" (IV.vIi.182). In 

ttiese instances, and in the revised soliloquy, the choice ~'f the 

w r d  " k r e t e h "  +nvites us to feel sympathy, not reprehension (as 

wrth "rc3ue">, for the characters. In addition, "pleasant" in 

W i i ~ a  175: ~ + g h t  poss~biy have been interpreted as a misprint were 

rt'not. for the fact that Garrlck 1772, usually qu~te-scrupulous 

S 



about restoring Shakespeare's worda at the beginning of the'play, 
b 

- also allows it and the word "wretch" to re~ain uncorrected, as 

though agreeing with the more 'favourable connotation of the line 

a8 fewrftten. 

It la worth noting that Kenble 1804 avoids the issue 

completely. Seemingly determined not to let Hamlet'a 

- aelf-condennation poiaon an audience-'& conception of him, Kenble 

choosea to cut forty lines &ather than, as is his usual custom, - 

reatore Shakeappare'a words and risk making Hamlet appear a knave. 

~i. edition' omits the f irat two-third& of .the eoliloquy, beginning 
9 

f' 

it very late, at II.il.601 ("Z have heard that guilty creatures"), 
... 

whrch Hamlet now says immediately after the First Player's exit. 

In Kemble's conception of the character, there is no room for 
. 

Hanlet'a "cleavCing1 the general ear with horrid speech," for 

admissions of cowardice, or cosparisons of himself to a whore. 

<eable'a ia a short soliloquy, only the lines at the end having 

been approved en maeae. 

On the other Band, there are the seventeenth- and 

elghteemth-century texts, which are more revealing for carefully 
I '  

aeeaing to consider and select each line of the soliloquy on its 

own merits, retaining one, then discarding the next, and so on. 

For exaaple, only in the two earliest atage versions--Davenant 
4 

1676 and Smock Alley--is Hamlet's refecence to "drownEing3 the 

sta- with tears" nark& for oniasion; yet 411 four t e x b - -  
/ 

Davenant 1676, Wilks 
J 

7 

Hanlet'a vehement atateaents about "HskCingI mad the guilty" and 

"fatEting1 all the region kites / With this ?lave's offal" are 
- 



worth keeping. Indeed, the only deletions in this passage that 

are conmon to all of the editionr, Including Kemble'r, cpncern 

Haalet'e self-recriminations. It is not dHficult to imagine what 

the adapters must have thought of then.' While the different 

versions retain the linee in which Hamlet plots strategy and 

'. 
actively vows revenge, sections II.ii.577-587 ("Yet I, . . . . I 
should take it") and Il.ii.59lb-600 ("Bloody, bawdy villain! / . . 
. . Hum--") are apparently cut in the saae texts as being too 

+ 

self-critical. The lines significantly omitted refer to Hamlet's 

buflneaa, his cowardice, and his inaction. Not eurpriaingly, the 

editions also excise Hamlet's awearing.and his references to 
4 

hineelf as an ass, a whore, a "drab," and a "stallion." In all of 

the pronptbooka, and in Davenant 1676, Wilka 1751, and Garrick 

1772, no mention is made of Hamlet's "weakness" and "~elancholy;" 

nor is it suggested that he might be damned. 

As a result of these changes, audiencea in the latter half of 

the seventeenth century, and all of the eighteenth, would have 
\ 

heard a.Hanlet very different from  he original. Significantly, 

not u'ntil Charles Kean'e ecting text of 1859 vaa the eoliloquy 

\ 

presented uncut--and by that-ire, the scholarly perception of -, 

\ Hamlet as weak, procyaatinatory, and overly sensitive had become 

the norr. In contraet, Betterton recited an angry soliloquy that 

remained popular for almost one and'a half centuries, and that warn 

repeate6 eaeentially unchanged by Wilks, Garrick, and (partly) 

what wouldhe Caicl do 
Had he the motive, and that for passion 



That I have? he would 
Hake mad the guilty and appeal [sic3 the free, 
But I an pigeon liver'd, and lack gall 
To make oppression bitter, or a're this 
I should have fatted all the region Kites 
With this slaves-offal: 

hum, I have heard 
That guilty creature8 aittdng at a Play 

C 

- Have by the very cunning of the Scene 
Been strook so to the soul, that presently 
They have proclaia'd their malefactions: 
For murther though it have no tongue will speak 

I'll have these Players 
Play something like the aurther of my father 
Before aine Uncle: I'll observe his looks, 

The epirlt that I have seen 
Hay be a Devil, and the Devil hath-power 
T assume a pleasing shape, 

I'll have grounds 
More relative than thia, the Play's the thing 
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the King. 

(Davenant 1676, pp. 35-6; II.ii.570b-617) 
I 

It is interesting to note not only the lack of verbal self-abuse 

but the speed with which this Hamlet now arrives at his plan of 

action. The rapid reiteration of first-person verbs--"I should 

-- have fatted," "I have heard," "I'll have these Players play," 

"I'll obaerve his looks," "I'll have grounds," "I'll catchw--all 

j suggest a confident, vitally active and quick-thinking hero rather 

than Shakespoare'e "John-a-dreams," =;raing a,& crying 

plaintively, "an I a coward?" 

. . 
That the soliloquy was always, on stage at least, seen.as an 

opportunity for Hamlet to finally vent his anger and not ~ u a t  his 
, . 

aelf-diagust can be seen in the theatrical (as oppoeed to the 

scholarly) critics' praise of those actora who were most vehement 

in the role. Kerble, we learn, uaa partial to "ranting and 

stamping the foot" on the line, "I'll have grounds / More relative 

than this" (II.ii.615b-616a): and Frederick Pilon extolls Garrick 



for "the great exertion of Chial voice" and his "impassioned" - 
reading of the speech. Thie "Rant" was again admired in the later 

Dramatic Hiscellanies of T h o ~ a s  Daviea, who approved of the 

"paseionate ebullition" with which Garrick had played the ecene. 

Daviea remembered that the retained lines had been "strongly 

pointed. and blended with marks of conteaptuous indignation,"43 

While aware of hie failings, thie Hamlet had not been overwhelaed 

by then. - .  
Even more intereeting, however, ia DavieeP+revelation that 

Garrick did aometimea keep II.ii.592-600 ("Rernoreeleee . . . . / 
. . . . Hyp!"), for he says that not unti1,Garrick "closed his .. 
strong paintings with the epithet, kindlesa villain!" did "a tear 

- ..I 

of anguish Cgivel a nost pathetic 6oftne6s- tq the entire scene.** 

The linea are blocked off for cutting in Garrick 1772 and are ' 

retained in only one text--surprisingly, the related Ho~kinr 1777; 
- 

Francis Gentleman, however, refueee to budge in hie disapproval of 

then. He unwillingly prints the passage (further proof that 

Garrick at leaat eonetines rpoke it) but narks it for omission 
=3 

with inverted conmao--a rare occurrence by that tine. At the 

bottom of the page, Gentleman will only remark, darkly, that the 

speech "is full long enough without them" (Garrick 1763, p. 37). 

v 

ACT- THREE 

Act ILI, scene i, which is the etart of Act IV in Garrick 

1772, begin& with an excision common to all of the remaining 

texts: that is, Claudiue' deecription,to Roeencrantz and 



Guildemstern of a Hemlet who, by this tins, app&rrs to be "Grating 

so harshly all his days of quiet / With turbulent and dangerous 

lunacy" (III.i.3-4). Such an omission may indicate a tendency, 

eepecially prevalent in productiono of the play prior to the 

nineteenth century, to see Hamlet as essentially eane; for, as 

previoualy nentioned at the etart of our diecusaion of Act 11, 

4- 
scene ii above, many of these same texts endeavour to erase the 

image of Hamlet aa one who has been put "So much from th' 

underetanding of himself" (11.11.9) that he appears deranged. 
= i 

Ward A_ and B, Wilks 1751, and Garrick 1763 go even further, not 

only cutting the reference to "dangerous lunacy" nentioned above, 

but also cutting Guildenatern's four-line report to Claudius on 

the "crafty madness" that has made Hamlet ao secretive to hie 

friend (111.5.7-10). 

Following the exit of the two spies, Poloniue and the King 
. 

prepare to hide ae Ophelia, who does not "Read on Eanyl book" in 

Davenant 1676, Wilks 1751, and Garrick 1763, is aet loo& to 
/ 

entrap Hamlet. Hamlet then enter8 with "To be dr not.$o be," 

which predictabl,~ (Lichtenberg'relatee that audiences were as 

familiar with it ae with the Lord'a p=ayer) remains almost 

unchanged in all of the texts .**  Only Kenble 1804 shows evidence 

of what may have been s later decision to cut, for beside lines 

71-72 ("Th' oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, /.The 

pangs of deepie'd love, the law'8,delay") is the curious notation, 

X 
in a penciled hand, 29 x I . . , 

Perhapa Kemble agreed with Dr. 
< 

Johnson that Hamlet has here "forCgotten3 . . . thkt he is a 



prince, and mentions many 

are expoaed."46 

What appears to be a 

I 

evils to which inferior etationo only 

belated excision is even more 

interesting for being repeated in the so-called Nunnery Scene 

* 
inmediately after. For while the other texts make almost no Y 

changes to the dialogue between Hamlet and Ophelia, the following 

lines are blocked off in Kemble 1804 and have, even more faintly, 
5 

the same inscription as is-found at fII.i.71-72: 

Although as a result of the actors' deletions the theatrical 
. * 

I am . X 

Hanlet would always be more resolute than the Hanlet of the study, 

very proud, revengeful, ambitious; with more 
offences at ny beck, than I have thoughts to put 
then in, imagination to give them shape, or time to 

these markings suggest that in later years--sometime after the 

eighteenth century--a modification of the usual perception of 

Harlet in the theatre was tak-ing place. If they indeed indicate 

en excision. the markings are eignificant in their being thk only 

i2? 
X 

inetance in our texts of an actor altering the language in order 

that Hanlet not appear either proud, revengeful, or ambitious. 

act 
in:1 (Kenble 1804, p. 39: 111.1.124-128) 

Furtheraore, the Nunnery Scene became fertile ground upon 

which the actors could test the validity of their views concerning 

Ha~let's madness or sanity, his true feelinge for Ophelia, and his 

sensitivity or the lack of it. On the eighteenth-century stage, 

for exanple, Hamlet seers always to have been depicted as sane, 

and h i e s  apparent cruelty towards Ophelia was attributed to the 



neceesity of his maintaining a facade. Were he to have revealed 

himself to Ophelia [so the argument went), Polonius and Claudius 

would have become aware'of his plan and he would have lost the 

advantage of surprise. Francis Gentleman typifiee this approach 

when he states that "The conversation between Hastlet and Ophelia 

is finely imagined to puzzle the apiea who watch his words and 

actions: and though it exhibits madness, yet as Poloniua. remarks 
L 

of n former ~cene--there method '% Describing Gnrrick 

'h and Henderson in the role, Frederick Pilon explaina way the 

brutality when, in fi77, he records that r am let at first apeaks to 

Ophelia with "gentleneaa and delicacy," but, suddenly having 
. . 

rewenbered his adopted role, "starts wildly from the point, and 

under.,ahelter of frenzy, vents the keenest satyr againat the sex 

in genera>-." Samuel Johnson.alao represents the standard 

eighteenth-century point of view when he says that "Hamlet, at the 

s ~ g h t  of O~helia, does not immediately recollect that hO is to 

personate madness, but makes her an address grave- and solemn, -such 

as the foregoing meditation ["To be or not to be") excited in his 

G ~ V &  this opportunity for showing Hamlet's madness to be 

merely assumed, however, the actors in often overdid 

it. ~ h b t  Gerrlck usa probably aingle-handedly reaponaible for 

stressing Haalet'e cruelty is evident in Thomas Holcroft's . . 
complaint in 1805 that, even in the case of the-coneiderably more 

staid Kemble, t 

The feelings of Hamlet are generally outraged by the , 

actor: he appears to persecute, nay to bully 



+% 
~'phelia. . . . I cannot conceive how-this= mistake, 
whach now seelra as .if it were traditional, could ge$ 

* possesaion of the etage: perhaps it originated in 
the-atrong feelings which ~ r .  Garrick threw into the 
scene. 49 r )  

J d 

Garrick was criticized for his boisteroueness by Thomas Davies, 
B 

who'conpared him unfavourably to,Spranger Barry (Barry was "not so 

violent") and to ~ o b o r t -  Wilke, who "retained enough of disguised . 
madness; but, at the same time, preserved the feelings of a lover 

and the delicacy of a George Steevens, writing as 

"Hic et Ubique" in the a. Jalaes's_ chronicleo of 1772 (and before 

' Garrick's revised Hamlet appedfed later that year), also -advised 

- & 

the actor not to be "too'rough with her--She has-done nothing-to - 

deserve it, and it is the.best Distinction of feigned from true 
I - 

Madness that CHalalet3 uld choose from his Feelings to support it 

with as little -51 . 

Of course, f u k h  the nineteenth century, end with the 
. . - , .  . - 

r;ae bf  e more aub3ec;iveyriticien, such & s f a g e  "bullying" came - '  
I /---- 
i * to be considered less --e)/m toin of Hamlet's aaeumed madness and. ? --.-- 9' 

more either a reflection of real in-sanity (as Charlea Kenble - . 
played the scene), or a seif -protective screen hiding Hamlet's 

' 1 genuine love and pity for Ophelia. In a gesture thak epitomizes 
.. 

the great difference between the eighteenth--and 

nineteenth-century qmlete of the theatre, Edmund Kean *as shortly 

after to electrify audf'encei with hie farewell kiss of Ophelia's 

hand--a gesture Hazlitt considered "the finest commentary ever 
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Kemble 1804. The three-lines on the "candied tongue lick[ingl 

absurd pomp" (III.ii.62-64), and, more importantly (since they 

provlde a perhaps L too-flattering portrait of a foil to Hamlet), 

the five lines describing Horatio as "A man that Fortune's buffets 

and rewards / Has: ta'en with equal thanks" (III.ii.69-73.) are 

cut irj Davenant -1666; Wilks 1751, and Garrick 1772 and 

1763--alt&&ugh as Francis Gentleman admits, "It is crue1:to leave - 
out" the former (Garrick 1763, p. 44) .53  These sane texts then 

r 

exclse  Hamlet's admission - to Horatio thet hie "imeginations are as 

foul / A a  Vulcan'e st-ithy" (III.ii.85-86a), and Garrick 1772 goee 

atill further by cutting the suggestion that "If CClaudiua'l 

occulted guilt. / Do not itself unkennel in one speech, / It ie a 

damned ghost thet we have seen" (III.ii.82b-84). 

The Danish court next enters in anticipation of the play, and 
\ 

Hamletpa double entendres t o - ~ ~ h e l ~ a  before The Mousetrap begins 
1 

(III.ii.116-127, 138-40) are unaniaoysly omitted in the theatre 

texts--although, wlthin that passage, Davenant 1676, Wilks 1751, 

and Garrlck 1772 permit the more oblique reference to "country 

matters" (line 119>, and all of the veraiona retain Ophelia's 

innocuous "You are merry, my lord" (line 125). At his debut in 
i 

1783, Kesble scandalized audiences by reciting the more 
, . 

objectionable linea while "lolling on Ophelia's Lap," a ~ d  .a writer 

In the London Chronlcld-expressed his relief when the actor wisely 

d 

modified his performance the following night: "Oh, how glad 1 , a n  . . 

to see that they have now left out that, shocking indecency, when 

Hamlet tulks to Ophella about country ~ntters!"54 



The Dumb Show in Hamlet was then, as now, almoat always cut 

in productiofi--first, becauee it no doubt seemed s time-consuming 

reiteration of what was immediately and nore explicitly to follow: 

and second, because, ao John Dover Wilson has pointed out, there - 

is the problem of why the King does not r e ~ c t . ~ 5  T h u ~  in all of . 
the promptbooks and a l ~ o s t  all of the editions, there is no Dumb 

Show--only Davenant 1676 allows it to For this reason, 

Ophelia's specific dllusion to it ("What means thi-a, ny lord?") is 

replaced, in all of those texts, with the more general "What means 

the pley?" and her original reference to "this ahow" (IId.ii.145) 

is similarly replaced by a newly-written line, "But what'e the 

Argument?" 

Concerning The Houaetrap itself, most of the texta a&em to 

have agreed with Thomas Hanrner that it is written in "wretched 

~era.c."5~ Garrick 1772 is unique in retaining all' of the lines 

originally marked for omission in his 1747 base-text, and the 

remaining editlono cut III.ii.161-163 (on "thirty dozen moons," , 
e t c . ) ,  III.ii.173-174 ("And women's fear and' love hold quantity, / 

In neither aught, -or in extremity"), and III.ii.188-191--although 

Davenant 1676 cuts only the lest two lines: "A second tine I kill 
I 

my huaband dead' /,When second husband kiaaes me in bed." In 

addition, most of the Player King's speech beginning "Purpose is 

but the slave to memory" (III.ii.194-219) is "properly much 

shortened" (Gartick 1763, p. 47) by all but Garrick 1772, which 

retains it in ita entirety, and by Davenant 1676, which cuts only 

A 

IIf.ii.202-205, 210-219, or fourteen of the thirty lines. Thus 
x. 

Wilka 1751 =educes the Player-King'a speech to its f i r ~ t  and last 



two lines and cuts twenty-six line;, retaioing only 

III.ii.192-193, 220-2 1; and Garrick 1763 and Kemble '1804 ,cut the. Q > 9 

sane, restoring only a single couplet, 'What to our.aelve-s i n  
- 

paaalon we propoae; I The passion ending, doth t h e  purpoae lo;ri'- 

' (111. ii .221-222) . Sonewhat inexplicably, the different etage 
. . - 

versions then unanimously excise Hanlet'a "What, frighted with 
r 

, 
falee fire?" after he sees the effect the pl-ay has had'onT * 

d - 
tp 

Claudiue: and, more significantly, the five editions omit Hamlet's - 
nhnic reactron after all but Horatio have left t 111.. ii .281-291; -'. 

299-301)--perhaps agreeing with the latter that ~a;let "might have 
", 

rhymed." In the 1774 reprint of Garrick's early verrion,,Francis 

Gentleman eeema once ,again ko'epeak for tho rest. He P ~ Y S  Of ' t h i  . 

four-line verse he doee allow tb ,remain ("Why, let the qtrucken . 
h 

deer go weep," etc..): "We think Hamlet's expreeaion, upon the full 

conviction of his uncle, much too light and.Jnadequatew (Garrick , 
- 

1763 p. 4 9 ) .  
' . 

-p 
< 

Finally, all of the stage versione a6ree that the laat three 
7 

lines in the scene (III.ii.405-4-07> should be omitted-'although, 
.. 

eignificantly, all rotain'Hamlat'r final violent resolution to 

"drink hot blood." They then end with Hamlet's vow to "speak 

daggers to [Gertrude] , but use none ."' -, L 

/' 
Act 111, ecene iii ie left virtudliY untouched in Garrick 

a 1772; at the other extreme, there is Kemble 1804, in which it 
- 

almost entirely disappears. Seeming to use the ~u~ho- ilks 

reprint8 as models, Garrick 1763 and Kemble 1804 beginaby omitting 

Cleudius' worry that "The Terms of our Estate nay not e n d k  / 

. - .  

Hazards so near us, aa do hourly grow / Out df [Harlet'el Lunacies 





\ - -  - - 6 5 - -  

L 

A e  e reeult, Garrick 1763 gives us a Claudiua alone and repentent, 

b i t h  even a euggeetion of hope for his moral futur he ends:'"All 
'! 7 

and does not "delay" because he is given no ideal opportunity ' 

(such as this was) to kill the King. - 

Five texta approach the scene from another angle. While they 

do retain both Claudius' and Hanlet'a apeechea, Devenent 1676, 

Wilka 1751, Ward & and 8_, and Garrick 1772 embellish the more 
CA 

controveraial one ("Now wight I do it pat") through the addition 

f a startling new line. In what eeeme to be Davenant's only 
4 

irect interpolation into the 1676 text (he does soaetimea 

Aubetitute and, a. w e  have seen, cute heavily, but otherwise there 
3 

are no additions), Claudiue has juat concluded hie attempt to 

confess his crime to heaven when Hanlot enters. Hamlet's first 

words upon eeeing hi.=, in Werd's, Davenant's, Wilka', and 

'Garrick's (1772) versions, are 

Where thia rurderer, kneels; and prays, 
And now I'll do't, end so he goeo to heaven, 
And so am I reveng'd? 

(Davenant 1676, p. 51; III.iii.73-75a; 
emphaeis added) 

* 

While in the original play Hamlet had quite inadvertently stumbled 

acrose the King at prayer, and had then begun to ruminate on the 

pros and cons of avenging his father's death at that moment, this 

Hamlet enters searchinq for Claudiue, intent from the etart on 

killing him. Indeed, the interpolation gives to Hamlet's 
- 

subsequent Lines a sense of urgency barely restrained. His cry, 



9 
"Where ia this murderer," has a 'korceful, retributive ring to it 

8 

quite foreign to the later scholarly critics' image of him aa an 

irreeolute and delicate prince-&= might say, more Kydian than 

Shakespearean. The fact that "Where is this murderer" remained 

uncorrected on the stage for three quarters of a century in'dicates 

a considerable degree of approval of s k h  a change.60 

In addition, these same texts, with the exception of Garrick 

1772, agree to excise Hamlet's vow to "trip him, that his heele 

nay kick at heaven, / And that his soul may be aa damned and black 

/ Aa hell, whereto it goes"--although Wilka retains the first line 
C 

(III.iii.93-95~).61 Francis Gentleman in-1770 had considered 
n f, 

Hamlet's reasons for postponing retribution "more suitable to an 

aaoaeein of the baaeat kind than a virtuoua prlnce and a feelikg 

wnn";62 and in the 1774 theatre edltion, all of Hamlet's speech . 
is, according to him, "commendably thrown aside, first, as being 

* 

unnecessary, and next, aa tending to vitiate and degrade his 

character, much" (Garrick 1763, p. 53). According tb Thomas 

Davies, Garrick hlaself uaually considered the lines "horrid" and 

"not only shocking but highly improbable," It is therefore 
\ $ C  
J 

especially significant that, in keeping with George Steevena" 

% 

ire that Hamlet not be shown as timid and ineffectual, 

Garrick'a 1772 text i,s the only one to restore all of Hamlet's 
\ 

lines upon finding the King at pray a k r.=3 - 1 

Regarding Polonius' slaying, few changes are to be found in 

any of the texts, although Kemble 1804 alters his cry, "0, I am 

slain!" to the more realistic "0, 0, C!"--perhaps to avoid the 

4 

laughter that might have arisen when the garrulous old Ran used 



his last breath to state the obvioue. (Kerable &as the same in 

Act V, excising Hamlet's "I an dead, Horatio"' EV.ii.3343.) 
t 

Reviewing Keable'a debut performance in 1783, an anonymour critic 

in the S t .  Janes'g Chronicle noted that "Where ~olonius is ki.1led 

be'hind the Arras, and Hamlet saya, 'Is it the King?' the universal 

Plaudits of the Audience were not to be resisted." What-had 

apparently set the spectators off was the somewhat vicious "smile 

of exultation" with whikh Kenble's Hanlet always said that 

particular line, a amile that Johnson reportedly "sanctioned by 

hls appr~bation."~* 

Yet there is ale0 evldence that both theatregoers and 

scholarly critics were becoming more uncomfortable with this 

a enphasia on Hamlet's cruelty. Another reviewer felt that Kemblo'a 

particular anile waa more suitable to "the aoul of Nero than to 

the pigeon-liver'd frase" of Hamlet (London F&klic Advertiser, 7 

October '1783): and more than a decade earlier, Francis Gentleman 

had expressed his diamay &t Hanlet'e generaiqcondu~t following 

Polonius' death. Describing it as "another shade upon our hero's 

character," Gentleman had aaid that "when the niatake [of aesuming 

~olonius was the King3 is'discovered, CHarnletl -has not common 

humanity enough to regret taklng the life of an innocent 

P ffensive old man, nay the Father of a Lady too for whoa he p ofeesea a regard: but . . . seems to hold the matter light . . 
C f t . . "65 This I$ slmilnr ~n tone to James Harris' disapproval in 

1781 of Hamlet's callouenese and lack of remorse having once 

cormitted,the accidental criae: 

\ 



' *  f - But ~hould.. the same ~am.l& by &nce kill an 
innocent old man, an old man from whom he had never 
received offence, and with whose daughter he was 
actually in love;--what should we expect then? . . ; 
Should we not be shocked . . .'were he to be 
brutally locooe? Here the MANNERS are blamable, 

- because they are inconsistent; we should never 
con~ecture from Hamlet anything so unfeelingly 
cruel .66 

These complaints by ~entlemkn, Harris, and the Public Advertiser, 

when viewed in conjunction with ~teevens' attack in 1771, signal a 

growing awareness in the eighteenth century of the nore savage 4 

aide of Hamlet's peramefity. The s e m e  of dlailluaionnent that 

developed out ofcthis recognition led, inevitably, to the 

C 
elaborately argued rationalizations of critics such as William 

/ 

\ 

Richardson. 

The remaining nonents in this scene were regarded as an 

opportunrty for Hamlet to exemplify "Filial Piety" towards both 

his mother and the image of his dead father; consequently, actors 

were measured by the degree to which they conformed to each 

generation's definition of that term. Garrick was criticized as 

being too rough with Gertrude (Wilke and Barry had, in comparison, 

retained "the delicacy of address to a lady"), and Kemble as being 

too tame ("In this scene it was doubted whether, in 'speaking 

daggera' -to the Queen, they were drawn and sharp enough"). The 

censure of Kemble is surprieing, for in hie later yeare--and 

perhaps in reaction to the criticbsm--it was reported that he 
' .d 

regularly " Cshookl his mother out of her chair." Huch later, 

Charlee ~ e a n  voiced what other act0r.a had no doubt felt before: 

"Is it not enough to make a rational being mad . . . ? The Thing 



Ci.e., his critic3 eupposes that because I am not in a devil of a 
J 

It*is significant that Garrick 1772 retains the greateat 

number of lines by which Haalet criticizes Gertrude; even that 

text, however, agrees with the pronptbooke and editions in making 

certain cute standard in the scene. Thus all the gtage versione 

omit III.iv.152-156 (Hamlet's five-line plea that.Gertrude not 

"epread the compoet on the weeds / To make them ranker"); 
4 

III.iv.162-173a (on "That monster =ustom . . . . " I ;  III.iv.184-186 

(on "reechy kisses," etc.); and III.iv.189b-197 (on the 

'consequences of his mother's revealing hi8 secret and, "like the 

famous ape, / . . . breakCing3 Cherl own neck down"). In 

addition, ail except Smock Alley and ,~arrick ,1772 cut Hamlet's 
I 

deecriptionof hie mother "cozened . . . at hoodman-blind" by the 
devil (III.iv.77b-82 , and cut also hie masochistic fascination i 
with the image.of Gertrude "Stewed in corruption, honeying and 

making love / Over the nasty sty" (III.iv.94-95a). Only Keable 

1804 permits the Queen'e admission that in her soul she sees "such 

black and grained spots / As will not leave their tinct" 

(III.iv.91-92); the other texta, perhaps-unwilling to believe her 

guilty; omit it. Because Haalet had promire4 not to use daggers, 
1 

a11 but Davenant 1676 and Wilks 1751 opit the Queen's statement 

that "Theee words like daggers enter in my'ears" (III.iv.95-96). 

Ilo~t of the texts therefore leave her with only the plea that 

Haalet "epeak / No more." 

While the few word8 between Hamlet and.the Ghost are left 

untouched in all of the versions, the adapters agree completely on 
4 



the need for cutting the nine lines (III.iv.203-211) in which 

Hamlet vowe to "blow CRosencrantz and Guildensternl to the 

moon"--perhaps because this tine the reference to ~ailei's 

"knavery" is made explicit cline 206).G8 In addition, Gnrrick 

1763 and Kenble 1804 are the only oner to cut Hamlet's statement - 
that he "rust to England." In the former, Francis Gentleman 

aomewhat proudly admita that "qbout thirty linea Care3 lopped off 

the end, very justifiably" (Garrick 1763, p. 57); in fact, 

however, that Hanlet ends thirty-eight lines early, immediately 
%- 

after "Thus bad begins, and worse reaains behind." Only Garrick 

1763 and Wilke 1751 then conclude Act 111 with Hanlet "dragging - 
out" (the latter reads "in") Poloniua. 

C 
0 

The moat darning opinion concerning the close of Act I11 

coree from George Steevens,_who so in'fluenced Garrick in his 1772 

alteration of the text. Shakespeare in the original version, 

has been unfortunate in his management of the story 
of this play, the most striking circumstances of 
which arise so early in its formation as not to 
leave him room for a conclusion euitable to the 
magnificence of it0 beginning. After this last 
interview with the Ghost the character of Hamlet has 
lost all its conaequence.69 

' Y  

With an encouraging eye to Garrick, he elsewhere concludes: "If I 

had my Will, I would quit the Theatre at the End of the 36 Act."70 



ACT FOUR 

While Act IV, scene i is actually the start of Act V in ~ 

Garrick 1772, it starts off"innocently enough in that text, with 

Garrick even restoring much of Shakespeare's lang~ago.~l The 

remaining theatre editione and promptbooks, howdver, begin & 
scene by cutting two references to Hamlet's madness: Claudiuu' 

speech on "This mad young man" being "full of threats to all" 

(IV.i.14-23a), and the Queen's statement that "his very madness . 

ho 8 itself pure" (IV.i.25-271. With the exception of 

- =-/9 
Garrick 1772, all >f the texts also cut Claudius' "0  come away! / 

Hy soul is full of diecord and diaaay" (IV.i.44-451, perhaps 

- because it threatened to preeent the King ir; too sympathetic a 

light. 

The next two scenea in Act IV involve Hamlet'e deliberete 

obfuscation concerning the whereabouts of Polsniue. %Pr.edictably, 

his political ineinuationa that "the King ie not with the body" 

and f'may go a progrees through the guts of a beggar" 

(IV.ii.27-30a; IV.iii.26-31)) are cut in a11 but Garrick 1772; 

more surprising, however, is the complete omission in Duvanant 

1676 and Wilks 1751 of Claudius' wish that England undertake "The - 
present death of Hamlet" (IV.iii.59-68). The remaining 

texts--Garrick 1763 and 1772, and Kemble 1804--while not deleting 

the King'e apeech completely, retain only ito most salient point: 

I S  . . . England, if my love thou hold'at at aught, / Let it be 

testified in Hamlet's denth."72 



Both before and for nany years after Garrick's 1772 

alteration, Act IV, scene iv was, as far as I have been able to' 

determine, not performed on any English stage. There seem to be 

no eyewitneaa accounts in either the seventeenth or the eighteenth 

century of another actor's delivery of "How all occasions do 

inform against me," and while Smock Allev, based on F3, at least 

prints (but as quickly mqrka for omission) the exchange between . 
Fortinbrae and the Captaih, all of the remaining texts with the 

exception of Garrick 1772 eliminate the entire scene. It is 

therefore most significant that Garrick restored this scene in 

1772 although he had previously omitted it, following stage 

tradition, in 1763. Indeed, because it signals the beginning of 

Garrick'i radical interpoletione into a text which un$il now had 

differed from the other versions only in its n u ~ b e r  of 

restorations, his treatment of Act IV, scene iv warrants brief 

exaaination. 
. 

Garrick 1-772 begina 1V.i~. with a stage direction: "Scene a 

Wood. / Trumpets and ~ r u n a  at a Distance / Enter Hanlet and Q! 

Rosencrnns meeting Gu~ldenstern" [Garrick 1772, p. 66).73 Lines 1 

.through 8 have been cut, and Guildenatern (in Hopkina 1777, 

Roeencrantz) replaces the Captain, who, along with Fortinbras and 

the aoldiera, has been eliminated. A a  a result, Garrick begins 

with a newly-written line that allows him to retain Guildenstern's 

explanation for the military preparations; Hamlet's first words 

are: "Well the news! Have you learnt whence are those 

{* 

Later, ?hen Rosencrantz and Guil netern have left, Hamlet rekains 

to recite, for the first time onjetage, all of the fourth 
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The a u t h ~ r  has here introduced a very unessential 
ares=; unworthy the closet afld the stag*, therefore 
properly consigned to oblivion= though Hamlet's 
soliloquy, in Mr. Garrick'g alte=ation, is,preserved 
[in performance3 not censurably--in the original 
state of the play, the whole is quite superfluous: 
-besides, the Prince seems to take a violent 
resolution; yet is no more heard of, till we find he 
hag been shipwrecked. 

(Garrick 1763, p, 61) 

It seems to have been jLst such a fear that Hamlet's departure 

might be considered weak and cowardly that made Garrick +ter the , 

cbncluslon to this'crucial soliloquy on procrastination. Earlier, 

on the page immedliately preceding thig one, Gentleman in his 
9 

comment on Hamlet's acquiescent "Come, for England" (IV.iii.53) 

had voiced the opinion that "cohsenting so tamely to depart for 

England, seems to show him pusillanimous and impolitic" (Garrick 

_ , p. 60); and George Steevens too wondered at Hamlet's ready) 1763 

cooperation, finding that in the original version he "sufferCs3 

himself to be tamely and unnatukally sent out of the Kingdom, to 

which he returns as unaccountably and as ineffectually as he\lef't 
1 

~ t . " ~ 5  In oontraat, by shortly after ending the play with Hamlet 

impetuously "sweepCing3.to Chis3 revenge,'" Garrick allows nothing 

to disturb Hamlet's new-found resolution. 
1 

5 

It is alsg interesting to see what the four editions, Garrick 

1772 excepted for the woment, do with the final scenes in the 

play, Act IV, scene v ~ ,  for-example, is in general left unchanged 

J by Davenant 1676, Wi'lks 1751, and Gsrrick 1763 but ia lengthened 

by about fifteen lines in Kemble 1804, which combines in th8 

interests of economy the beginning of V.ii.--in Qhich Haqlet in 



* \ 75 

., -- -- 

$reon tells Horatlow how h* alterad the comiiesion otdering hie 

++h--with the letter in ~ b , v i . .  in vhich Hamlet p r o m l k t o  m a a t  , - . - 
. '- *' and knform him. In other words, Kelable reads Hamlet's line,- "Of 

*-( . - I 

i~osencrantz and ~uildensteril I have much to tell thee," 

literally, placing it near the beginning <after line IS), not at 

the end, of the letter end regarding it as an opportunity for -' - 
i 

actually telllng what 1s di~closed in the later scene. However, 
i 

although Kemble's.Act V, 'scene ii afterwards begins at line 75, 

w ~ t h  Hamlet saying, "But I-am very sorry, good Horatio, / That-to 
- 

~aertes I forgot myself," Kewble does ngt tianspose the previous 

seventy-four llnes into the letter in Act I V  verbakin. He 
0 

eliminates from his edition the idea that Hamlet might hawe feLt 

- defeated ("Methought I ley woree than the'mutrnea i n  the bilboea")' 

and afraid ("My fears fo~%~ettln~ manners"): the auggeation of 

I 

Hamlet's uncontrolled ?'rashness" and "ind lacre t lorr":  hla 

fatalistic notion that "There's a divlnaty that shapea our,endeW.; 

h ~ s  seemingly c&lious admission that ~oaenkrantz and Gulldenstern 

I"' * -  

are-"not near my conscience" dnd were kllled "Not shrrving 

allowed"; and h1s bellef that f~ot to kill ~iaudrua 1s to be . L 

*'damned1' V . .  3 5b-11, 19-22, 25-31a, 32b-43, 45-46aB 9-4~8, 
- /' 535-74). The other 'texts delete most of the same passages. - 

All of the edltions then eoncl;de Act IV wlth no further 

m a ~ o r  changes. (They do e ~ i s e ,  however, the King's belief'that 
, > . ;.* - 

Zaniet's envy of iaertes reflects-negatively on hin i 

CIV.vl1.75-761). Francis Gentlenan closes by saying that Act IV - . - 
1s "much more languid, than any other in the piece," and he gives 

I .  

as h ~ s  reason the fact that Hamlet has "too liti+le, the King and. 
= 1 



Laertes too much, to say" - (Garrick '1763, p. 70). A similar' 

ciwplaint 1s tb be found in George Steevens' column in the St. 

~ a h e s ' ~  ~hronlcle two years earlier. According to Steevens, ik i4 
1 

"some Comfort to us little Beings that the most sublim? Genius can 

slnk*from H e a v b  below the Eirth, that our greateit Philbsopher, 

Bacon, and our greatest General, Msrlborouqh, could descend tb tKe 

Weaknesses of the lowesk Mlnds: and that our greatest Poet, 

% 

Shakespeare, could produce the two inst Acts of Hamlet_."76 It was' 
J 

o p ~ n ~ o n s  sucL a8 these that led Garrlck to come out wlth hra 

second and more radlcal conclusion to'the play. 

~ollowing the alteration of Hamlet's sol~loquy In IV.lv., no 

slgnlficant changes are made in Garrick 1772 unkll just before . ,  

aphelia 16 about to enter for the second t ~ r n e . ~ ~  At that point, 

tarrlck transposes IV.v.201b-216 to the llnes immediately 
. . 
' q  

following IV.v.152. In other words, after the passage in whzch 

the Klng protesta to Laertes that his Innocence "shail &a level to 
- 

your.Judgment plerce Eslcl, / As Day does to your Eye," Garrick 

has pasted irl the King's later: but still pertinent'speech to 

Laertes beglnnlng "Go but a-,partm--a not unhappy move, since thelr 
i + 

.conversetion In S h a k e s p e a r 6  play 18 only momentarily 

diacontlnsed aa Ophella enters to walk between thew onskage 

(Garrick 1772, p. 72): T h u s w r t e s  ~n 1772 un~nterruptedly C 
- 

concludes hls talk with Claudlus about avenging his father's 

death, is then wade a witness to his sister's madness - (after . ' 

IV.-v;216, Garrlck inserts a stage direction: "[&they are going 
i 

f' 
i 

$hey see Ophella3"), and immediately after her mad songs and exit, 

when he isxmost overwrought and impelled to action at the .sight o f .  



her, euddenly comes across  eml let- Whateyer one night think of 

'\ 

Garrick's temerity in altering eith& Laertee' motivation or - 
\ 
. '\ 

Ophella's fate, one cannot deny there Ls a neat symmetry to his 

s 
plan. 

A s  a result, Ophelia's exit at IV.v.198 is directly followed 

by V.i.248: 

Laer. 0 treble Woe 
Fall ten Tines double on that cursed Head, 
Whose wicked Deed depriv'd thee of 
Thy most ingenloua Sense!--let ne but see him, 

Heav'n! 
'Twuuld wars the very Sicknees of tay heart, 
That I should llve and tel'l hlm to hi8 teeth, 
Thus didst Thou! 

m, what 'is he, whose Grlefs 
Bear such an Emphasis? Whose Phrase of Sorrow 
Conjures the wand'ring Stars, and makes them stand 
.Like wonderwounded Hearers? This is-I, 
Hamlet the Dane! 

Laer. Then m y  Revenge 1s come. (draws his 
sword) - 

(Garrick 1772, p. 74) 

Garrlck 1772 givqs no indication of when Hamlet night have enteged 

and whether he would ther&fore have known about Ophelia's nadnees, 

although one may conjecture that hls entrance followed Laertes' 

"Let m e  but see him." In any case; Ophelia's fate is left 

'unclear. There is no description of her drowning, and we learn 

nothing more about her. - 
~ a r r i c k  1772 then aovee quickly towards its conclusion. 

. I  

Ophelia's death having been cut, there are of course no 

gravediggers; nor is there any vulgar grappling by Laertes and . ' 

Hamlet over her grave. The hero no longer shamefully ratreate to 



England, and Roeencrantz and Guildenstern &re not put ta.death at 

Hamlet's command "Not shriving tine allowed." Instead, as Laert-es 

the King, angry at Hamlet's dieobedience in not going td England 
4 

as, instructed, calls on his guards 70 arrest 

Hamlet decisively crles, "First feel Clay Wrath3"-- \ 

then--"C~&be -I.."., His last words to Claudiue are: 

Here thou Inceatuoua, Mprd'roua, damned Dane 
There's for thy treachery, Lust and Ueurpation! ' 

(Garrick 1772, n. peg.) 

In other'words, Dr. Johnson's + worr'y that Hamlet aeeaed "rather en 

lnstruasnt than an agent" Gs' been attended to and dispeXlgd. 78' 
4' 

Garrlck's Hamlet does not ignorin*iously wait . ko , %  be-goaded-- 
* 

wounded--rnto action; he wreaka hiegrevenge awrTtly and 

L 

deliberately, as he had ~ s s u r e d  us he w ~ u l d  in the altered L - 
soliloquy of 1V.l~. , A s  the King lies dying, Hamlet purposely 

"rune upon ~aertis' sword,** and a Meeaenger, in t r u e ' ~ o ~ h b c l e a ~  
/ ', 

style, enters with the news that thw Queen, like Jacasta, 

. . 

, \  
Struck with the Horror oi the Scene, . . . fled-- / 

But 'ere she reached her Chamber door, she fell- 
Intranc'd and Motionless--unable to suetain the Load - 
Of ~ ~ o n i  and Sorrow-- 

0 my Horatio--watch the wretched Queen, 
When fram this Trance she wakes--0 may she breathe 
An hour of Penitence, 'ere Eadness ends her. . . : 

(Garrick 1772, n. pag.) 



With the King and Queen gone, the play end& as Hamlet, )uot before 
k 

he dies, "~joiifs Horatio's hand to baertes'l," requaeting that the 

Horatio uttere the standard (for the'century) closing lines:. ' O f  

Now crack8 a Noble heart--Good,night, sweet Prince, 
And Flighte of Angela efng thee to thy'rest: 
Take up the Body auch a 3ight as this ' 

\ 
Becomes the ~ i e l d ,  but here shews much Amiss. 

(Garrick 1772, n. pag.) 

r '  u 

It is worth remembering that it was tarrick's omission of 

those two "favourites of,the people" (a8 he scornfully described 
C '  

then)--and not Hamlet'a more vengeful speech or actions at the 
-. s 

conclusion of the play--that occaeioned the only disapproving 

comments regarding this nlterntron.79 In fact. that Ha~let'6 

fiercenesa was,generally agreed to be an improvement over the 

lackadaisical manner in which, in Shakespeare's original, he 

effected hie revenge, is espacially evident In an'odd little work 

written and performed by Tate Wilkinson, manager of a provincial 

acting conpany, 1x1 initation of Garrick's new production of - 

Hamlet. Encouraged by the succese of the 1772 alteration, ?=\ 
unable to procure a copy of it $or hie Shakespeare tour of the 

provinces, Wilkinson proceeded to write his own version of the 

play. "This was acted at all my Theatres," he eays, "and well 

received,.whether with any degree of desert, I will not presume to 

any."80 Closely following the plot of Garrick 1772, it goes even 

further in agreeing with Steevens' dieapproving perception of an 



irresolute Hamlet, and also makes more obvious the theme of 
r- 

revenge. Laertes, for example, upon seeing his mad sister, cries, 

- .  
Too much of wa$er hast thou, poor Ophelia, 1 

And therefore I forbid my tears. I. 

Tears! Wherefore tears? They rather ehoulcj convert 
To sparks of fire.--Let re but meet him, Heav'n. 

Enter QUEEN. 
Till that hour cones, tire moves on drooping wings. 
Revenge, revenge! 

"b 

In Wilkinson, as in Garrick 1772, Hanlet and Laertea fight and the 

\ing irr incensed that Hamlet h e e  disobeyed his order to leave for - 
England. "Traitor!" he cries, 

[Hlow cans't thou hither against our,will? 
Against our Boverelgn express command? 

& 

(Now soft-ey'd plty hence, and keen remorse) [Aside. 
Thou must rely onhother ahores for safety: 
The cries of blood, blood all innocent, 'e 

  ere loudly claim thee as"a victim due. 
I will not scr-een a rurd'rer. Call officers. [To . P 

Laertes. 
Thy father's death snall instant be revenged. 

<p. 168) 

Most importantly, Hamlet's final respone,e to the King's anger 

perfectly epitomizes, albeit in a crude way, the conception of 
P 

Hamlet that had captured audiences from the time of Betterton 

1*4 
until Garrick's retirenent. Given the opportunity for vengeance 

that this HaJdlet had aLways welcomed, he now rises to the 

occasion : 



81 
- - - - - -- 

a. 

I have not time to wage a war of worda, 
I nusq appear a blaze of vengeful terror. 
By me by father speake; by me he warns thee: 
.In re behold his dread, aeeur'd avenger. 
he aword of Heaven is drawn--prepare--prepare-- 

The hour it Coicl come that sink8 thee to perdition. 
(p. 169) 

* 

This turgid, almost conic exaggeration of Garrick's orlginal 

intent la an indication of ~ u a t  how far a&tors.end audiencer were z - 
willing to go--at least temporarily--in maintaining the perception 

of a virile and rl"e te Hamlet. Yet a8 we ehallbsee in Part 111, 

Wilkinaon and e ly Garrick were fighting a losing battle. 

By the end of the centuiY, this "blaze of vengeful terror" will 

have been-damped by the peychologlcal and Romantic criticism that 

waa beginning ko appear, and Garrlck's "enerqetic, im~ulsive, - 
* .  

intereatinq Prince" will have been superseded by what the 

.scholarly critics by then preferred: Hamlet a8 the "inage of a 

dlstrncted intellect and n 

ACT FIVE 

Perhapa.no other scene in ~ a a l e t  better exemplifies-the 

ever-widening spllt, f r o m  the'end of the seventeenth to the 

beginqing of the nineteenth century, beiveen popular audience 

reaction and a scholarly critical sensibility than does the .- 

opening of Act V, better known as the Graveyard scene. While 

neoclassical critics bemoaned the fact that its farcical elemenh - 
destroyed the solemnity of the play's theme, audiencea from the 

start had no such reservations. A s  early as the 1640's, Abraham 



Wright states that although In his opinion Hamlet i$ "But an 
0 

indifferent play, the lines but mean," he must admit that "the 

beginning of the 5th Act between Hamlet and the grave-digger 

make Cs3- n good s c e n e > ~ 8 2  Siailarl y , during the Interregnum, 

audiences defied the Puritan ban against attending plays and a 
flocked to see the "in=omparable Robert Cox," whose troupe, "under 

pretence of rope-dancing, or Zhe like," enacted scenes such as 

"The Gravenakersm--in actuality, theabeg2nning of Act V in Hamlet. 

According to Francis Kirkman, despite the risks, "great was the 

f conflue ce of the auditors." In the eighteenth century, 

Lichtenberg admired the scene's "rude vigour;" and even Francis 

' Gentleman, usually so constrained by his awarenesa of the dramatic 

"rules," admitted that while "These gentry, and their quibbling 

huwour, certainly trespass upon decorum," yet "the m6ral 

c 
reflections occasioned by the grave, &c. nake ample amends; and 
3 

though their dlalogue ia often stigmatized as mere gallery stuff, 
n T  - 

. . . we think that sensible boxes nay be pleased and instructed 
by it" (Garrick 1763, p. 71).83 

On the other hand, a 1736 newspaper review of Thomas Hanmer's 

Remarks listed, among those elements ~t considered improper for 
7 a 

tragedy, the gravediggers and the foppishness of Osric; and a few 

years lat'er, the author of ~iacell-aneous Observations o n  Hamlet 

(1752) was so incensed at the presence of the gravediggers in his 

favourite play that he wrote, "This incoherent abaurdity will 

forever remain an indelible blot in the character of our poet; and 

warn us no more to expect perfection in the work of a mortal, than . 

sincerity in the breast of a By 1771, George Steevens 



had proposed a eolution uttered onIy half in 3 w t .  In a letter to - 

Garrick concerning the changes he should make in his upcoming 1772 

&' 
alteration, Steevena advieeo him to "throw what remains of.the 

piece into a farce, to appear immediately afterwards. . . . You . 
may entitle it, T h e  Grave-Dissere; with the pleasant H U R O U ~ B  Of 

Osrick, the ~ n n i s h  H ~ c n r o n i . " ~ ~  Irr'short, the critics-lno doubt 

made more aware of-the problem by the unabashed clowning of the 

&tors86--conti~t~led o be disturbed by the openinqvof Act V in F 
-6 

Hamlet: and, as we have seen, Garrick 1772 attempted to addreas 

their concerns by ruthlessly "destroyCing1 . . . those favousites 
\ 

of the people." 
B 

Havlng said that, and keeplnq ~n nlnd 1772 will 

no longer be cited (for ite conclusion, see 
a 

r 
might want to aee what the remaining texts d the contentious ' 

scepe - in question, In Kewble 1804, for example, Act V begine with 

the grisly reminder that "the two Sculla and the ~ d n e s  Ebel ready 

'in the Grave" (Kemble 1804, p. 69), and Ward & contains a similar 

notation: "Long Trap open, Earth, Sculls and Bones in it." While 

Kenble 1804 also divide6 Act V into three scenes, the last 

beginning imaediately after Hamlet's "Let be" (V.ii.225), the cut-s 

in scene'one that are consistent in all four editions seem to have 

been ncde simply to speed up the action and to avoid some of 

Hamlet's quibbles with the gravedigger. Like 122, all omit the 
. 

description of how "Adam dig~ed" (V.ii.35-38), and in addition 

they leave out most of Hamlet'a cynicism concerning "Lord 

Such-a-One" and "Lidy Worm" (V.i.83-91; Davenaxit 1676 cuts only 

lines 89-91 > . 1n' 'kef=pi~-.g W L  ih the tendency of the' -rlier texta 



not to be shocked at lines that offended later more delicate 

sensibili%iee, only Smock Allet and Davenant 1676 retain Haplet's 
6.. 
"Hy gorge rises at it," said in reference to Yorick's skull 

% . - 
. In fact, both of the early texts do precisely the 

opposite of what Garrick 1772 had done--that-is, they cut the 
/ 

greatest number of lines before Act V, and retain the laet act 

almost entirely. 

For the entrance of the funeral party, Davenant 1676 supplies 

a meager stage direction ("[Enter Kinq, / [Queen, &- / Certea, 

a- / the coarse") quite differen< from that of Kemble 1804, which 
> 

brings on a veritable crowd: "Enter Friar, Kins, Clueen, LAERTRS 

Csicl, HARCELLUS, BERNARDO, FRANCISCO, 8_ Gentlemen, 8_ Ladies, &c. 

attondinq corpse & OPHELIA.'.~~ ~ l t h o u ~ h  Davenant 16j6 r s  

typically silent on the matter, Wilks 1751 and Garrick 1763 then 

suggest that Hamlet "[Leap . . . into the Gravel" after Laertes, . 
while Kemble 1804 hpecifically excl'udes him from doing so. (In 

E 
" t 

1804, only Laertee Jumps in,,and then out, to ';eeizt&l Hamlet"; 

6 
perhaps for this reason alao, Kenble cuts H4~let's later statement* 

to Horatio that "the bravery of his grief did put m&/ Into a , 

tow'ring paaeion" fV.ii.79-801.1 The Firkt Quarto, of course, had 

indicated that they should both lump into Ophelia'e grave, and the A 

1619 "Funeral1 Ellegye" coaaemorating ~hakes~edre's first Hamlet, 

Richard Burbage, praised him for the manner in which he had done 

so. 88 

No major changes are made froa this point on until the end of 

the scene, but it ,s worth noting that Kemble 1804 gives the * 

King's line, "0 he ia mad, Laertes" (V.1.274: to the Queen, 





* 
Garrick 1763 doee eliminate what pr&bvious texts had recognized was 

a problem--the seemingly vicious sentiment that the two be killed 

"Not ahriving tine allowed"; however, remembering that this aame 

text alao omits Hamlet'e earlier vow to "blow thea to the moon," 

one now finds their fate is left completely unexplained. Even 

Francia Gentleman recognizes that something is wrong, for he1 

writes, "There are eighty odd lines of the sriginal, left out 

here: we think retaining a dozen or fift&en of thea, would make 
I 

0 

the plot more clear." On the other hand, Gentleman just as 

quickly adda that retaining all of the lines "would be dreadfully 

tedious, and most unnecessarily 'kircumstantia1"--not to say 

detrimental to his concep$ion of the hero (Garrick 1763, p..78). 
n 

In'general, therefore, all four editions cut Hamlet'e 

adnission that he felt defeat and a sense of rashnesa.as he headed 

for England (V.ii.5b-7); and while Davenant 1676 and Wilka 1751 do 

allow Hamlet's aucceesful plot againat Rosencrentz and 

Guildenatern, in Garrick 1763 and Kemble 1804, no mention of them 
, 

is permitted and their fate remains unknown. Only Kerble 1804 

h, retains most 09 Hamlet's regret concerning Laertea (it simply cuts 

V.ii.78b-80a, while the others eliaikate all of 'V.ii.75-80), and 
Q 

Wilka 1751 too ie unique in retaining in its entirety Hamlet's 

argument q a t  it is "perfect can~si.ence~~ I To quit [such a king1 

5 
with this arm" (V.ii.63-70; Davenant 1676 partially retains it, 

a -' % 
beginning the excision after line 67). Hamlet's 'pakin; f u n  at . A 

Osric is considerably shortened in these texts, with Garrick 1763 

and Kembla I804 deleting the most '(G.ii.114-127.- 131-136: 

184-196). 
G - 

I 



More significantly, 

ends" <a line eliminated i& & 

r&ib"ddivinity that shapee our 
iL +-' . 

* i i " l >  Z '  , 
-4 :$ * 2  . 

rricIt51%3 and Ksmble 1804) are , 
9 1  

absent here also, as evidenced in'&& omission in all the tekts of 
- <  

those line6 in which Hamlet th'at it ie better to 

"Let be" ( V .  ii .22Ob-225) . 'A key - -@sue for twentieth-century .. 
criticism--Does Hamlet returp a changed man?--is in these theatre . -. 

r i  

versions not even an isbue. $In a4.l of the texts, Hamlet's last 

1 
words to Horatio before the duel begin. atrese dexianco ("wi defy 

augury") and not a new-found resignation to a higher philosophical 

order. 
r 

The fencihg scene in the latter half of Act V, acene ii 
r .  

begins with the King's request that Laertea and Hamlet Join hands. 
0 0 

Only Davenant 1676 and Smock Alley then retain all of Hamlet's 

direCf apology to Lhertee. 'While Wilka 1751 and Garrick 1763 cut 

those eight lines in which ~anlet'blanes his'past behaviour on his, 
., - . .  

aadneee <V.i+.234-241), they still retain a &ace of that defense 

by pesaitting his reference to a "sore distraction" - 

that small admission of insanity, as Hamlet merely says, "I have 

done you wrong: / But, pardon it, as you are a gentleman" (Kemble 

B 

1804, p. 80). Perhaps the theatre texts from the middle of the - 
eighteenth century on had been influenced by Johnson's dismay st 

b 
what he considered Hamlet's !'falsehood"; if 8o,,the excision 

underscores the fact that, by agrbeing with Johnson, the adaptere 

did not consider Hamlet's nadnees anything but an 411 of 

the editions and pronptbooks also unaninoualy cut Laertae' at 



- - - -- - pp 

jeaet'hone~t confeesion that, where it concerns his honour, he 
- - - - - 

nust for a tire "etand aloof" (V.ii.247b-251). - - The result is that 

Laertes appearr.blatant1y hypocritical, eaying he is "eatidfied in 

nature,-/ . . . . / .. ..- And will not wrong" Hamlet's love when-the - 
audience kn carr-ies an envenomed sword. ~ u r i o u s l ~  enough, 

this elirin&ion'of Laertes' point of honour is paralleled, in all 

of the editions exeeht Kenble 1804, with Davegant'e odd 
v r E  

subetltution, for Hamlet, of "No, on m y  honour" for "No, by this 

hand," -, which was Hamlet'a original response to Laertds' complaint 

that he"is being nocked (V.ii.58-59). Coming so soon after 

~ a e r t e s h a a  been made to appear dishonourable, thie seemingly 

elig&&> alteration stressing Hamlet's sense of hbnour becorea 

All of the theatre editions except Davenant 1676 cut or nark 

for omiaaion,the unattractive inage of a Hamlet "fat, and scant of 
C - - 

- - - - --- 

breath" (V.ii.2881, and they also excise V.ii.289 and line 295, on 
" -$ 

Hbmlet's needing a handlrgrchief.go Just as he had earlier 
" 

rewritten Poloniua' lait words before dying, Kemble provides the 

Queen yith a wore obviouoly emphatic expiration--"O, 0, 0"--than 

the one she had been given. in the original version, wherein she 
- 

silently falls (Kemble.1804, p. 82): On-the other hand, the 

King's pathetic laat line ("0, yet defend me, friends. I an but 
- 

hurt") is excieed in both Kenble 1804 and Garrick 1763, and lie . 

dies without a sound. 

Following this, Garrick 1763 and Kenble 1804 strike out the 

cry, uttered by tho- on etage, that ~arlet's killing of the King 

is treaaonous (V.ii.3241, and in none of the acting texts--which 



cut V.ii.327-329--does Hamlet also farce the ~ i n ~  to drink poison. 
c - - - 

(Kerble 1804 nakee this even more explicit in its added stage a 

direction'on page 82: "[Stabs the K b q ,  who dies.]") The absence 

in the theatrical crlticiam of an.y mention of the King's dying of 

the effects of poison further substantiates thts. Inahis Dramatic 

Xiacellaniea, Thonae Davies reports that-the King used tp be 
-4' 

regularly "stuck like a.pig on-the atage": and earlier, George 

Steevens had cautioned Garrick that "As you intend to stab the 
5 

usurper I beg, for your own sake, you will take cere that this 

circuaatance ia not on his part awkwardly represented. . . . A 

stab given to an unarmed or a def,enceless men hae seldom a very 

happy effect."q1 

Of Osric'a news an'd the subaequent.entfance af Fortinbraa, 
3 

each succeeding text seems to have cut a bit more. Thus Davenant 

1676 and Smock Alley retain virtually all of' the'original endiGg: - 
W& & and L a n d  W11ke 1751 cut iron after Horatio'e "Good 

night, swept Prince" to just-before the iadt eight lines of the 

play, whichBHoratio also recites (V.ii.362-396); and Garrick 1763 
$d.' Y - .  

and Kembie 1804 begin their exclsiqne at V.ii.350-353a, Oeric's . 
p-b* 

report regarding the "warlike nohe." A s  a result, only the 
__- - 

seventeenth-cGtury texts allow* Fortinbras and 'the ambassadors all 

of their U e s ,  for u h ~ l e  Wilke 1751 and Garrick 1763 retch the 
\ 

five line2 in which:,Haaiet gives his blessing to Fortinbras, the 
. 

play ends in both of the l a k e r  &ts without Fortinbras actually 

present an stage. No dbubt agreeing with s Gentleman on the 

"un~ntell~gibil~ty" of retaining the lines on Fortinbras' e4ection 

in a stage representation which had earlief cut all mention of 



him, Kemble 1 8 ~4 goelr the furtheet and does not a l l o w  a BLingLe' 
-B A 

- - - - - - - 

reference to Fortjnbrns or the nnbnssndors t o  r ~ n n i n . ~ ~  

~knally. while Gentleman hinaelf had alwaya found "the 
0 

,, %*, winding up [of Hamlet3 exceeding lame, yet, h'e had to admit, "it 
Q 

engages attention in public, by havi s good deal of buetle, and, Y 
what Enqlieh evdlencee love, nsny .'&athe" (Garrick 1763, pp. 3. 

* 

84). teorge Steevena put it even more succinctly: "An Englishman 

I S  loves n spirited, but abhors n phlegmatic exit."93 
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~3 9- 3: 

C -.& x - 

Theory . . . ir not . . ..imposed kntellectually 
from without; It Ir a8 natural a product of the 
derirrr of the time ar the workr of art thamrolvrr. 
That an attitude doer not spperr in eriticiir, but 
only in practice, is no proof that it ir dead. 

A. HAMLET IN THE THEATRE: A SUHHARY 

A a  the character with the greatest number of.linee in the 
.< + 

7+ 
play, and therefore subject to the moet.delgtiona, Hamlet ie aleo 

the mobt altered. Becauae of the drartic cutting of his part 

alone, the action of the pley has been rpeeded up: Hamlet attains 

his goal much faster and, aa the alterations in his noliloquiea 
/ 

especially show, deliberates much leas. He actually appears to - 
get the job done more quickly. That Hamlet who seemed at tires 

"all talk and no action,"'uho alroet embodied Olivier's simplistic 

conception of him aa "a man who could not make up his m i n d d a  ' 

repeatedly replaced, on etage, by a man with a mission, with a 

aense of pur oee. In general, the theatrical Hamlet from P 
Restoration to Romantic timee is a dutiful son who, eignificantly, 

X_ ' t 

barely quaetiona the Ghost's veracify ,and instead eets out 

immediately to learn how to vindicate his father's murder.. 

The first thing one notices ie &.hat% in all of the texts 

except, on occasion, Garrick 1772 (which will be dikuseed. 

separately), paesagse that "tend . . . to vitiate and degrade his 
character . . . fare3 commendably thrown aride" fGarricK-1763, p. 
53). In the popular conception of the play, there is no rooa for 
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a 

a hero who makgs lewd urggerUorsrc to hir mme#mmrt ,  YhO *Y- -- 

. - I 

postpone hits vengeance until r k h  ti.? ar Claudiu* may go rtraight) ' 

to hell, and who plots to "blow CRorencrantz and ~uildrnrternl at 

the moon" and then doea 80 "Not rhriving time allowed." Inrtead, > 
the Hamlet of the late eeventeenth and moat of the eighteenth 

y la, aa Gentleman says, "a virtuous princa and a feeling 
- 

He'hsr ,  not surprisingly, great rrrpmct for b&h of his 

d. 

parents, As witness the careful omisrion in all four trxtr of - -9 %-. 

&let's doubt concerning the Ghost and their rignificant A 

retention of Hamlet's belief that "It is . . . honest." 
-c 

Sirilarly, his ahock at hir mother's hasty rarria,ge - .  ir m 
- 

.d 
I d &- 

since those parragea that etreaa his revulsion at phyri'cality and 
.. 

hia obaeaeion ("Heavmn and earth, / Hurt I remember?") with - 

Gertru&eOs sexuality are a180 unanimously cut. The adapterr' very 
b ,  

~calculat-ed cuts abaolv8 both Hamlet of the chargm of filial - - - 

'ri 

disreapect~and Gertrude o the auggeation that rhd ir rxcmrrivaly' -% 
\ 

libidinous, A s  the omirrionm rake clear, a properly rarpectfulrt 
r 

\ 

son dGee not have "imaginations . . . as foul I A 8  Vulcan'r . 
. *I 

atithy" ialthough K&;a doe. reatore this) and certa4nly d o h  nok 

envision his mother "h ying and raking love / Over the naaty - 
4 5 

aty." He does not quietly threaten that Gertrude uill."braak 

Cherl . . . neck" ahould ehe dipclose hie oacrett; neither doer 'he, Q 
, 

1 

in his apeechee,fiink her metaphorically with tho beasts or 
- 

physically with a eatyr. 
.'3L 

&+ 

The later Humlutr almo seem on the whole more mentally rtable 

than does the Elizabethan Haalet. In the theatrical t e x t r ,  the 

hints at Hamlet'a melancholy, hia real or faigndd tnranity, and 



hFa bittar peosimfsrt have a11 heen wholly or partially crrt, 

Because the pcting verrione often excisbd Hamlat'r more manic 
LIIr +' 

momenta, the result is & lesr fitful and erratic avenger. In none 
1 

of the editionr, for example, doer thir Hamlet exhibit any of the 
s i 

jubilation, the near-hysteria, .that the original doer after the 

L 
ruccerr of The Housetrap. Referencer to hie "rarhnesr" are 

likewise deleted, ao are his irreverence and ewift acorn in - 
I 

general. He is.rore controlled, more predictable, more logica'l. 
,, -, ,. . 

f 
Uort importantly, there is the quertion of what the textr did 

with that part of Hamlet's character that is the<crux of ro many 
-1 

twentieth-century diecurrions of the play. In other wordn, doer 

the theatrichl Hamlet of the let* ravenleenth and the eighteenth 

centuLy drl-ay? On this point, davenant, wilr., Kemblo, and . 
especially Garrick-are all agreed: the anruer ie, No. This ir 

evident in the changes L h q  make to the two soliloqu 

Hamlet most clearly admits his procraetination: "0 w 
1 

andqeasant slave am I" (II.ii.560-617), and "How a&le occe~ionr do 

7 
inform againat me" (IV.iv.32-66). In marked contrast to the 

9 \ 

scholarly percaption of Hamlet which began to appear in the late 
7 

eighteenth century, the deletion8 in theee roliloquiea reveal a 

conscious attempt to de-erphaoize the issue of Hamlet'n delay. ' A s  

t h e  evidence in the texta clearly indicater, both roliloquiea were 
'). 

too dangerous to be fully retained, revealing ar thex do Ham&et8s 

.' aharpeat and moat painful relf-criticism. Conrequently, audience8 

referencr to a -"dull revenge," his beetial oloth, hio 
/ 

over-deliberation, and, especially, hir cowardice. Even his 
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envi our i ~ p p r  at Fortinbram'r spirit o; - a n i ~ q p r ~ a r ' ~ h c - ~ ,  ' '  

*- 11- 

4 

over-pralam of Horatfo) la excirmd, perhapr am rmflmcting badly o n 3  

the auppored hero'of the play. 
3- 

In addition to there qudte ra%kcal altmrationr within the' 
1 .  

ooliloquies, additional p,armagma that ruggert or parallml Hamlmt'r 
*$> 

faflure to act are cut in all of the thratre tmxtr <rkill 

excepting, for the'moment, ~ar@+ck 1772). An s'raault. that part 
dB, 

of the Player'e rpeech in 1I.ii. which could poiribly reflect on 
/ 9 

4 

either the virtuousnmro of, Xamlot'r ,revenge or on hi8 later 
-% . - 

refueal to kill Claudius {"Up, nword, and know thou a rore,horrid 
': 

hent") ia conpkently deleted: 
P 

2: 
Y: 

C 
IL, 

Y 

- For lo, him rword, 
Which we declining on the milky Read @ 

Of reverend Priam, umemmd I' th' air to rtick. 
$ 2  So ar a painted tyrant hyrrhus rtood, . 

And like a neutral t o  h38 oil1 end matter 
Did no-thing. 

(II.ii.488b-493) 

. . 
4 

In all four2 of there text., the Playar ignore. the above "pau~a" 
-4.4 
* 2 

and only a cribes Pyrrhur' "roused vengmsnce" that "rmta him new - -  
-;g 

awork.**.;rThe paralyris in excised--but the rage, thm lack of 
C 

remorse, .and the vengeance all rera?n.= 
I 

~imilarl~,.the augguetion by the Player King in The Mourmtrap 
.w C 

that 

h 
Our wills w d  fatea do ro contrary/n 
That our deficmo etill are overthrown; 
Ouz thoughts ara ourr, their endr none of our own 

2 
3 

(111.11.217-219) 



- ---- - - - - - - - . - 
in omitted in the f m r  text8 becaure+lt con aadictr the popular . d - 
f 

i ,  &rception of ~aml&'a quite purporeful and rtudied purruit of 

k 
revenge. For thia Hamlet, will6 and fates do not "contrary run." 

- (It ir noteworthy th& all of the text. eliminate thi. pearage but . - 

retain Hamlet'o Herculean "My fate cries out / And ~ a k o +  each 

patty artere in this body / Aa hardy as the Herrean lion'm nerve.") 

In addition, there is the unanimous excirion of.ClaudiueO long 

speech in Act I V  concerning time And' ita,debilitsting influence on 
I 

intentione: s 

f That w e  would do 
We  ehould do when we would, for thir "would" 

changes, 
And hath abatomentu and delaya as many 

" A e  $here are tonguer; are hands, are 

That hurtr by easing. 
And than this*ohould" ir like a spen 

- - 

(IV.vi-i. ll8b-123a) 
> 

'% * 

Since the aub~ect of Claudius and Laortea'-discuoaion echoer 

Hamlmt's own eituation <a aon's revenge of his beloved father'a 
% 

" murder), the rpeech, in s t r e ~ i n g  immediate action, cannot help 

- but emphasize Hamlet*. hesitation and tardiness. A11 four th;atre 

editions prudantly delete it. # 

But perhapr the loot interesting, because eo rurpriring, 

altaration in favour of-a more rerourceful and active young prince 

i r  the interpolation that first appears in Davenant'r'ver8ion: 

Hailet'r "Where ie this murderer," uttered as he aeer Claudiua in . 

* 

I11.iii. A e  we shall ewe, the rcholarly criticism objected 

strongly to Hamlet'a entire rpeech. Allowing virtually all of* hio 
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wordr here, therefore, rprakr volumer about thr adaptor.' quit0 - 

ctif frrmt p e e i o a  of hi & char-, -and t b  -- 
- - 

rub.aequent retention of Davrnant'r ltne in all of the trxtr-that 

Hamlet's prerence In the u e n e  (1.0.~ Ward & and B, Vilka 

1751,.and Gsrrlck 3772) only undmrrcormr thir more. 

In general, therefore, and bcaure mach of the four otandard 
C 

acting taxta of &&&& prlrarily dkrtma rather than addr. it ir 
P - - - -- - - 

earkrr'to may what t h e  theatrical Hamlet i r  not, than to ray what 

he in fact ia. Harlet during the Restoration and for nort of thm 

eighteenth century ir net a8 cruel, aa flighty, ar obscene, ar war 

the~~lizabeth~Haalet. -- He doer not "Taint Ihirl mind" in 

bmrating hir mother the is more saddened than horrified) and he 

generally reverea the Ghoqt ar tho spirit of hir adormd father. 
L 

He ,is less rloqupnt,-3eor philosophical--generally lerr cynical. 
I 

The contest ir not primarily one of a prince at oddr with a 

'Lurary, stale, fiat, an& urrpr&bbld' world; it ir ffar3*t pittecb- 
- 

eolely againrt Claudius: the netaphyrfcal focur ia gone. Hamlet 

ir in all respects 4 gentleran--courtmour, magnanimour, and, 

elspecially, con&iour of hir honour. Hir actionr are no longrr 
\ 

mmsrured againrt the exploita of foiPr who thrmaten to outrhina 

him, He is, Francia Ggntleran telle ur, a "flrxlblm, rpirited" 
> 

-r( 

young prince who, at tinmu of cri;ir: diqplayr "* just manly 
.- 

confidence"--for surely "no revenge can be jurt, that Ir not opmn 

and maxilike" (Forrick 1763, pp. 9, 19, 69). There ir nevmr a 
// 

doubt ar to him **arrumrdl' and ?fmignd" nadnmar: indoed, ma$. 

4 a 
Gentlnan, it rmquirer a theatrical "frenzied oare qf doporgmont 

and l o o k s ,  to uupport it" (Garr ick  J763, pp. 30, 60,.31>. In 



o h m  a ,  the na.1.t on rtagm durlng the latm mrvmntmmnth end 
- 4 

/ 3 L p  - ----  

the rightnnth cmnturims duma not riric thm fncraeringly 
. . 

.,nniitf ve, heritating philorophrr that one amam 'in cr.itlciam from 

Rich6rdron on. A11 iuggmrtlorrr of an abnormal procraitination -. 

mditiona or promptbopke allowa*Aamlet to aubrit paa.iv.ly to thm 
* 

dtctetea of Provtdmcr--in fact, quite the oppoaite,aIncm ell-of 
- 

this retiin only hi. at*trmmnt of defiancm ("urn d r f y  augury"). . 
C ' P  

Thum, right to the mnd. Hamlet8a boldneaa add .enam of &raonel 

@ 
r e m e i b i l f t y .  are s t r s ~ d ~  

. 
b q 

This indir'eotly brdngr ur finally to Garrick's 1772 , 

alteration, which .mema to have ignored the scholarly criticirm 

that was juet beginning to.aar Hamlet as umak, unbaiancmd, and 

dilatory. Of all the text., Garrick 1772 demonatratma moat 

theatage Haslet wau rtill at that time divorced from 
- - - 

pp--p 

scholarly criticr wertastarting to ana 

Garzick's unsubtle erphasie on Hamlet ae exemplifying virkle 

"action rather'than paralyzing ecrupulosity runs counter to what 
- 

much of their commentary wae ouggasting at the time. 

While GarrickfZZ2 occasionally Beore to depart from the 

other tmxtr, these departurer,gonerally involve reatoratlane of 

marly paaaagoa in tho play (e.g., all of I1.i.): they do not 

conbine to form a portrait of Hamlet that differs markedly from 

that we have seen elrewhere. Indeed, Harlst in 1772 ie v e r y  &&en 

raminiscent of thm aaventeenth-century hero of Dsvenant'. 
. d 

version--a character Hazelton Spencer summed up as "the beav?Sdeal 

bf active young-manhood, rather than a'dream-sick weakling pining 
' ,  



*2 
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I for thr minirtration~ of Dr. kreud. " Like Betterton8r "young man 'a - -- - - --- - - - 

- 
- 

of graat expectation, vivacity, and enterprire," Hamlet in M72 
* 

employs "tho purposmful tone of onm bent pn immehate a~tion."~ 
* 

Farrick 1772, &or example, ir the only text to follow Davrnantsand 

Hughr-Wilkr in cutting Hamlet's referen&@ to hir "weakness and 
" v 

. . .. rrriancholy" <II.ii.613); similarly, for the Prayer Scene, 
f 

Carrick ignorer hi+ uruaf actfng vetelon and reverts instead t=- - -  

a 

the gradition wtabliahed in the Rootoration. 
. 4  

Although Garrick in the firat to reatore the very revealing . 
r o l ~ l o q u y  .in. IV. iv. - <"B& a1.i occasion. do inform against:meu>, 

7 

hir revised ending co~plmtmly a'lbra ite original effect. " In 
,: .O 

1772, Hamlet'. relf-cartigation bt th. might of Fortinbram, the 

ran of action, ruddenly leadr him not to England and away from 

Claudiur but to a nmw ienre of rerolution. With "bioody ' -x 

Cthoughtrl" to rpur him on, thia Hamlet doer indead "fly Chis13 
- - - - - - - -  I - - 

e 

Ka+perrm and immadiately "rweep to hie revenge." All suggeationa 

of laaritude and morbidity are carefqJlly excimd throughowt; and 

the result ie a Hamlet who, while not quite ar bloodthlrety m a  

Tate Wi kinson had imagined him to be, is nonetheleaam--even more t .  
I 

-so than in Dsvenant 1676--a true avenger, a figurefar removed 

from the "sensible, lonaly Hamlet" that warn to dominate in -the 

ninctrmnth century. 

In general, tars have altered the hero in conformance 

-- 

to the'domand for moral tragedy and a virtuoua hero; however-, in 

; merely cutting, they can only go so far.rHamlet *ram 1676 to 1804 
therefore escaper pretiue categorization, being rather an amalgam 

of the revfaerr' many different aktenpta to meet public 
I - 



expictation. 'On thr whole, .tho ~eatdration .and eighteenth-century 
- - - - - - - - -- - 

Ha~1at.i. flattar and le.6 puychologiaally~intersating than ia the 
.% - b 

Harlat of the originel play, the ad~pta~ione stressing . B -.. as they do 
his autfac. qualitirr of chivalryP manlinema, and virtue; yet such 

& 

9- 

a conception7porae far fewer problems. Hoot importantly, the ', 
.r 

thaatreltexta dirpenre entirely with tho8e aepeqta of ~amlet'a ., 
character that have moti;atrd virtually a11 twentieth-century - 

- 
dkuration~ of the play. Tho staee Hamlet durihg this period 

* .  
aufferr no "tragic flaw," ia not "sicklied oDer uith the pale cast 
of thbughtPu and enhAbttu no traces of an Oedipal or unnatural- 

relatipnetrtp with hias mother. In keeping uith po@u+&- atago 
F A 

tradition, he ir not motivated by urge8 that seem to us 
- 

fascinatingly myrteriour. He acts solely as a result of external 

co~pulrion ("Revenge [my3 foul and moot unnatural murder"] and, 
% .  . Y] . , . -  

eacrificing hi. life in the proceae, accorpliahea whar he wak' 
- -- - - - --- - * - --- - - -- - 

morally obligated to do. 

f 0 

B. HAMLET: ,THE SCHOLARLY VIEW 

- 
The Hamlet that audiences were - familiar with during the late 

t 

-aeventaenthland through~ut the eighteenth 0 century waa far reioved - 
I 

from the  aml let Shakerpeare had written'. That fact is obvioua in 

light of the deletions in the different theatrical texts. Another 

,arpect of thir iurue, however, has yet to be addressed. Put 

simply, what is the rcholarly, a m  opposed to the histrionic, view 

of Hamlet during these yeara, and is there any'agreement between 
I 

the two worlds of the rtage and the page? If, as Samuel Johnson "- '  



I t .  % 
* 

relation of-Hamlet in the theatre to'the Hamlet of the firat 
0 

m a r  yists o& the play? 11 there a link between the increaringly t 
d 

. . psychological 'm~louet** critics of the later eighteenth centurys ' 

and, eay, Garricws or Kerble'a interpretations of the character. 
- - 

C on atage? 
While it ia impoa;ible ever to know which came firrt, 

- - - - -  

tho theory or the practice, it ia poreible to follow the a + 

development of the critical conception of Hamlet in order to,see r 
whe-r, indeed, there ia anlLcorrelation between thr theatrical 

I P - -- 
- - 

and echolarly point8 ofcview. . 3 
*.;; 

i The shift from an objective and neoclassical approach to 
I 

and increaringly Romantic one is obviowin 
'B z 

two quite $iffere+ literdry dircuaaiori. of the play. The firat - 4 
is Thomar ~anmer'e 1736 Remarks on the Traqadv of Hamlet; the 

second is the -3774- edition of Wi11ia~~~Richardson:s Philoro~hlcal 
. ' 

Ahblveia ~lluatralkon pf Some pb Shakea~eare'k Remarkable 

Characters. while it-ie always foolhardy to attempt to 
, " 

extrapolate an entire critical movement from a single work, it is. 
, I 

s , neverthelerr quite posriblb' to rhow that bath essay, taken 
se 4 individually, i1lu;trater a particuler hiatorleal poaition in the , -- 

F 

1 
gradually changing interpretations of the play. 

Apart from Dryden'a aingie complaint about the play'e 
- 

/ 

language ("Out, out, thou atrumprt Fortune!"), and Drake's 
\ 

.+', 
--- - 

-=*Tk- --- 
"r, turn-of-the-century praire for it8 exemplification of pget&ce,d%; 

$ \ - , -Y 

. justice, the aeventeanth century contains virtuaJ.1~ nothing in the? 
- 

way of comientary on Hamlet. In fact, no full discusrion of tha 

characters ia to be found before the 1736 Remarks OQ a Trauedv .L 

w e  

- I 

Y 



101 
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3 
of Haalet, now believed to have been written-by Sir ThcmaaH&n_neL 

ghlr very significant work, the firat "act-by-act. acme-by-scene 
C 
rf 

a&lysir of a play in English," according to C.D. Thorpe, site 

chronologically and philosophically almost midway between the 

The first thing one notices 4n the Remarks is the author'e 

sensitivity and hie concern for cr-itical fairness. AB Hanmer 

etatea in hie preface, he does not'oaeily conform - to the 

contemporary definition of a critic, for the public, he eays, 

$ 
"generally understand by Criticirm, finding fault with$& Work; and 

'from thence, when we call a &an a'critick, we usually mean, one 

d i q h e d  to blame and esldom to cormepd." With Addison before him 

ae a "trse Xodel for all Criticks to follow," Hanmer propoaes 

instead to "ret in the beat Light all Beauties, and to touch upon 

Defects no mprekhan Fs necessary." Ha is alao concerned, - 

C 
- 

however, that readers not consider him merely an idolater, one 
P 

unduly "bigotted to an Author." His aim in the Remarks, * he says, 

ia quite simply to "rhew every one the Roaeon vhy they are d 

, 

pleae'd," and he dose this by closely examining both beauties and 
- 

...s 

faults as they appear in each act of Hamlet (pp. iii-v, 3). 
'I 

Hanmer's essay reflects the old ;'beauties-blemishes" rchool 

of criticism at the same time that it recognizes a need for 
1 ,  
-2 

something more. Hie neoclassical approach i-vident, on the one 
'., 

hand, in hia praise of the "truly Poetical1 Justices:/of Laertes' , , 

and, erpecially, the Queen'e deaths, and on the other, in the 

w u a l  complainte about Shakespeare's anachronisms, the presence of 

comic characters in tragedy, and the "wretched Verse" and "dismal 



Borrbaot" of The Houoatrap and the ape& e n  P y r W .  Rfa- CO~HHR- - 

are at one moment derivative <"Shakeroearq8r Dramatick Workr arm 

in general very much mix8d; him Gold in rtrangely mingled wikh' 
*- 

~rorb" Ip. 503) and in the next far in advance of the urual 

finqeir-wagging the playa in general etill had to endure: 

the Critick'r Rules, . . . if they prove any Thing, 
prove too much; . . . . No Rulea.are of any Service 
'in Porntry, of any: king, unlemr t h q  add Beautier, 
which consist €in Tragedy) in an exact Conformity to 
Nature in the Conduct of the Characters, and in a 
oublinity of Sentimanta and nobfeneae of Diction. 
If there two Things be well obrmrved, tho8 often st 
.the Expence of Unity of Time and Place, such Piecea 
will always pleaee, and never ruffer ua to find out 
the litt e Defects in the Plot . B i '  ' . Cpp. 52-53] 

Hinirizing the importance of the dramatic atricturer concerning 

tima and place, Hanmer concankrates inatead on whet he eonefdert a 
i 

unity of "main Deaign." In Hamlet, Hpmer says in the Rmmarkr, 

there is not one scenethat does n ~ t  in "some way or other conduce 

. . . towards the Denouement of the Whole," and he concluder that 

"'it- all hang8 by Consequance,so clone together, that no Scene can 

6 
be dmitted, without Prejudice" to that design. He cites "Laertes 

going to France, and O~helia's Hadnear"--"however trivial they may 

- seer"--a8 "Incidents abrolutely neceesary towards the concluding 
- 

of all," and says that "Concerning the Derign of [I.iiiJ, we rhall 

find ik . . . necerrary-towardo the whole Plot of the Play, and . 
.- .  . by no grans an Epirode" (pp. 59, 26). 

= .  
-. - 

Han~er'a eaaa~T-also provide8 evidence of a tendency, atill 

prevalent at that tire, to see the stage ae the proper platform 



fo r  Shahapearean dr-. In what prove8  to be an early dFncua&i,~~~- - 

- 
of the problem of thaatrical illuaion ao oppoard to an inriotence 

on realisr, Hanmer atrerser the role the "Delusion of our 

fragination" plays in making irprobabilitiee disappear. He noter 

aa an example the curiour fact that "all Nations, on our Stage, 

rpeak ?Snulirh; an Abrurdity one would think that ahould 

inaediately revolt ur." Yet, he saya, becauae of the willing 

"Impositione on our Reason," euch a thing "never shocks, . . . nor 
do we find any Difficulty in believing the Stage to be Rome, (or 0 

- - 

Denrark, for inetance, aa in this Play;) or Wilks to be Hamlet, or 

Booth to be a Ghort." Without this implicit faith in the ability 

of the stage to make us believe, he says, "fgrewel all Dramatick 

As a rarult, Hanrer never-considers ecenes in Hamlet solely 

- fror a reader's perspective h u t  rather evaluates them alao inp  

light of their theatrical context.' Hamlet's uorde and actions are 

-warured by how thek sound and appear to an audience in $he 

theatre, and Hanrer is alwayr seneitive to the effect thia 
* 

interplay batue.n "Actor," "Spectatore, *%d "Repretisentation of 

the piece" wkll have on our further appreciation of Hamlet in the 

study. For example, a8 a_acholarly-critic Hanmer does not find 

the "stamp of one defect" apeech worth retaining ("it is but of 

very obrcure Diction, and ia much too long: for a very ehort Moral 

ir to be drawn.fror it"), but as a man of the theatre he must 

admit that--on atage--the passage is necessary becauee "Sore Time 

C i s 1  requisite to prepare the Hinds of the Spectators, that they 

right collect all their Faculties to behold this important Scene 



6 

CHarlet's first meeting with the Ghoatl, on which Eurnr the uho1m 

Play, with due Att-ion and Seriouanesr" ipp. 26-233. Such an - 
acknowledgement of the,added dimension an awarenees of theatrical 

exigencies can b-ring to criticak analysia becomes increaringly 

herd to find in the Hamlet criticism of the lart quarter of the 

century. 

--- .~ ' 
Some Remarks on tha Traqedy of Hamlet therefore throw8 +a 

great deal of light on the altera ons to be found in the -3 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-~entury theatrical text8 .- of tha, play. 

Harmer repeatedly confirms in theory what the stage adapters, 

-- through their deletions, had decided war right ih practice. By 
n 5 

this, I do not mean to imply that either the acholarly criticiar 

or the productione neceaearily influenced one another (attempting 

to demonstrate this would inv~lve factors difficult to measure, 

and presuppose the exietence of equation8 and evolutionary 

patterns almost impossible to prove), but rather that both 

reflected attitudes and assumptione that uere commonly "in the 

air" at the tihe. The Remarks ie worth examining because it 
. f 

furthe; corrobo~ates attitude. already implicit in theatrical 
8 

I reviaion. of the play. 

- We have already seen (p. 103) that Hanmer specifically 

equates Hamlet with ~ilks\ and the Ghost with Booth--actors 

represented in this study by Wilke 1751. Consequently, it corer 

a8 no surprise to find that much of Hanner's criticism is levelled 

at paesagea that were universally cut on the stage. For inatance, 

he remarks that the long digression on the child-actors in Act ii, 

scene i i  (omitted in Wilks' text and in a11 of the-others) euffers , 



-- - - - - 

from being too specific; for "The Poet's stepping out of hie 
-, 

.' Subject," he says, "is not allowable in Tragedy, which is never to 
'9 

be a Satire upon any modern particular Foible or Vice that 

prevails, but is to be sever= upon Crimes and Immoralitiae of all 
t .  

Ages, a h  of ell Countrierr" (p. 36). Similarly, Hamlet'. immodeet 

suggeationr to Op.he1ia before the court play begins dimplay a 
I 

"want- of Decency" on the part of the hero, and his exultation at 

confirming the King'& guilt (III.ii.281-291, 299-3011 is felt by 
%+ 5'' - 
7. -9 

~anner to be " n ~ t  a-propos," for it reveals "a Vein of mour in 9 
the Prince's Character" and thus incongruouoly, in a tragedy, 

"rais Cesl a Laugh" (p. 40). 
3 

~ow~ever, thelre are also times when Hanmer depart8 from the 

theatrical perspective and,.discusses scenes that were never 
-* 

< - 1  - 
retained in the theatre. For example, he praiees Polonius' 

"discourse to ~eynoldo" because it fa "of a good moral Tenour"; he 

says that although "introducing an Army on the Stage" in Act iv, 

scene iv 2s "quite unnatural and absurd," it provides an occasion 

for Hamlet'a "noble Reflections" upon seeing Fortinbras' men; and 

he considers "the grave and excellent Instructions . . . from 
Polonius to Laertee" to be "good Sense expressed in the true 

Beauties of Poeitry" (pp'. 32, 44, 14, 26 j .  He also often condemns 

paaaagea that were .sometisam retained--moat notabtly, Hamlet's 

speech upon finding the King at prayer?"eo very Bloody . . . so 
inhaan, eo unworthy of a Here"), and the graveyard ace-, which 

he admits "is very much applauded," but which, in his "humble 

Opinion, ia very unbecoming such a Piece a0 this" (pp. 41, 46). 

A s  a result, we should not be too hasty in viewing thb critic ae 

I 



wholly caught up in a theatrical approach to the play. What raker 
* - -- 

the Rerarks stand out iq that Hanrer, to his credit, rofurer to be 

stamped ae solely a theatrical or-a scholarly critic, trurting 
,. 

instead to his uniquely personal, sometisea moralirtlc, and alwayr 

commoneeneical view. 1 

Finally, of course, there is the queetidn of whether or not 

Hanaer'a view of Hamlet reflect8 that already seen in the acting 
7 

texts themselves. From the start, the essay seems to confirm the 

theatrical conception 

noble, and resolute. 

speak to the Phantom, 

Diapositlon" <p .  22), 

of him as an "Heroicel Youthm--virtuour, 

Hanarr eays that* -The Prince's Resolution to 

is entirely suitable to hi8 Heroical 

and he later again arsertr that the 

"Prince's Resolution [to do "bitter buainesr"3 ir ruitable to him 

Character" (p. 40). He diemisses the problem of Hamlet'. 

reeponsibility for Polonius* death by remarking not only that 

Po4onius is "far from a good Character," but alro that "our Hrro 

had not put him to Death, had not he thought it to have been thr 

Usurper hid behind the Arraa; so that upon the Whole, this ir no 

Blemish to hi6 Character" (p. 44). He repeatedly etresoer 

"givlingl the Audience a true Idea of the Filial Piety of the 

young Prince, and of h i a  virtuoue Character" i p .  161, and thr only 

rea'lly negative note ia in the "great Offense" he fcelr at 

Hamlet's soliloquy in the prayer scene. A& already mentioned, 

Hanrer finds the rentinantr in that paemage "unworthy of a Hero," 

but he significantly blames Shakeepeare, not Ha~let, for the 

lapse: "I wish our Poet had omitted it" ( p .  ?ll. 



The Renarko &&so criticizen the artist and not hia creation 
- 

(by the end of the century, the two-were to have become 

inextricably- confu8eda>' &or the ieeue of Hamlet'. d;lay. Indeed, 

in even-thinking to comment on  aml let's procrartination, the essay 

rightly deserve@-tribute ae "the earlieet adumbration of the 

'Hamlet proble~.'"~ In a fine example of the simple logic by 
- 9  t- ., 

which he analyzes what m t i l  then had 'never been questioned, 

Hanmer rairee the p.roblem and then attempts to addrere it: 
. ' 

Now I em come to mentkon ffamlat's Hadners, I must 
epeak my Opinion of our Poet's Conduct in this 
Particular. To conform to the Ground-Work of his 
Plot, Shaker~eare makee the young Prince feign 
hisself rad. - I cannot but think this to be 
in~udiciour; for ao far from Securing himaelf from 
any Violence which he fear'd from the Uaurpemr, which 
was his Deeign in so doing, it seem6 to have been 
the most likely Way of getting himeelf confin'd, and 
conaequantly, debarr'd from an Opportunity of 
Revenging his Father's Death, which now reom'd to be 
his only Aim; and accordingly it war the Occarion of 
hL8 being sent away to Ensland. Which Design, had 
it taken effect upon his LJfe, *he never could have 
revenged hi& Father's Murder, To speak Truth, our 
Poet, by keeping too close to the Ground-work of hia 
Plot, har fallen into an Abeurdity; for there 
appear6 no Rearon at all in Nature, why the young 
Prince did not put the Ueurper to Death a r  eoon ae 
possible, especially ae Harlet is represented ae a 
Youth no brave, and so*carelmrr of him own,Life. 

The Caae indeed is~thir: Had Hamlet gone 
naturally to work ar wm could suppore ruch a Prince 
to do in parallel Circulrtancer, there uould have 
been an End of our Play. The Poet therefore war 
obliged to delay hir Hero's Revenge; but then he 
should have  contrived soma guod Reason for it, 

+-Cpp. 33-34) 

i c  

=+t 

A number of  thing^ are worth noticing here. Firat, as 

augg~at@ above,  the delay is not attributed to a weaknerr on the 
+ 

part of hhe character but 18, rethmr,  externalized. According to 
* 



' .** 

, < 
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, 
C 

Hanmer the fault lies not wfthin Halrlot*~ prychological make-up 
--- - -  

but within Shakespeare for so slavishly "kerping too close to the 

Ground-work ti -9. .  original source1 of hie*Plot." Thir very 

pragmatic view of the proble~ is seen again iri- Hanmeroo cormon* _ . -  on 

the soliloquy in I1.ii ("0 what a rogue and pearant rlave am I"). 

"Hamlet's Speech . . . is good," he aaya: "and by it we aee that 

the Poet himself seear seneible of the Fault h;LI Plot. But 

that avails not, unlere he had found Meana to help it, which 

certainly night have been" ( p .  36; italic8 nine). Ha continues to 

chide Eih.akerpeare for not having caught the discrepancy: "The 

Prince'a Deaign of confirming by the Play, the Truth of what the 

Ghost told hin, lo certainly well iragin'd; but ao the coning of 
-, 

th&e Player8 is auppoaed to be accidmtal, it could not bo a 
/ \ 

- 
Reason for his Delay" <p .  36). Unlike the critica who would 

appear at the end'of the century, Hanmer never asouneo that Hamlet -- 

himself is at fault. 

Secondly, one notices that ~ a n m e i  combiner the isrur of delay 
-a 

with that of Hamlet's sanity. A s  the thebtre editions have ohown, t,' 
= ? 

',% 

Hamlet on atage not only did not delaJ: h i  waa almo conaiatrntly 
- 

- 
stripped of him wilder, more manic epieodea. References to him 

searing nadnese by characters who-could not know that it w a r  only 

feigned <e.g., Claudius and Ophelfa) were, we have osen, often 

deleted by the adapters, yet thore pasnagma in which HamXrt 

explicitly declarer the antic dirporition to be merely put on uore 

alwaya retained. In the Ramarke on the Traqedv ox Hamlet, Hanrrr 

too never conriders Hamlet's behaviour anything other than a 



, 
Hanmer , 

. - 
, * too ludicrour for his Character, and foxfkhe- 

I ,  situation him Hind war then really,&. I murt 
confess, nothing is more difficult to draw than a 
real Hadnesr well, much more a feign'd one; for hare 
thp Pdrt in pamiat's Caoe, Gas to paint ruch a 
Specieo of Hadnaos aa should not give cauoe of 
~uapicion of the real Grief which had taken 
~aeseesion of the-Prince's Hind. 

(p .  39; italice mine) 

P 

, This "Speci-ee of Wadness" we8 therefore considrred a ehield--and 

accorcng to Hanmer, not a very well-constructed one, at that--for - 
the vulnerable; grieving prince. Even in hie dialogue with 

4 

Ophelia, Hanmer notea that Hamlet dare not let down his guard: 

"Hamlet's Conversation with O~helia, we nay observe, is in the 

Stile of- Mdnems; and it w a a  proper that the Prince ahould conceal- 

his Design from every one, which had he conversrd with his 

Mirtress in his natural Stile could not have been" ( p .  37). In 

the case of both thie Hamlet and the Hamlet of the reventeenth- 

and eighteenth-century atage, what appears to be aadnese is only a . 

calculated "Stile," and neither Hamlet allows his grief to 
i 

2- 

immobilize him. A * 
\ " 4. 

On the whole, Hanmsr'a Remarks on the Traddv of Hemlrt 

greatly illuainates Bore of t h e  more puzzling changer made to the 

text of Herlet by the actor-managerr. In ita emphasfr on Hailet's 

"Filial Piety," his "Horal Sentences," and "virtuour Temper," it 

seams to be describing the rather flat and colourlena perfect 

gmntloman of Robert Wilka. Thsre i. no suige&tion of a crippling ' 



110- 
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- - 

proeraatination, and no quertion but that Hamlet 14 ahtap - - 

completely rane, - - 

A markedly different world ia preoented to uo, thmrefore, 

when we turn to William Richardron and his Philoeo~hical Analvrio 

Illuetration of SORQ a Shakeroeare'g Ramarkeble'Characterr, 

publiehed in 1774. Coming as it doea after Thomas Whately'r 

comparison of Richard 111 and Uacbeth.in 1770 <which, however, had 

not yet been publirhed), and before Uaurice Morgann'a ingeniour 

defense of Falataff in 1777, the title of Richardron'r book alone 
- 

indicatee the direction that criticism would take aft& the . 

publication of Hanmer2.a modest Remarks. ' 5 . .  

Unlike Hanmer'e conscientious awarenero of the need to teat 

dranatic theorier in a real or imagined theatre, Richasdeon eo 

removes Hanlet fro* his natural place on stage that, to quote 

l•÷urgsnn'e aseeeenent of Shakespeare's characters in general, - - 

Hanlet appears "rather as La3 HietorAc than Dramatic baing . ,. 

. . "' In  treat ing a character as if.he were a clinical 

case-study, Richardeon extrapolater an inner life and notivmr that ,- ,  

go far beyond the limito'of the text; conoequently, he leadr the*. 
\ 

way to thm full-blown Romanticism of cri ics such as Goethm and' 't 
r i . * ,. 

Coleridge. A. the *'foremor+ pa~hological critic of shakerpeare 

in the late eighteenth century," he providei an intereating -. - b 

a 

contrast to Hanmrr and to theatrical perceptions of Hamlet popular 

The firrt word in Richardson's Philooo~hical Aaalvaia ir 
f 

"Moralists"--a revealing introduction to what follows, aincr, aa \ 
- .  \ 

I 

Richardron war later to- ray, only "the at becomer a critic: 



and the twd rciencea of ethics and criticisn appear to be - 

-3' Q 
-I . 

ihtinately and very naturally conne~ted."~ In his "love of 

virtue, and . . . hatred of vice," he reflects the prevalent 

aeventeenth- and eighteenth-century view of what tragedy should 

properly instil in the heart of every ran, and his chief purpose 
/-P 

for urging the reader fo "Kn~y~thynelf" ie not that the let& 2' 
,- u 

might then be wiser and more content, but rather that he might 

more e&iily recognize and thwart the "inroads of vice" that 

threaten from all rides: 

We nuet therefor= be attentive to the etate and 
constitution of our own minds; we rust discover to - 

, what habits we are moat addicted, and of what Q 

propensities we ought chiefly to beware: . . . . - Now, the study of human nature, accuatoning us to 
turn our attention inwards, and reflect on the 
various propensities and inclinations of the heart, 
facilitates self-examination, and renders it 
habitual. 10 

Repeatedly, Richardion uses the language and methodoloby of 

the ecientiat to force a syetem onto what la obviously % and 
unknown. "Difficulty in making just experiments is the principal 

. reason why the knowledge of human nature has been retarded," he 

says. "The materials d this study are commonly gathered fron 
2 

:reflectionas on our own feeling., or fron observations on the ' ,, 

conduct &f others. Each of these methods is exposed to . - 
difficulty, and coneequently to error" (p. 18). Because writers 

a 

' naturally present us with characters that, being fictional, stand - 
still long enough to be exa~ined, Richardaon finally concludes 

that the study of human nature right best be served by a study of 



.the poetr: "that claer of poeticql writern that excel by imitating . - 
- - - pp - -- -- 

the passions, right contributesin thir respect to rectify -and 
'P 

i 

enlarge the aentimentr of the philolopher: And, if so, they would 
,. 

have the additional merit of eonducting us to the te.mple of truth" 

<pp. 28-29). 

Thir, than,, la the somewhat dirheartening method by which 

Richardson at long last conee to an awarenees of the suitability - 

of studying Shakerpeara's'playa. Unlike Hanner, who had evinced a 

genuine fascination for the characters that preceded his 

occasional - noralizing on their behaviour, Richarddpn begine with 
Z 

the aole purpose of inculcating into his readers a senme of 

virtue, and only incidentally find. himeelf examihidg tho 
I 
1 

charactere ae if they had inner livea of their 

With all of Richardson's emphasis on morality, one nay arsune 
I 

thak he disagreed,with George Steevene' opinions, publiahed in the 

previous year, concerning "the immoral t*ndency 04 CHamlet'sl 

character."11 In fact. ~ishardsbn'c whole approq& to Hamlet 
I 

a- 

didfera from anything that had been done before. Steeven+ and 

noet of the earlier critica had dxamined Hamlet'a actions <in 

Steevens' case, hie deplorable lack of action), but Richardeon 

propees right from the start to "analyztel the mind of Hamlet, 

. . . . [and3 the various prlnci~lea of action that govern him." 

Suddenly, we find a new interest in the "examinCation'ofl . . . 
motives, and the temper or rtate of mind that produces 

thanw--surely as fitting a definition of poychological criticirm 

as one nay ever hope to get 'lpp. 86-87; italics mine). 



f- - - - - - -, 

passion." Inv hi* btudy of ~ a ~ u - r  in & YQU Like & ~ichard.on 
P 

define. . - -  thia' a. one paasion that *'ritlyrr by original and aup&ior 
.A 

vigour, or .by reiteratad indulgence, gainr an ascendant in the 

soul,. and subdue8 every opposing. . principle" (p. 166). Analyzing 
, 

Hamlet, he concludeo that "a senoe of 

ruling princip1g"--even to ,the extent 

martyr and a saint: - 

virtue . . . eeens to be the 

In other m e n ,  i b m a y  appear with the eneigns of high 
authorits in Hamlet it posseseer absolute power. 
United with amiable affectiono, with every graceful ' 
accorplishrtent,.'and every agreeable quality, it 
embellishes and exalts them. . . . Yet, with all 

-6- this purity of moral sentiment, with eminent 
abilitier, exceedingly cultivated and improved, with 
ma,nners the most elegant and becoming, with the 
utmoet rectitude of intention, and the noet active 
zeal in the exercise of every duty, he is hated, 
persecuted, and destroyed. 

= (pp. 140-41, 142-43) 
- 

' \ 

, 

The taxt of course contredicts this. After all, Hamlet's. 
Z Z 

worde taken literally do not show him to be quite so amiable in 
. I 

of raking Hamlet appear 

the prayer acene, or when'he ie alone with Ophelia. Richardson I 

therefore perform8 hir most aatoniahing feats ar a moralist and 

critic when he exarinea euch passages and still manages to find in 

Hamlet an *exquisite renee of virtue", ( p .  94) .  He does this 

chiefly by denying the surface me'a~ing of Hamlet's words. 
'. 

According to ~icha;daon'a analysis of his language, Hamlet is 

never explicit and hir words are never to be taken at face value. 
'1 

The Hamlet we find described in the ~hilooo~hical ~nalvei8 

"delivers himself ambiquourly"; "disquises Ethel external 
/ 



oyrptoms" of "the real state of 'hie mind"; and is conristently 
- - -- - - -- pp 

*. 
"obliqua* and "indirect" (pp. 88, 90; italics mine). Even hi8 

C 

bshaviour ir seen to be duplicitoue: "he would aeon frivolous when 

the occasion required him to be eedatr: and, celebrated for the 
/-- 

wiadom+and propriety of hie conduct, he would assume appearahcoo 
C 

of impropriety: full of honour and affection, he would seem 

inconsistent: of elegant and agreeable marinerr, and posseaaing- a - 

conplacent temper, he would put on the aemQlancta of rudeness" (p. 

122). While Hamlet in the original play does adnittedly do a11 of 

this when he feels he is being watched, Richardson takes the 

notisa of Hamlet's caunterfeit madness to an extreme, eeering to 
fi - 

see all .of Hamlet'a speeches--even those in which he ia alone--ar 
/ 

revealing an opposite trait or e&kion within. 
- 

Thie eubveraion of the play'a literal meaning is perhaps best F" 
illustrated in Richardson's romlrents on Hamlet's eoliloquy 

- - -  - - -  - - - - - - - 

beginning, "Now might I do it pat" (III'.iii.73-96). Although 

lengthy, the passage in the Philoso~hical Analvoie is invaluable , 

for displaying Richasdson'e habitual tendency'to'turn Hamlet's 
Ir 

words and their meaning upside-down. 

The sentiments that Hamlet expresses when he finds 
Claudius at prayer are not, I will venture to 
affirm, hie real onea. There is dothing in his 
whole character that juetifimr auch ravage enormity. 

2" 

W e  are-therefore bound in ~ustice and candor to look 
for eome hypothemim - that - ehall reconcile what he now 
delivere with hi8 urual maxims and general 
deportment. I would ark, then, whether on many 
occasions we do not allege as the motiveo*'of our A 

=onduct thoas conriderations which are not rsslly I 

our ~otivea? Nay, ie not this oometimes done almost 
without our knowledge? . . . Apply this . . . to the 
case of Hamlet; la3 renee of supposed duty and u 
regard to character prompt him to slay hir uncle; 



A v- - -  +- - -- 

and he is withhold at that4natant by the ascendant 
C of a gentle dieposition; by the sdrugles, and . 

perhaps weaknew, of extreme sensibiifty. But how \ 

c6P e answer to the world and to his sense of duty 
fo *kqsing this opportunity;? ' The real motive 
cannot be urged.. Instead of excusing, it would 

U 

expose him, he thinks, to cen ure; perhaps to 
contempt. He lo-okr about for motive; and one k . . . is irmediately suggeeted. He alleges, as 
direct causes of hie delay, rotiver that could never 
influence his conduct; and thus exhibits a most 
exquisite picture of amiable celf-deceit.12 

Q - 
a b 

Here, Richardson opposes true motives to alleged ones, and- 

%"ventureEsI to affirm" that, despite a lack of textual evidence, 

he can tell the difference between the two. His entire wethod 
- ,  

Z 
consists of explaining, away- that which does not suit his 

preconceived notion of Hamlet's character.. Needless to say, that 

way madneas--that is, critical anarchy--lies. 

Given these various levels of reaning, however, the Ha~let of 
4 

r r  , 
the ~hiloso~hical~nalysia la admittedly more "round" than is the 

Y 
- - 

=haracier dcacribdd in ~anr&'e ~ e m a h d  evidence of this new 

f complexity mey be found in the %hanged attitude towards the issue 
- 

of Hamlet's sanity. Hanrer, for example, had assumed Hamlet-'s 
.. 

madness to be only feigned and had even gone so far as to 
i 

criticize Shakespeare for the untidy craftsmanship that left the 

seais of hie assi~ilation exposed to view. In Hanmer's opinion, 

the obvioue answer to the probler of Hanlet's state of rind is to 

be found in hiscfulfeesion to his mother that he "essentially '[is1 

not i n  madness, / But aadvin craft," and he is supported in this 

by the opinions of other earlier critics. Mrs. Charlotte Lennox, 1 

for one, agrees in 1753 tGat Hamlet'a id onIy an assumed ~adnesa,' 

and "less essential to the Play than Etol the History t i . e . ,  Saxo 
d 



- - 

' .  

Gramraticue'l"; and Johnson later notes that while the "pretended" 

and "feigned" madness "causes much mirth," yet (again blaming 

Shakespeare) "there appears no adsqu"ate caure" for it, for Hamlet 
- 

"does nothing which he might not hivedone with the reputation of 

? 
sanity."l3 

Richardson, on the other,hand, just as firmly believes Hamlet 

is mentally unstable--although not eo much so that it would take 
. , 

away from his conscious virtues. The Philoao~hical Analyeis of - 
1774 is still relatively restrained in its opinion: 

Conceiving designs of punishment, conecioue of very 
violent perturbation, perceiving himself already 
suspected by the King, afraid lest his aspect, 
geeture, or demeanour_ehould betray him, and knowing 

- 8 that his projects muet be conducted with secrecy, he 
resolver to conceal himeelf under the disguioe of 
nadnees . 

- +. ( p .  119) 4 
- 

However, the Essays on Some of Shake6veare8s_ Dramatic Characters, - 
% 

written ten years leter, impl~citly reveals the popular acceptance 

of such a view, as Richardson confitiently goee even further: 

Surely such disorder'of mind, in characters,.Xike 
that of Hamlet-, though not amounting to actual 
nadnees, yet exhib'iting roaaon in ixtrere 
perplexity, and even trembiihg on the brink of - 
madnees, is not unusual. Heantime, Hamlet was fully 
sensible how atrange thoae'involuntary improprieties 
quat ppear to others: Re was csnecious he could not 
supp P ess them; he knew-he was surrounded with apiee; 
and was justly apprehensive, lest his susfiicion or 
purposes should be discovered. But how are there 
consequences to be prevented? By counterfeiting as' 
'in~anity which in part exists.14 



Already, for Richardson'and other dramatic critics, Hamlet 

verges on being what he pretend8 to have become. Thus Steevens, 

agreeing with Dr. Akenaide, feels that "the conduct of Hamlet Cis1 

every way unnatural and indefensible, unlese he were to he 
Q 

regarded as a young man whose intellects were in some degree 
. . 

aired"; and James Beattie, In a letter to Mrs. Hontagu, remarks 

whi.Le "the peculiarity of his circuaatences oftec obliges him 

to counterfeit nadneaa, . . . the storm of passions within him 
often drive= him to the verge of real madness."lS What was in 

-I 

1736 regarded as-*a@ ob~ective rearon for Hamlet's feigning 

madness--that is, Shakespeare's necessary reliance on the plot 

provided him by his source--is by the last quarter of the century 

seen as a part af Hamlet's psychological nature. 

interestingly, ae we have already aeen in Hanmer'e Remarks, 

this issue of Hamlet'a real or pretended madness agaih appears to 

be directly related to the issue of whether or not Hamlet is 

active or irresolute, In other words, it almost seems as if the 

saner the prince, the nore likely he is to be energetic and 
/ 

vengeful: and conversely, the more impaired hie-intellects, to use 

Steevens' phraae, the aore.apathetic he becomes. 

Richardeon'a ingenious (and through the similar views of 

Goethe and Coleridge, still quite influential) theorizing . 
concerning the cause of Hamlet's deley begins si~ply enough: 

Hanlet at the-start of the play, he says, grieves for the loss of 

his father. However, since all "Grief is passive," it "roueee no 

active principle" bht  instead already "disposes I h i a l  to silence, 

soljtude, and inaction" ( p .  87). No longer willing to blare 



Shakeapeare, Richardson also does not blame Hawlet. In fact, he 
P - -% , - 

praia&b-i!fhe - I notion of dehy, seeing it as proof that Hamlet's 
- *% 

moralTnature wae unequal to the completion of such an inrtoral 
'r- 

task. "The tendency of indignation," be says, 

', 
and of aeriqus and inflamed resentment, is to 
inflict punishment on the offender. But, if 
resentment ie ingrafted on the motal faculty, and 
grows from it, its tenor and conduct will be 
different: in its first emotion it may breathe 
exceeefve and inmediate venrbnce; but sentiments of 
~uetice a* pro~riety inter~osins, will arrest and 
suo~end its violence. An ingenuous-rind, thue 
agitated by powerful and contending principles, 
exceedingly tortured and perplexed, will appear 
hesitat.ing and undetermined. Thus the vehemence of 
the vindictive paorion will by delay ouffer 
abatement; by ite own ardour it will be 
exhaurted . . . . . 

(p. 123; italics nine) 

T h i s  ia interesting, and the still current popularity of such a 
- 

view indicate8 that, in the etudy, it is capable (correct or not) 

of being consistently applied throughout the play. However, the 

nore pertinent question h e r e  is:. Will it work on the stage? In 

one of the nost valid criticiena of Richardson's analytical 

method, E . L .  Hc~dam, J r . ,  answers, No: 

.. 

Richardson's whole account of Hamlet's character ia 
t h a t  of a ran w i t h  a thesis to prove. He picks out 
isolated speeches and etringe them together; he 
neglects the obvious intent of the text . . . ; he 
seeks out an interpretation which is so subtle as ta 
be unobserved and unsuspected by any audience, 
forgetting that subtlety is not, can not be, a part 
ot- popular drama; moreover, he r a y 8  that he simply 
does not believe the text when it contradict6 his 
v-iews .I6 

/ 



1n an issue of the Honthlv Review published in 1789, there is 

a caution that "analyzing of dramatic characters might eaaily be 

curried to an extreme";17 and we only have to turn to Richardson's 

-elaborate reconetruction of Hamlet's thoughts in+he prayer scene 

b 
to wonder whether any actor could ever have brought that overly 

subtle interpre&tion to life - on stage. ne of the theatre 
Not t 4 e  

texts depict8 the virtuous but vacillating and half-mad Hamlet of 

the ~hfloso~hical Analysis. As we have seen, Hanmer's emphasis on' 

the character's filial piety, his heroisa, and his resolution more 

closely approximates the Hamlet of the theatrical texts than 

Richardson's paralyzed Hamlet ever could. 



COWCLUSION 

E03ne aaema to understand Harlet better after a 
little study than after a great deal. 

<H. N. Hudson) 

In the sixty-year period between 1876 and 1935, as A. 'A. 

Raven has aaid, "there has been published on the average of every 

twelve days . . . something concerned solely with Hnmlet."l 
Within the more than three centurigs that have elapsed since 

Shakespeare first introduced him to the stage, there have been, in 

addition to the young male prince, female Hamlets, 

seventy-year-old Hamlets, child Hamle%s--wen canine  hamlet^.^ 
e 

#ore than any other character written for the atage, Hamlet ha6 

tugged at the public's imagination a& the sane tire that he hae 

stubbornly refused to reveal himaelf. 

The rage to "interpret" Hamlet, to, as he himself chargei, 

"pluck out the heart of Chis1 mystery," is a relatively recent - 

phenomenon. Before the beginning of the eighteenth century, there 
> 

1s only an appreciative sllence--appreciative, w e  know, ae Harlet 

was the most attended play at the theatres. Only gradually do we 

hear about ~a;let the character--first, in reference to the action 

of the play, and later, with regard to hie own enigmatic nature. 

F r o m  Shakespeare's day until almoet the laet quarter of the 

eighteenth century, procrastination, for example, was so little 

considered a part of Hallet's personality that it ua8 never 

mentioned: since then, Harlet ha8 become, even to those who have 

never read or seen the play, embleratic of delay. 
0 



Despite the fact that 4 playacript is more than just a 

literary text, criticism of Hamlet has been predominantly (then - 
and now> of the "armchair" or ''closet" type. To a certain extent, 

this.ia underatandabfe; the very nature of the play a s  read is 

ambiguity, and aa such, critics often apply a strictly literary 

approach to its problems. The terptation to anever definitively 

C the riddle of th sphinx, to s u m  up neatly Hemlet'e character as 

inherently "virtuous" or "weak" (or, later, Oedipal and neurotic) . 
has sometiaea led to tortuous explanations that contradict the 

vordo written on the page. Thus,Themas Hanmer io unable to fit 

Hamlet's speech upon finding Claudius at prayer into his 

conception of the character; William Richardson's theorizing 
J 

requirea him to ignore those nonenta when Hamlet is most active; 

and Ernest Jones, in nore recent years,-must remain 
P 

uncharacteristically eilent on the subject of Hamlet's constant 

reiteration of love for his futher.3 In each case, the critic has 

looked to find his own sasunptions validated within the text, his 

interpretation divorced fror.an awareness of perfornance 

inplicationa. 

-In the previous sections of this paper, I have outlined both 

the ach~larly and, through the actors' texts, the theatrical 

perceptions of Hamlet prevalent during the late seventeenth and 

the eighteenth centuriest For most of this period, there waa 

, virtually no difference between these interpretations; they 

paralleled one another and both maintained neoclaeeical premises. 

The ~ a ~ i e t  viewed on stage and discussed in print was never 

considered weak, procrastinatory, or in a n y  way insane. 
- 



- -- - - - - -- 

By 1774, however, scholarly criticism was beginning to see - - - - - - 

Hamlet aa auch. Uniike his neoclassical predec&rdr~, William 

Richardson accepted these qualities, but only ad more obvious 
< 

manifestations of the character'e profound p<ychological nature. 
i 

He presented to his readers a Hamlet with en inner life which was 

accessible through the printed page but could not be accomodated 

by the practical theatre. A s  a result, the two worlda of the 
i 

a, 

stage and the page, of actor and scholar, begin to separete, 
I - *  . .- . 

pointing in the direction ~ f ~ c r i t i c i s m ~ t o  come. Far the next one 

hundred yeara, Hanlet as a dranatic character--Hamlet as a play - 
for the theatre--will virtually disappear. 
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precisely the aahe pagination. 

Letter to Hadnne Hecker, 26 April 1776. In Little and 
Kahrl, 3: 1095. 

, 18 Quoted in Burnis, David Gnrrick, p .  155. 

19 London Chronicle, 17-19 December 1772, and Westminster 
Haqazine (January 17.73); both quoted in Odell, 1:385-86. 

2 O  In Vickers, 5C481. > 

z1 In Vickers, 5:48, n. 36. Even Francis Gentleman, that 
conservative apologist for Garrick, agreed that in omitting the 
gravediggero, "Mr. Garrick has too politely frenchified his 
alteration, by endeavouring to annihilate what, though Mr. 
Voltaire could not like it, has indubitable nerit" (Garrick 1763, 
p. 71). There ie also some evidence that Garrick attained the 
neoclaaaical approval he had been seeking. George W. Stone, Jr. 
quotes from a letter to Garrick written by Mrs. J. Henrietta Pye 
on 21 November 1774: "1 imagine Mr. Pye told you I hed been to pay 
a visit to Voltaire, where I met with a moat gracioua reception. 
We talked of your alteration of H a m f @ t ,  which very qreatlx 
aDBrovea, and exprest hiaeelf very highly in your praiae" 
("Garrick's Alteration," p. 901: italice nine). 

22 In Vickera, 5:467,468.  

23 Letter to Sir William Young, 10 January 1773; in Little and 
Kahrl, 2:845-46. 

24 Stone, "Garrick's Alteration," pp. 893-94. However, 
audience support for the alteration dwindled rapidly following 
gar rick'^ retirement in 1776. On 5 May 1777, it took in only 
fifty-nine pounds, and on 20 September 1779, the Mornins Chronicle 
complained that "The managers, to our astoniahrent, continue to 
play with Garrick'a alterations. [The original play1 is 
ratsrially in~ured by those which Garrick adopted in conpJiance to 
the French criticks." London Staqe, 5:79, 284. 

25 ShakspeareCe Haalet, Prince of Dammark, & Trnqsdy,  Revised 
J.P. Kenble; And Now First Publiehed & It & Acted & The 

Theatre Royal Covent Garden (1804; rpt. Charles H. Shattuck, 
? ed., John Philip Kemble Prom~tbooks, 11 vols. CCharlottesvifle: 

University Press of Virginia, 19741), 2:1-83. Al l  further 
referencee are to this edition and will appear ae Kemble 1804. 



26 Quoted in Robert+Speaight, Shnkesnrare 02 the Staqe 
<Boston: Little, Brown, 1973), p. 40; in Shattuck, Kemble 
Promptbooko, 2:ii; and in Donohue, Jr., p. 247. 

27 Quoted in Hills, pp. 58, 57. 

28 The act, scene, and line numbering follows that of Ghe 
Signet edition of Hamlet (Edward Hubler, ed. [New York: New 
American Library], 1963); where more than one text la cited, I 
have ueed the Signet to indicate generality. In those ins'tancea 
where I refer to a specific theatre text, I have noted it 
parenthetically, giving the page number and date of publication, 
not firat performance. 

29 William P. Hnlstead is therefore off by about seventy years 
when he says, "I first became aware of the reappearance of 'God' 
in the acting editions of Henry Irving" (Shakes~eare A s  Spoken, 2 
vola. [Ann Arbor: University 1 ~ s  International, 19771, 
1:xxvi). Perhapa Halstead to the general retention 
of the word in an entire text.- 

50 Lichtenberg is quoted in Hills, p. 35; and the Uonthl~ 
Mirror (1795) is quoted in Arthur Colby Sprague, Shakespeare g@. 
the Actors (New York: Ruaaell & Russell, 19631, p. 137. - 

31 Harold Jenkins, ed., Hamlet, Arden Edition (London and New 
York: Wethuen, 1982), p. 209. This might a l ~ o  be an opportune 
moment in which to clear up any confusion concerning truncated 
sources anetheir relation to the cuts in these stage verrriono. 
For instance, because both F1 and 01 omit I.iv.17-38a ("This 
heavy-headed revel . . . . own scandal"), it becomes import t to 
check especially tho early theatre texts to aee whether or r t  
tneir baee-text contained that>paeaage. In other words, if, as in 
the case of Smock Alley, I.iv.17-38a is not even printed, then we 
cannot really say that the lines have been coneciouoly "cut"-- and 
we dare not make any sort of conjecture about what the compositor 
thought of ther. On the other hand, if, as in the cane of 
Davenant 1676 and Wilke 1751, the passage was printed from its 
aouree and systematically marked for omission with inverted 
commas, then we can indeed suppose a certain biar on the part of 
the actors. Later, with Garrick 1763-and Kemble 1804, our 
suppositions become a bit more conjectural still, if only because 
their pages are "cleanw--i.e.,.they print only what was performed, 
no% indicating whether the omissions derive from their source or 
from their own moral and aeethetic disapproval. Thesse eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century udapters did, however, have greeter weeas 
to scholarly editlone, which meant that they were more aware of 
Shakeapeare'a full text (02 and F1, before 1821) and thus more 
free to re-insert line8 excised in their source <v. the 
Hugha-Wilka rastorationa baaed on Roue's edition of 5 7 0 9 ) .  

32 9uoted in Hills, pp. 22, 58. 



33 Quoted in Hif 19, p. 35: in Burnin, h v i Q  Garrack, p. 160;- 
and in Vickero, 5:450. 

34 The TheatricaL Speaker (1807); quoted in,Sprague, p. 142. 

35 Quoted in Horace Howard Furnsas, ed., Hamlet, New Variorum 
Edition, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1877), 1:104. 
That the Ghost's speech seems to have been considered interminable 
is evident as far back as 01, which provided relief for both 
audience and actor through an interruption of another sort. The 
Ghost cries, "0 horrible, most horrible!" and Hamlet interjects 
with "0 God!" 

36 Quoted in Hills, pp. 38-39. 

37 A seemingly unrelated comment'by Richard P. Altick, in T h e  
Enuliah Comaon Reader <Chicago: Univereity of Chicago Press, 
19571, say expiein why the adapters felt Ophtlia should have been 
reading ratherethan <ewing when Hamlet visited her. Describing 

a upper- and middle-clams women of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, Altick say8 that they turned to books becauae 
needlework was "no long& regarded as quite genteel" ( p .  45). 

38 The Connoisseur, No. 34 (19 Septenber 1754?, p. 203; quoted 
in J. Yoklavich, "Hamlet in Shammy Shoea," Shakeeveare Quarterly, 
3 (October 1952):217. 

39 James Boaden, Life of LOP_. Kenble (1825>, 1:104; quoted in 
F u r n e s s ,  Hamlet, 2: 261. 

40 1 Short Criticisn tf the Performance of Hamlet b~ John 
Philip Kemble <1789); quoted in Wills, p. 60. 

41 Jbhn Dryden, Grounds g Criticism Trasodr (1679); in 
Kirsch, p. 142. Indeed, Dryden was 80 disturbed by the difference 
betden the language in theaa recited epeeches and that found 
regularly in Hamlet that he believed The Houaetrap wee "written by 
sore other poet." He later admitted his error. 

42 In Vickers, 5:162. 

43 Quoted in'Milla, pp. 61, 39-40; and Harold Child, "The 
Stage-History of Hamlet, " In Hamlet, ed. John Dover Wilson, %2nd 
ed, (1936; rpt. Caabribge: Cambridge University Pres~, 1964), '  p. 
l x x x i .  

44 Quoted in Child, p. lxxxi. 
- 

45 See Hills, p. 40 .  A s  further evidence of its popularity, 
there is Pepye* charming description of how, on 13 Woveaber 1664, 

{quoted in Child, p. lxxii). 



-46  In Vickera, 5:158, 

'h7 Dramatic Censor, 1:23. Gentleman's statemant is 
interesting, for it alaoet seems to suggeet that Hamlet ie aware 
of the two spies behind the arraa. As Arthur Colby Sprague points 
out, however, Hanleys actual sight of them was not generally 
shown onatage until probably the 1820'6, when actors went to great 
lengths to ettenpt to explain Hamlet'e otherwise puzzling'attitude 
towards Ophelia. See Sprague, pp. 152-54. 

48 Quoted in Hills, p. 40; in Carol J. Carlisle,.' "Hamlet's 
'Cruelty' in the Nunnery Scene: T h e  Actors' Views," Shakea~eare 
Quartrrfv, 18 (Spring, 1967):130; and In Vickers, 5:158. Italics -- 

nine. 

49 The Theatrlcnl Recorder (1805-06); quoted in Carlisle, 
"Nunnery Scene," p. 130. A writer in the London Examiner aleo 
questioned whether such force on the part of Kerble was necersary, 
saying,<"in what manner did h s  treat the gentle Ophelfa? What 
threatening of fiats, what ferocity of voice, what stamping of 
feet, what clattering of doors?" Quoted in Pfilla, p. 62,. 

f 
50 Quoted in Carliole,, "Nunnery Scene," p. 130. 

St. Jaaes'g Chronicle, No. 1717 (20-21 February 1772); in 
1 

1 
Vickers, 5: 451. i 

52 Hornins Chronicle, 14 Harch 1814; quoted in Cnrlisle, 
"Nunnery' Scene, " p. 132. 

~ ~ 

53 In a similar vein, Gentleman criticizes the standard stage 
practice of eliminating 1I.i-5-17 in Othello: "Had the preceding 
passages belonged to capital charactero, they would have been 
carefully retained: but in theatrical paring it seeme a rule, to 
render the smaller parts aa inconsiderable as poaaible, fron a 
paltry, selfish notion that thereby tbey become a better foil to 
the principal one8 . . ." (Draaatic Censor, 1:136>. Cf. also 
Charlotte Lennox'e belief, in 1753, that Laerteo "diminishee the 
hero, and also dividea our concern," with the result that there 
are "two heroes" in the play. (Paraphrased in Augustue Ralli, & 
Jiiatary of Shskeo~esrisn Criticism, 2 vola. EHew York: Humanitlea 
Press, 19593, 1:29). 

54 Quoted in Hills, p .  64. In addition, George Steovens, 
writing in the General Evenina Port C19-22 December 17725, 
conmende Garrick's newly *revised Hamlet for its eubrtitution of 
"foolish" for "country rattersw--elthough Garrlckr1772 ahowe no 
such alteration. In Vickere, %:474.  

55 For his solution to the proble of Claudiua' belated 
reaction to the Dumb Show, see John D ver Wilson, ed., Hamlet, > 2nd 
ed. (1936: r p t .  Cambridge: Carbridge niveraity Prear, 1964>, p. 
7 0 .  As eariy as 1807, a puzzled He ry Pye had already noted that 
"these ia no apparent reason why the Usurper should not be ae much 



- 
affected by thta mute repreeentation of his crimes as he is 
afterwards when the s a m e  action is uc+zonpanied by w o r d a " ;  and in 
the nineteenth century, Helliwell-Phillippa exactly anticipated 
Dover Wifron by asking uhether it were not "allowable to direct 
that the King and Queen should be whlapering confidentially to 
each other during the dumb-show, and so escape a sight of it?" 
Quoted in Furnese, Hamlet, 1:241, 242-43. 

3 
4 

56 The excision of the Dumb Show in Smock Alley is interesting 
for perhaps shedding further light on atage versions of Hamlet in " 
the seventeenth century. G. Blakemore Evans argue8 that, in 
alluring the Dumb Show to remain, "46 Ci.e., Davenant 16763 most, 
probably fafle to record conteaporary London stage usage, while 
the Smock Alley PB preserves it, since it is most unlikely that 
t h e  direction of influence would have been from Dublin to the + - 

later English stage" tp. 6). 
However, Evans doee not entirely convince me that the -. .+ 

wholesale circling of the lines deecribing the Dumb Show could not 
have been r de by a fatar cosposibr. Of the nine diatinct U n d s  

t3, that he ide ifiea aa having made notations, cuts, prompt cues, 
etc. in Snock Alley, Evans considers one (Hand IV) most definitely 
"a rid-eighteenth-century hand which s s e n s  to make its corrections 
from eighteenth-century edited texts" ( p .  2). Is it not 
conceivable, therefore, that this hand, or indeed another of the 
eight later-ones, could have subsequently blocked out the paaeage 
for excision, recalling as it did that the pantomime uae by then 
usually cut? 

57 IThonas Hnnner l .  S o ~ e  Remarks on the Traqedy of Hamlet, 
Prince of Denmark, Mr-fttan & Hz. William Shakee~ears, Auguetan 
Reprint Society, No. 9 (C17361 1947; rpt. Neu York: Kraus Reprint, 
19671, p. 39. All further references to this work will appear in 
the text. 

Thus Thomas Holcroft, a f b r  describing Hamlet in the play 
acene, state8 that he next reappeere in his mother's chamber <The 
Theatrics1 Recorder f18053). See Carol J. Carliale, Shakespeare + 

from the Greenroom, p. 73, n. 109. 

59 The King's confession seems to have been generally regarded 
as less a confirmation of his villainy and more as "one of the 
most pathetic and highly finished repentant Struggles . . . which 
ever fell from the Pen of Genius?" ( fGeorge:Steevensl , St. Janes'g 
C h r o n i c l a ,  3-5 March, 1772). Steevena even aingled out Thomas ' 

Jefferson, Garrick's Claudrus at Drury Lane, for his admirable - 
recital of what he considered a "Soliloquy of Repentance." In 
Vlckers, 5:454; and quoted in Burnfm, David Garrl*, pp. 166-67. 

60 See especially the fac&rnile page reproduced by Ucl•÷anaway 
In "The Two Earliest Prompt Books of Hamlet," p. 117. Considering 

-e the great number of restoratlopa in W a r d  & and B. it is '.. 
significant that Davenant'e interpolation is retained. Indeed, 
the facainile shows that not only did John Ward still 
unquestioningly accept "Where La this nurderer*' in the 1740'8 (and 



we see it retained again in Garrick $772) ,  but he also -- - 

conacientiouoly corrected the punctuation by supplying an 
autograph queetion nark at its end. 

7 

61 Aside from Garrick 1772, Smock Allay is the only other text 
that seems to allow all of Hamlet's lines in this scene to remain, 
although even thia ie open to question as a large corner of one 
page ie missing, and with it 111.iii.65-88, and IIT.iv.41-46. 
Also contrary to expectation is the cutting in Smock Alley of at 
leaat thirteen and a half linea of Claudius' confemsion 
(III.iii.4O-43a; 46b-55)--more than any other theatre edition or 
promptbook here studied. 

62 Dramatic Censor, p. 24. 
- 

63 Davies is quoted in Burnim, David Gnrrick, p. 166, There 
is evidence, however, that Garrick had earlier retained the 
soliloquy, for after his debut performance on 12 August 1742, he 
waa chastised for including it by a correspondent who described it 
as "abominable . . . a terrible blot.anck stain to tHamlet's3 
character," Quoted in Hille, p. 41. 

d 

6 4 - ~ t ,  Jaaes'g Chronicle, 2 October 1783 and Horninq 
Chronrcle, 19 November.1785. Quoted in Mi:lls, p.  65. In 
addition, James G. HcManauay points out (ppd 111, 119) the 
problems caused by a nieplaced stage direction in Ward A. "Enter 
Pslonius" waa inserted irmediately before that character ia killed 
by Hamlet, t h m  making redundant Hamlet's question, "Is it the 
King?" 

65 Quoted in Hills, p. 65; and Dramatic Censor, 1:24-25. 

G6 London Haqnzine (1781). Quoted in Babcock, p. 152. 

G7 Quoted =n H~lle, p. 41; furneaa, Hamlet, 2:250;  and 
Carl~sle, Shakes~eare from the Greenroor, p. 78. In addition, the 
following advertisement illustratea the fact that, despite 
Hamlet's criticism of Gertrude (and perhape because of hie 
reaction to the Ghost), thia acene uas often considered a model of 
proper filial devotion. The theatrical anthology billed for 7 
August 1781 at the Haymarket was: "THE SCHOOL OF SHAKESPEARE; or, 
Hunoura and Passions. Given in a regular Representation of 
several of his most favourite and capital Scenes. . . . The 
inisitable Scenes of the P o e t  , . , will exemplify . . * FILIAL 
PIETY, in the Closet Scene in HAHLET." T& London Staqe, 5:444. 

-68 Lines 203-211 are not printed in Smock Alley; therefore, 
one cannot really say they are "cut." In addition, the omioeion 
or retention sf certain lines uithin III.iv.203-209 in Garrick 
1772 is open to question. Pedicord and Bergmann, in The PZavr of - 
David Garrick, feel that Hamlet in 1772 says, " M J y  two 
schoolfellows, / . . . . Delve one yard below their mines / And 
blow them at the noon," However, looking at the Folgepr copy of 
the autographed 1772 text, Garrick's vague pencillings could just 



137 
- 

as well have applied to the whole block of llnee 203 to 209, but 
since that would have left no grammatical eubject for line 210a, 
which ir clearly unmarked-for omission and reads-"And blow them at 
the moon," Pedicord and Bergmann might be correct, if "them" is 
meant to refer to "their mines." The meaning, however, ie then , 

also obscured: My two schoolfellovs delve one yard below their 
j mines, and blow their own mines at the noon? 

69 In Vickera, 5:539-40. 
I 

70 %. Janes's Chronicle, No. 1717 (20-21 February 1772); in 
Vickers, 5:452. 

. . 

71 For example, Garrick 1772 begins by restoring ~laudiug' 
"There's matter in these sighs. These profound heaves / You must 
translate; 'tla fit we underatand them"--which in Wilka 1751 and 
Garrtck 1763 had simply read "There's matter in these sighs. / You 
must expound them." Garrick makes a large number of similar 
restorations throughout the first three 8denes in Act IV. 

Q 
72 This last line is an interpolation into the text. It seems 

to be first evident in smock Alley, although it is difficult to 
know whether the addition waa made by a seventeenth- or 
eighteenth-century hand, Thua the eight lineo in I'v.iii.59-68 (to 
line SSb, which reads "Do it, England") are translated into the 
aore pointed "Let it be testified in Hamlet's death." This is 
also found in Ward & and B_, in Garrick 1772 and 1763, and in 
Kenble 1804. ' 

'3 Garrick has pnated his new lines over page 66 of the 1772 
text and haa then numbered it page 67. Where the. confusion over 
such newly inserted pages becomes too great, I will simply write 
"n. pag." Garrick's heading, "Scene a Wood," also provides the 
answer to something that had puzzled George C.D. Odell in his 
Shakes~eare from Betterton to Irvinq. Describing stock sets and 
acenery at the theatres during the age of Garrick, Odell had 
written, "The Barry schedule of 1776 . . . . includes . . . a cut 
wood (for which scene, I wondeh?) for Hamlet" (Odqll, 1:417). 

74 Evans, p. 9, n. 22. Comparing H o ~ k i n s  1777, the younger 
Boswell's edition of Helone's Shakespeare <1821), and a second 
copycof the 1777 promptbook prepared by William Hopkins, Evans 
writes, "CPlerhaps . . . this version, rather than that quoted 
directly from Garrick's autograph copy Ci.e., Gerrick 17721 was 
the final etage. form . . . and representtsl Garrick's final 
veraion" <p. 9, n. 22). George W, Stone, Jr,, on the other hand, 
suggests that' H o p k ~ n e  1777 was based on Garrick 1772 ss altered by 
John Henderson, who succeeded Garrick after his retirement in 1776 
("Garrick's Alteration," pp: 901-02). Interestingly, George 
Staevena' first revlew of the alteration in the General Eveninq 
Post 117- December 1772) also mentions Hamlet "calling upon 
vengeance, % ure and aanhood to wake" at the end of 1V.i~. 
(Vickera, 5:473>. Therefore, although nct in Garrick 1772, the 



lines as printed kn -kine 1777 seem to have hean recited oastage 
fros the start. 

75 In Vickera, 5:448. 

76 In Vickera, 5:452. cJ- 

1 77 Act I Y ,  scene v inned ately following begins aomewhat 
differently in Ho~kine 1777 from the more conventional way in 
which it begins in Garrick 1772. In the promptbook (quoted in 
Evans, p.  9, n. 2 2 ) ,  the King and Queen are alone, without Horatio 
or a Gentleaan onstage,  and are depicted in a surprisingly 
sympathetic light: 

Scene 
Enter Kinq and Queen E. 

Kinq: See where She comes--it is a piteous ' '  

Sight. 

+ 

Queen: 0 She Cleaves=ny heart--her disterperd 
mind 

Comnunicatea Infection to m y  own. 

Enter Ophelia distracted. 

Where io the Beauteous &c 

_/a " H a m ~ s ,  through the wh*ole play, rather an instrument 
than an agent. After he hao, by the stratagem of the play, 
convicted the King he rakes no attempt to punish him, and hie 
death is at last effected by an incident which Hamlet has no part 
in producing." In Vickers, 5:161. 

79 Letter from Garrick to H. do Laplnce, 3 January 1773: "I 
have destroyed ye Grave diggers, (those favourites of the people) 
and nlnoat all of ye 5th Act . . . ." Note too that Garrick'r 
language here reveale a malicious plebsure in altering the play: 
cf. "I have thrown away the gravediggers" (4 January 1773) and hia 
reference to "the rubbish of the 5th Act" (10 January 1773). In 
Little and Kahrl, 2:840, 841, 846. 

a0 Tate Wilkinaon, T- Wanderinq Patentee; Or, History Of 
T h e  Yorkahire Theatres, Froa 1770 T o  T h  Present Time ' . . . . fn 
Four Volumea (1795: rpt. London: Scolar Preaa, 19731, 1:173. K11 , 
further references are to this edition and will appear in the 
text. 

81 J .C. Young, 4 Henoir of C_. K. xounq, quoted in Joseph, p. 
38; Fanny Kenble, quoted in Child, p. lxxxvii. 



a2 Quoted in Ganini Salgado, Eyewitnesses of Shakes~eare 
(London: Chatto & Windua, 1975), p. 47. If Wright's relatively 
high opinion of the Grave-digger scene is typical, thia night - 

explain why Davenant 1676 .later retains it. See ale0 Paul S. 
Conklin'a discussion of the scene in light of the seventeenth * 

century's macabre fascination with'the tradition of aemento mori 
(pp. 14-16>. ,-\ 

"a3 Francis Kirknnn's "Preface to The Wits, & Sport upon 
S ~ o r t "  (1672-73) Is quoted in Milla, p. 13; Lichtenberg is quoked 
in Vickers, 5:48, n. 36. . c- 

84 A brief summary of the 1736 review of Hanner's Remarks may 
be found in George Wincheater Stone, Jr., "Shakespeare in the 
periodicals: Part 11," Shakespeare Quarterly, 3 (October 
1952>:324. The quotat~on from Hiscellaneous Observatione on 
~amiet, 6s.  (1752) is in T& London Stase, 4:287. 

%- 

a5 In Vickera, 5:457. Of the eighteenth-century critics, only 
Samuel.Johnson, Horace Walpole, and a few others defend 
Shakespeare's fondness for the "mingled drama"; in fact, Johnson 
specifically excuses its presence in Hamlet, saying that "When 
Shakeaveare'g plan is underatood, most of the criticisms of Rhymer 
[sic3 and Voltaire vanish away, . . . and the Grave-diggers 
theraelves may be heard with applause." In Vickers, 5:63. 

a6 In an unpuJbllshed note on Garrick's 1772 alteration, Horace 
Walpole wrote that "If Garrick had really been an intelligent 
manager, he would have corrected tho vicioua buffoonery which lay 
In his actors, not in the play." That the actors contributed not - 

tle to the critlcs' condemnation of the scene can be seen in 
acc unts of their milking the h u i o u r  for all it wae wqrth. The 
a l T  most common trick uaa to divest oneself of a multitude of 
waistcoats in preparation for digging. Boaden reports in 1780 

I that "The 3oy of the g&leries to see lSuettJ in Goodman Delver's 
dozen waistcosts . . . may be readily conceiveda': .and lxchael 
Kelly praises Kembfe for his "saving grace of hunour . . . , for 
even after his ~ u e t  annoyance with the fooleriee of the quaint 
actor, Jew Davis, who was playing the First Grave-digger to his 
Hamlet . . . , and turned the scene into an uproarious farce, 
CKerbleJ recerved the culprit with civility and a forgiving sense 
of his former ill-timed ~est." In Vickers, 5:484; and quoted in 
Sprague, p. 176; and in Claude C.H. Williamson, Readinqe on the 
Character of Hanlet [London: George Allen & ~nwin, 19501, p. 30. 
It is interesting that as early as 1708, the date of Qq of- 
Webatsr'a = D u c h s a a  of Halfi, the Doctor is given an extra stage 
direction following the Cardinal'e command that he take off his 
gown (V.lr.70): "Cputs off his four Cloaks one after another]." 

8' It 1, worth noting that with every t ~ x t  the stage 
directions become more nureroua and explicit. Davenant 1676, for 
example, prints virtually no stage directions, aside fro. 
recording characters' entrances end dxits; Wilka 1751 and Garrick 
1763 nake the action In certain acenea clearer (e.g., Polonius' - 

P 



voice comes from " [Behind the arrasm> ; and the - d k ~ & m s  of &ags - -- 

blocking in Kemble 1804 show that actor's view to-be increasingly 
pictorial. By the time of Charles Kean's 1859 Hamlet, stage 
directions had become so detailed as to indicate action not 
determined by dialogue (e.g., after III.ii.353, the text resdr 
"[Exeunt HORATIO Musicians, R.H. GUILDENSTERN, / after 

. speakins privately to ROSENCRANTZ, crossee / behind HAMLET to 
R_.&.l">. 

88 See Hunro, 1:272. Also, while Hanlet in Garrick 1763 leapt 
into the grave, Gentleman disapproved of both his language and hie 
actions: "Thie violent frantic clinsx of passion, ir very 
indecent, at such a tiae and place, therefore highly disgraceful 
to Hamlet" (Garrick 1763, p. 77). George Steevens, as "Hic et 
'~bique," agrees, feeling that Hanlet'8 rant contradicts the 
discretionary advice he had earlier <III.ii.> given the Players. 
See Vickers, 5:451, 

89 "I wish Hamlet had made some other defende; it is 
unsuitable to the character of a good or a brave man to shelter 
himself in faleehood" (in Vickers, 5:1611. In 1783, Joseph Ritoon 
attempted to defend Hamlet against Johnson's charge. "Hamlet's 
conversation with Laertes immediately before the fencing scene," 
Ritoon says, "was at the Queen's earnest entreaty; and thou$h ~ r .  

-% 
Johnson be pleaaed to give it the haroh name of 'a dishonest 
fallacy,' there are better, because more natural, judger who 
consider it as a most gentle and pathetic address . . . ." (quoted 
in Furness, Hamlet, however, that unlike the 
closet critics, Riteon suggesting that Hamlet is telling - 

the truth because he 

Goethe saw these lines as further proof of Hamlet's 
procraatihat~ry nature. In hie long diecussion of the play in 
Wilhelr Meister <1795>, he says, "Can you concpive him to be 
otherwise than plump and fair-haired? . . . does not his wavering 
aelancholy, his soft lanenting, his irreeolute activity, accord 
with such a figure?" Quoted in Furneas, Hamlet, 2:275. 

91 Quoted in Lynch, p, 67; and in Vickrrr, 5:457. Davioo madm 
the comment while praising the fact that in Garrick 1772 the%King 
defended himself "manfully" againrt Hamlet's assault and thus died 
in a more dignified manner. There is, however, no evidence in 
Garrick 1772 to 8upport this. See also Carlfele, haker~eare 
the Greenroom, p. 42. 

92 " A s  the play is cut, these five lines I'V.ii.355-3S9aS 
should, we think be onitted; for they are unintmlligible to all 
those who remember the original play, and are quite unnecessary 
here, and foreign to the representation, as it now rbanda" 
,<Garrick 1763, p. 841. ,Spyague says that Fortinbrar w a r  not again 
seen onetage until Forbea-Robertson's Hamlet of 1897--and that the 
typical spectator at that time felt Fortinbras' entrance u a i  
anti-clinactie (p. 184) .  
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 if the,haraoters ok- ~h&&hare q ~ e  thus whole, and ?&s,.if, ' L ,  

w e r e  or'i&inal ;:;while thoec ofi al&&kher writere ate' @&rev:: , .? 

'i.*%tation, it may be fit to ch.r-r theih.+ather a. ~iqtpris tha2;:l\.:$,' 
Drametlc beingsf end, when occa&%ii requires, to accounvifq* thgir'73 
condu& from the whole of character, from general principle+~;~.~drd~nii:.:X Q 
latent motives, and from policies not avoGqd.** Maurice ~(orgaf&;= ;>;;$ 

?T An Essay 02 the Dramatic Character of ~1&,4ohn Falataff, in *?? % z y  .$$ 
Maurice Iloruann: Shakeavearian Criticiem, ed. Daniel A. Fineman. Gc'K$ 
iOxf ord : Clarmdon Press, 1972). p. 169, T61n. Th.) not,iba-Lhatt.;;:;:yi+ 
one could infer a character's latent motivee and una~ow(;&~'~~&5&iee 
is dentral to Rkchards~nls psychological interpretation +f$&i'et.t . <\ . .. - . - 1 ,  . , 

. -. . \" , * I. %, + ,  . \ . '- . .- . A .  .% t * ;  8 Sabcock, p.B 159. -<- ':. ., -.-b..-.l.. ' i -' , * ,  .- ... . . ~, .. . >. .,..tL: . +.+.&.' 
-F ; < , .-. ,. .. , , < . . '- 5.';*, ,, , :;y . . - ' " ,? ."<. .+$- ' ., :,. . . :.. ">. . , . > ,.. .: > L-t . . 

, . +' 

9 ~ichardson: then "took th4o. &en. further . saying t'h'd't"''~~n'n';:-' +.;, .-... - 1 .ii * +;;;.;: 
truth no one who-.,-. . , Bntertains iapbper notions of huerkiii::':ij;' ..+ 
conduct, can dis&rn excellenbe in thi higher €species of'@~&qical 

* ,  
corpoei tion. " (Eaeavs o n ' ' ~ ~ h a k ~ ~ & r e ~ &  Dramatic character :of Sir 
John .Falstaff g& 02 hie 11litation of Female Characters €17-3 rc S, ;.. ; '-: '.-.. 

, *. 
. . 

quoted in Babcock, pp132-33. > I.? ,; . _  - ~ I .  

3 3  - :. . '-,,; .:?a .A ' . ? *'k\ .py: *,. 

- 10 William Richardson, &,Phis oso hical Analysis rind 
*rkable Charactere (rev. Illustration of Some of Shakeape 

ed. 1780; rpt. Mew York: AHS Prees, 1966), p. 9. All furt.ber :: ....: 
references to t h i a  work will appear in the text. 
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be controverted by subtle disputants. . . . In dramatic writings, 
especially, the obvious meaning is most probably the true one; and 
it is eurely no great to Shakerpeare's adn$rable * 

delineation of the Faletaff, to suppoae, that it has 
hitherto been Quoted in Babcock, p. 
172. > 

- 
/' 
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k Notes to Conclusion . - 

1 Anton Adolph Raven, Ynnlst Biblioqrawhv g~& Reference 
Guide: 1877-1935 (1936; rpt. New York: Russell 6 Russell, 1966), 
p. iii. ' 

On page 13 of his'E~ewitnesaes of Shakespeare, Gamini 
Salgado states that in 1809, at the Royal Circue, a performance of 
Hamlet "was given by a troupe of dogs." Incredibly, Bernard 
Grebanier describes a different "Dog Hamlet," thia one a 
**condensed canine version" put on by W.W. Lacy-and Tom Matthews. 
It at least included h u ~ a n s ~ i n  the cast, for according to 
Grebanier, "The dog followed Hamlet around throughout the course 
of the play, and in the last scene would be let loose on guilty 
Claudius, pinning him to the floor of the stage while Hamlet 
killed his father's murderer" (Then Cane Each Actor [New York: 
Oavid McKay, 19751, p. 263). 

Morris Weitz, in an illuminating examination of the methods -- 
and fallacies of modern criticissr of Hamlet, finds if "amazing" 
that "no critic of &nee ... . comments on [Jones's absolute 
silence about one datum of the play, namely, Hamlet's relation to 
his father]." See Hamlet and the Philosophy of Literary Criticism 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1964), p. 23. , A  
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Davenant 1676 

The Tkaqedy of Hamlet Prince of Denmark, A s  fs now Acted & 
his Hiqhnees the Puke of York's Theatre. 1676; rpt. London: 
Cornmarket Preae, 1969, 2 

Smock Alley 

Hamlet. In Vo1.'4, Part31 of Shakea~eerean Prompt-Booka of the 
Seventeenth Century.'_ Ed. G. Bkakemore Evans.. 
Charlotteeville: university ~ L S  of Virginia, 1966. - 
(Included in this text is Evans' collation of Smock Alley 
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Wllks 1751 

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark: Traqedv. A s  & & nqw Acted bf; His 
a7estv0s Servants. 1751; rpt. London: Cornmarket Press, 
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Garrick 1763 
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Performed g& the Theatre-Royal, Covent Garden. Reaulated- 
From the Proa~t-Book, With Permiserion of the Hanaqera, & Mr. 
Younqer, Prom~ter. In Vol. 3 of Bell's_ Edition of 
Shakeapeare'& Playa . = . . Ed, Francis Gentleman. 8 vola. 
1774; rpt. Cornmarket Preas, 1969, I 

Garrick 1772 
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